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CHAPTER I

VALERIE

VER the low gate which led out of Madame

Noel's garden, the girl leaned and looked

down the narrow street in the winter

twilight.

All day long the sun had lain warm and tender

over the city, and now, at eventide, its last rays

fell and lingered as if loath to go.

Warm and tender, although it was barely a month

since the New Year. There had been no snow to

speak of, and the grass was brown as sealskin.

There was not much left of the garden now, but

here and there, marked in the dirt, were the rem

nants of what had been,— the possibilities which the

summer held in store. Madame was famed all over

the city for her garden, a real old-fashioned garden,

such as one rarely sees nowadays.

A little street, scarcely a street, containing a row

of little box-like cottages. They were all alike, but

Madame Noel had the distinction of a garden.

Often pedestrians, chancing that way, were informed

off-hand about the garden. And they were sure to
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2 THE FRUIT OF THE TREE

see thumbs jerked in the direction of Madame's.

Through her the little street had become famous.

Determination, purpose, had led the girl to the

city; Fate had led her to this spot.

Madame was a widow of three-score or there

abouts. She enjoyed a comfortable pension and was

the only one in the neighborhood who had never

taken in boarders. That is — up to the time that

Valerie came.

One day — the girl had appeared in the narrow

street, with satchel in hand. It was a warm day in

the summer. Madame had been caught by the beau

tiful face and the dark liquid eyes that reminded her

of her own long-lost youth and the days of her court

ship.

The girl was French, therefore she was dainty.

She was dressed in a light flimsy sort of material,

pink and blue all jumbled together. She had come

from a distance, for there was dust on her shoes, on

the satchel, and a look of extreme weariness in her

eyes.

Leaning over the gate, she had buried her head

in the purple Chinese bell-flowers that hung into the

street. It was thus that Madame found her when

she chanced out into the garden with her little

arrosoir, to water the flowers.

The good lady had nearly dropped the pot at

sight of the girl. This was a strange appari

tion.

She nearly exclaimed aloud, but fortunately kept
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silent, for she would not frighten this lovely crea

ture away, like a bird from the flowers.

A moment, and the girl lifted her head out of the

bells. Madame was fairly caught. The watering-

pot fell.

" Pardon, Madame ! Can you direct me to an

Hotel?"

She spoke in delicate Parisian French, and

Madame was bound securely. She could not escape

now.

Ah ! It was fifteen, twenty minutes to walk.

Mademoiselle must not think of such a thing.

Hotels were good enough for spinsters and married

folks, but for a young girl, alone and unprotected,

— Ah — it was out of the question ! If Mademoi

selle could be content with a poor cottage, she was

welcome to remain over night. She might sleep

sweet, and no one would disturb her, unless indeed

it was Raoul, clattering by in the milk-team long be

fore daybreak. And as for him, there was no sense

in disturbing honest folks at such an unholy season !

But it was his custom.— And, if Mademoiselle could

likewise content herself with plain simple fare, why,

then she might stay, and welcome !

The girl heard little of what the good woman said,

except that she caught the purport of it. Her heart

was captivated by the quaint garden. The flowers

held her, and she could not turn away.

" Thank you, Madame ! I will stay ! "

So she had stayed, one night, two nights, a week,
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two weeks, and the time lengthened into months.

And on this calm winter evening when our story

opens, it had been just six months since she had first

come to the little street.

It was a quiet unfrequented spot, a sort of " Pri

vate Way,"— only there was nothing " Dangerous "

about it. Sometimes lovers were seen to stroll along

in the still twilights; invariably they paused at the

gate for a look at Madame's flowers. And many

sweet nothings were whispered above the nodding

heads, and sometimes great questions were decided

for always.

The girl Valerie was not unmindful of all this,

but, to the astonishment of everyone, she never en

couraged advances from any of the young men who

lived about. It was, perhaps, to Madame Noel's

great chagrin, for she had been somewhat of a match

maker in her earlier days.

Valerie was more or less of a puzzle to everyone.

It was unusual to see one so young, so fair, apparently

unmindful of all the flattery which the world might

offer her. But the books,— they were worst of all,

and hardest to overcome !

For Valerie's otherwise neat little room was fairly

littered with them. They drifted everywhere, over

the table, the dresser, the bed, the floor. And such

books !

Madame Noel was not above curiosity; in this re

spect she did ample justice to the reputation of her

sex.

Yes, she had peeped many times beneath the cov
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ers, although at no time was she any the wiser for

her investigations. " Social Reform," " Sociology as

a Science," " The Processes of Destruction,"— what

was a young girl doing with her head buried in such

subjects as these?

The girl was not afraid of anything. Not even

public opinion, that bugbear which dominated the

narrow little street as well as the rest of the city and

the entire world. For, when a poor outcast woman

came to the place, with a black shawl over her head

and black despair written in her eyes — and people

drew in their heads and closed the shutters when she

appeared in the street — Valerie alone was seen to

approach and speak to her kindly, even to lay her

hand on the bony arm, as if the very touch were

not contagion to a respectable soul! Then people

talked, as people will. They wondered and mar

veled, and finally turned their attention to something

else.

Madame Noel was a prudent woman, and knew

how to hold her peace when occasion suited. She

told no tales and never responded to idle questions

about Valerie. Indeed, she had begun to think that

her little boarder was some titled lady in disguise

— until, one day, the girl signified her intention of

going to work.

Madame was just a little disappointed, but, after

all, there was not much to interest a young girl here.

When the flowers were not in bloom, there was, per

haps, nothing at all,— at least so it seemed. For

Madame could not read the heart of the girl, could
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not tell why she had come here, could not discover

the determination, the purpose of her life.

There was, however, one figure which interested

Valerie strongly, which stood out boldly from all

the rest. She had seen this figure pass often by the

gate. She had noticed him stopping sometimes, to

pat the little gray kitten who kept the mice away

from Madame's little establishment. A tall, grace

ful figure, erect, dignified. His face was singularly

noble, and he had glorious eyes. He was the one

figure who had ever caused her to feel a sentiment

of interest, almost of admiration. Madame, of

course, did not know all this.

The girl leaned over the gate and looked down

the dim road where the stars were beginning to cast

a glimmering light. At the very end she could just

distinguish a tall slender figure coming along at a

stride. She drew back a little for him to pass.

He did not look up. His face was pale, aristo

cratic, gentle. His step was firm, graceful, and his

bearing elegant and refined.

Madame Noel did not see, for she was within,

dozing in her chair. Valerie was glad of that; she

was glad that the rest of the people in the little

street would not be able to appreciate this person.

To them he was probably a man, nothing more. But

to the girl, he was a character. She felt that she

would see him again, that she must see him, for such

was fate!

She was, perhaps, a trifle romantic. When he had

gone, she clasped her hands in a sudden impulse.
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" Monsieur ! Monsieur ! You are my hero, for

I have discovered you before anyone else ! I shall

look for you, and you will pass this way again ! It is

fate ! Now I shall have something outside of my

work to interest me in this dull place ! You are my

character, mine ! — No — I shall not tell ! To-mor

row evening, at this time, I shall be here ! "

As yet the girl had never even dreamed of love.

The man was merely a character, but an extraordi

nary one. Ordinary people did not interest her.

She leaned over the gate and looked down the

street. He was gone !

Then she stole into the house, her eyes shining

like two stars :

" Monsieur! I have found something interesting

at last ! I have found you ! It is fate ! "

Madame's voice sounded through the desolate

garden.

"M'slle! It is late! You will take cold ! Have

you come in yet? But come! "

And the girl with the shining eyes answered:

" Oui, Madame! "— To herself she whispered:

" She does not know — what I have found ! To

morrow— at the same hour! "



CHAPTER II

WHAT MADAME DID NOT KNOW

HE days had gone on, and the short winter

was nearly ended. Snows fell and covered

the hard brown earth with their pure mantle,

then vanished almost as quickly. And all the while

Madame Noel was unaware of the little play that

went on when, toward the starlight, Valerie came

out to wander up and down the garden paths.

Madame was very much perplexed about her fas

cinating little boarder. Sometimes, when she saw

her with the wonderful shining in her eyes — the old

woman would whisper sagely: "She is in love!

Yes,— but who is it? "

For Mademoiselle appeared to notice no one.

But, at other times, Madame did not feel at all

sure that this was the trouble. And she would shake

her head, saying, " She is not in love ! No,— it is

not love ! "

Meanwhile the object of this solicitude went about

calmly, at least to all outward appearances. She

helped to wash the dishes, to make the beds, to dust

and sweep. But Madame was very certain that the

delicate white hands had never seen such work be

fore.
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There was not much passing up and down the little

side street. Only a few who worked in the great

Naumkeag Mills came and went with their dinner-

pails. But sometimes, on a still day, if the windows

were open, you could hear the tramp of a mighty

army of labor, in the early morning, at noontide, and

when the sun began to set above the water.

The sound seemed to awaken something within the

soul of the young girl, some strange unaccountable

emotion. She was apt to grow restless, pensive and

abstracted at such times. And the good woman

would ponder over and over the useless questions that

always remained unanswered :

" Is she in love ? — No ; I do not think so ! "

And finally, after much speculation which in the

end amounted to nothing, she came to a definite con

clusion about M'slle.

"No. It is not love1 But— it is — some

thing!"

She felt more satisfaction after that. And she

was sure that time would bring to light what now

was hidden. But she loved Mademoiselle.

Valerie had watched many nights in vain for her

hero to appear again. He had not come. She be

gan to grow miserable over it. What if, after all,

he were a stranger, merely stopping in the city for

a few weeks? What if he had gone away for good,

and she should never see him again?

But she did see him again.

It was one evening, two weeks later. She was

leaning over the fence in her favorite position, strain
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ing her eyes down toward the city where a hundred

giant smokestacks told of the mighty industrial life

that lay just beyond.

There was a footstep, coming! She listened,—

then fell back into the shadows and pulled the big

woolen shawl more closely about her slender figure.

If she would wander in the garden on these cold

nights, Madame saw to it that she was well wrapped

and protected.

It was — he ! Sure enough ! Only this time he

looked straight toward her, for she had not had time

to escape.

His lips did not smile, for he was a gentleman.

But his eyes did. Such deep dark brown eyes, with

a gentleness in them, as if he said :

" I would like to help everyone if I could ! "

She was only a girl in a desolate garden. Just

like so many other girls. She never even thought

that possibly she interested him. He interested her ;

that was enough! He was her character, and she

merely wanted to see him pass and repass even if

they never spoke.

A lovely girl,— all alone in a moonlit garden !

Any man would have smiled. But she did not realize

this.

He was gone.

Everyone, everything goes, at some time or other.

After awhile people and things slip away, or we slip

away, and there is nothing but memory left behind.

But it is something when we know that they will come

again— perhaps soon!
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Valerie knew that her character would come again.

Something told her so,— everything told her so !

She watched the gleaming of the night fires far off

in the factories, and two straight little lines crept be

tween her eyebrows. She was thinking of things

that were not pleasant, and for the moment forgot

Monsieur.

In the next dooryard two or three men were stand

ing. The girl knew them; they were mill-workers.

They were enjoying the brisk night air after the —

Valerie frowned as she thought of something, and

a look crept into her eyes that was not good to

see.

The still air carried a few words to her ear:

"M'sieu'— !"

Suddenly she relaxed her hold on the gate, and

fell back as though someone had struck her.

Her dark eyes flashed like danger signals.

" M'sieu'—! "

All her beautiful castles fell to the earth in an

instant — as a shower of loose petals falls into the

dust.

She knew now that she would never again steal

out into the garden to watch for a tall slender figure

coming down the road, that she would never again

weave a chain of fancies about the fine face and the

deep velvet eyes which had won her sympathy and

admiration.

She clenched her slender hands tightly and her

words come like the hiss of a venomous creature that

has sighted its prey.
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" Monsieur ! I have found out— something !

You have not come for me — but I have come for

you! Yes, you! I have found out something at

last ! It is fate !— No,— I shall not tell Madame ! "



CHAPTER III

MONSTERS OF IRON

 

HE man lifted his head from the desk where

a drift of papers lay in disorder. He

paused for a moment, to listen.

Within the vast confines of the cotton mill the

tide of life rushed madly. Above the creaking and

groaning of giant wheels — a dull hum of voices,

occasional footfalls.

Without— the late afternoon sunshine flooded the

cobblestones of the narrow street. It was so still

without ! So great a contrast!

The long low range of red bricks wound around

in a semicircle. Beyond a bend, the river widened

and flowed more slowly to the sea.

There was no wind to toss the white ripples of the

water, to shake the tall dead grasses that fringed its

blueness. Along the silent undulating bank— no

solitary figure. The horizon was empty, as if all

life was Nature, and man scarcely existed.

Down over the silence the black smoke from huge

chimneys floated in circles, over the yellow fields that

lay on the farther side of the river, toward the high

way where the road branched away from the farm

lands to the heart of the city. Then it broke, and

faded into the far-off turquoise.

*3
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To the west the low-lying hills hedged in the great

beyond. They were streaked with snow, although

the tops were golden now in the day's decline.

The sunshine was a beautiful thing, for, on dark

days, the little street appeared bleak and gloomy,

and the chain of mill buildings like so many grim

fortresses, bounding in a river of steel.

Eugene Delpech lifted his head and looked down

into the street— Mill Street. He counted the shin

ing stones where the sunshine lingered. It would

soon be gray again, for already it was four o'clock,

and the afternoons are short in February.

His eye wandered absently from one object to an

other. He watched the light and shadow flicker

over the ancient buildings opposite, watched the blue

waves beating just beyond him, followed the shining

course of the river far off where the waters slept and

blackened.

He watched the dying glory of the sunset, saw the

light brighten into a quintessence of flame — and re

membered that all things are brightest, fairest, just

before they die !

Eugene was a young man, not yet thirty. His

face was noble in cast, and his eyes — the eyes which

had charmed Madame Noel's little boarder— brown

and soft as velvet.

He was a young man to be agent of one of the

largest mills in the country. If he was shrewd in a

business sense, he was not inhuman. And, just now,

when the country was teeming with social unrest,

strikes, anarchistic plots and the Red Peril of So
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cialism, he had assumed his position with the resolve

to establish himself on a reasonable and just footing

with his employees,— to work out, if possible, the

solution of the vast enigma which confronted the

working world.

Once he had believed himself to be a Socialist at

heart, but a careful research into the doctrines of

Socialism had convinced him that it was the menace

of the workingman. So he had set himself to work

out the solution in his own way.

On this mild afternoon, as he looked from the

office-window into the crooked little street, "he was

revolving many ideas in his mind. And they were

something like this:

The world had need of sunshine. There was too

much darkness, too much gloom. Man was created

for happiness, not for misery and distress. To be

sure — suffering must always exist as long as the ex

istence of the world, but man was not meant for

suffering alone. There were many good things in

the world for him, although the best and highest

were reserved for the life to come.

The employee must have the absolute necessities

of life and a few reasonable comforts added thereto.

He must have immunity from want, and the satis

faction of at least a few of his lawful desires.

There was need of sunshine ! When, for instance,

a mist hung over the gray stones of the street, every

thing seemed dark and dreary within the heart of the

man. When, on the contrary, the sun shone peace

fully, as to-day, there was peace also in his heart,
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and the labor and cares of business seemed less hard

to endure.

Engene had never meant to be a tyrannical master.

And to-day an inspiration had come to him, an in

spiration for his life-work.

If every man had a mission for good in the world

— then he likewise had a mission — to uplift, if pos

sible, these hundreds of souls under his charge, out

of the slough and mire of sordidness which too often

steeped their daily lives. To give them a decent

livelihood in return for their toil,— this was the least

he could do !

There was much talk, in these days about the labor

problem, or the problem of improving the conditions

of the wage-earning classes. And this huge problem

could be divided into a large number of evils, for

instance, sweat-shops, child-labor, unhealthful fac

tories, and so on.

The laborer was responsible for his own main

tenance and the maintenance of his family. The rise

of the capitalist system had been followed by progress

in many respects,— the increase of wages, and the

uplifting of the standards of life. But— there was

a certain unpleasing aspect to the whole industrial

situation. Consciously or unconsciously a strong

feeling of antagonism had crept into the relations of

employer and employee.

Eugene was not unconscious of such a spirit. It

was utterly impossible to ignore the truth, much less

to remedy it at once. No, clearly, some plan must
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be carefully devised and worked out so that this feel

ing might be replaced by mutual confidence between

him and the employees in his mill. Some scheme

must be put into execution which would bring lasting

satisfaction to both.

Only a year before the tremendous strike of textile

operatives in one of the great manufacturing centers

had resulted in better conditions for thousands of

workers, although, in the slow and bitter process,

hatred and strife held sway and lives were sacrificed.

It was a question whether or not the strike gen

erally did more harm than good. However profita

ble it might be for workingmen, it was destructive

to society in general. In its wake followed violence,

class antipathy, interruption of industries and the

destruction of confidence between working men and

employers.

Eugene did not anticipate any trouble of this kind,

for he realized that it took two sides to make a strike.

If the wage-earner could avert a strike by accepting

the terms of his employer, so the employer might

prevent such a calamity by agreeing to the terms of

the employee or making a compromise.

Even now, in a nearby city, there was a tremendous

struggle going on among the workers in the garment

shops. Demands had already been made on three

hundred manufacturing firms, which, if unsuccessful,

might result in a strike involving twelve thousand

men, women and children. In a row which had oc

curred a bomb was thrown and two officers seriously
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hurt. A loss in wages alone of over ten thousand

dollars a day would be the result if the strike actually

took place.

But— the conditions in the garment shops were

truly appalling. As a rule the rooms were ill-ven

tilated, poorly-lighted, dusty, filled with trash of all

kinds, even with garbage. Especially was this true

of the large cities, but even in the country real

" sweating " often existed.

Cigar-factories, bake-shops and laundries claimed

their victims also. Newly arrived immigrants, by

their willingness to accept almost any terms of em

ployment in order to sustain life, had thus become the

fountain-head of a fierce competition which aug

mented the very miseries of their own lot.

The hue and cry raised by labor-leaders against

such abuses had aroused a spirit of rebellion on the

part of more fortunate workers in mills and factories.

The capitalist had naturally come to be considered as

the oppressor of the workingman.

Eugene Delpech was perhaps not so much daunted

by the prospect before him. He was not afraid

of anything so long as he did his best. And he

meant to do something very definite as soon as he

could see his way more clearly.

Afraid of — nothing? Nothing, unless it was the

girl, Valerie. Perhaps he feared her a little. She

had great power over the mill-hands ; she was a little

rebel, one would say. Sometimes he thought she was

bewitched by some unknown power.

She was a Socialiste, or at least, he had reason to
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believe she was. What was that they said of her?

—" Feu de Joie ! "—(A Bonfire !)

Why he had taken her into his employ, he did not

know, for he had been ill at ease ever since. But

one day she had appeared standing beside the desk

with a look in her great dark eyes that compelled him

to listen whether he would or not.

This was the lovely apparition that had swung on

the fence so many evenings in the moonlight, when

business called him to pass that way. He had recog

nized her right away, although he had not seen her

for some time. She had been missing from the

garden of late.

But — she was changed in some fashion. How,

he did not understand. For now she did not seem

to be gentle like a flower, but something had crept

into the slight girlish frame, a new fierce intensity that

made her a different being. He was perplexed, as

Madame Noel had been.

She had asked for work; it was hardly a request.

It was more like a demand. There was something

mocking in her voice that made him wonder,— but

he had taken her in.

She was a good worker, so he soon learned, swift,

silent, but he sometimes fancied that she hurt his

cause with the others. Why,— he could not tell.

On this calm afternoon, as the man gazed down

from the high little window into the street that was all

sunshine, he was thinking of Valerie. He was won

dering how it had come about that in a few short

weeks she interested him so much! He had meant
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to treat her kindly, as the rest, but somehow, his at

tempts were met with repeated resistance. It was

almost as if she were plotting to hurt him in some

way.

She was a young girl,— probably not more than

twenty-three or four. She always wore a dark dress,

with a red bow in her hair. Bright, glaring, blood-

red,— a hideous red. It grated on Eugene's nerves

when he saw it. Perhaps it betokened something.

Perhaps she meant for him to notice ! — The bow

made him more uncertain about her.

The whirring of the vast machines almost drowned

his meditations. He was sorry to-day, sorry that

his life was hemmed in by these brick walls, and yet

— what of the condition of the hundreds in the great

rooms beyond? Daily, hourly their narrow lives

were being ground down by monsters of iron, ground

hard and dull like the stones in the street below,

where now the sunshine had faded !

Clearly something must be done, must be planned,

to divert them from the tragedy of their existence.

Something which would occupy them in a cheerful

manner after the toil of the day was over and they

returned to their miserable homes.

And now the fading light showed less clearly the

glassy surface of the water. The mill-agent turned

away from the window and shut out the poetry of

the landscape in the glare of artificial light.

A few moments and the whistle sounded. The

endless whirring grew slow, slower, and finally ceased.
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A tramp of feet— and the workers began to file

out slowly.

Eugene stood in the office-door and watched them.

A few smiled, some looked indifferent,— there were

deep dark scowls on the faces of many. A stolid

haggard crowd, worn before their time, and bent at

the shoulders.

A flash of red as Valerie passed by. She did not

smile ; she did not look up. Her face was a study.

She was so frail, so lovely,— he felt sorry for her

somehow !

The footsteps died away gradually.

Silence.



CHAPTER IV

THE STONES OF THE STREET

" Les connais tu les trois couleurs,

Les trois couleurs de France?

Celles qui font rever les coeurs

De gloire et d'esperance ;

Bleu celeste, couleur du jour,

Rouge de sang—"

THE woman's voice died away in the roar of

machinery, then took up the strain afresh.

Her accent was weird and mournful.

In the little office Eugene heard her and shivered

at each cadence. He could not hear the last words

of the verse.

" Bleu celeste, couleur du jour,

Rouge de sang—"

Rouge de sang ! Red of blood ! That was all he

heard !

He did not blame the woman although he recog

nized something defiant in the tones. Her life was

perhaps well-nigh insupportable, would be until her

toil and care were ended, and the world, looking on

at last compassionately, should murmur : " Elle ne

souffre plus ! "

Out there, in the narrow street, a few people were

33
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stirring. The noisy shouts of children penetrated

to the ear of the man. The sun burned into the

stones below the colors of the Orient,— ruby, moss-

agate, topaz, emerald, sapphire, amethyst.

Eugene was trying to work out in his mind the

Genesis of the labor problem, and its development

down through the centuries to the present time.

The industrial order rested, in the first place, not

upon a basis of slavery, or a basis of socialism. Un

der either of these systems the workman would be

certain of work, food, clothing and shelter. But the

present industrial system was the wage system,

whereby the worker assumed the responsibility of

providing for himself and those dependent on him.

He must exchange his services with the capitalist for

a certain amount of money which might be or might

not be a living wage.

In order successfully to carry on industry in most

lines at the present day, it became necessary that a

few men should own or control a vast capital. This

capital, invested in extensive plants and operated by

certain plans, was the factory system. From this

system ultimately arose the actual labor problem,—

child-labor, accidents from unguarded machinery, the

lack of employment for many because of the inven

tion of labor-saving machinery. These were but a

few of the evils of this mammoth system.

And it would almost seem as if the very com

plexity of industry had gone beyond the ability of

most men, and thus left in the hands of a few the

direction and control of it.
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Here the industrial problem became also a social

problem. The wealth of the few into whose hands

power had thus fallen increasing enormously, mis

used, perhaps, might and did actually undermine the

integrity and stability of the government.

In the beginning the laboring class was composed

for the most part of slaves. Captives, instead of

being killed, were put to work by their conquerors,

and thus became a source of economy as tillers of the

soil. Athens, iEgina, Corinth, Rome,— all these

ancient cities had held slaves in vast numbers, either

in their- industries of agriculture, mining, trade or

commerce. Even in England slavery was a perma

nent institution until a century after the invasion of

the Normans.

Serfdom was but the medium between slavery and

the wage system. While a slave was the absolute

property of his master and might be sold in any

way, a serf, strictly speaking, was one bound to work

on a certain estate, thus attached to the soil, and sold

together with it into the hands of another.

It was easy to understand why the wage-system had

eventually replaced serfdom. First of all, bondage

was unnatural to man whose highest instinct cried

out for freedom. In the second place, serfdom was

extravagant and wasteful. No man gives to an un

just or tyrannical master the effort which self-interest

would naturally call forth.

In the eighteenth century there had sprung up a

tremendous determination to produce more and bet

ter things at less cost.
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The natural tendency toward class seclusion was

perhaps one forerunner of the rise of Capitalism and

the consequent cohesion of the body of wage-earners.

And again— production on a large scale increased

the superiority of the capitalist and widened the gulf

which separated him from the wage-earner.

So, as early as the sixteenth century in England,

industry had progressed beyond the boundaries of the

domestic stage. Even by the end of the reign of

Henry Seventh a distinct class of capitalists had

arisen.

Machinery came into use, fortunately and unfor

tunately, perhaps. It was economical, but it did

most of all to create class segregation.

It was certain that no well-founded social institu

tion would pass away unless a better substitute was

found to replace it. What might that substitute

be?

Abject poverty had followed in the wake of indus

trial progress. Low wages, irregular work or lack

of work, sickness, large families made it difficult for

the vast majority of laborers to exist, at least in com

parative comfort.

One-half of the factory workmen in the cities of

the United States earned less than four hundred and

eighty dollars a year, one-half of the wage-earning

men in general throughout the United States earned

less than four hundred and thirty-six dollars a year.

While the children of such laborers were still too

young to work, or when the father was ill or out of

work,— what then? Great poverty and suffering
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naturally must ensue. Men and women, even chil

dren, worked themselves into uselessness at an early

age. Industrial accidents,— a crying evil also. In

one year in the United States alone two thousand

nine hundred and sixty-nine railway employees had

been killed, and over fifty thousand injured.

The strike of the garment workers, which had

become an actual fact, had aroused the sentiments

of the working world anew. The shops were closed,

and many of the women and girls were out on picket

line. Over the doors of Union halls statements had

been posted:

" All the shops are closed. The workers are out

and will remain united. There need be no fear of

violence, and the police will have nothing to bother

them.

" The strikers want an increase in pay, better shop

conditions and the abolition of the tenement-house

and sweat-shop."

Surely just demands, for the cost of living had in

creased forty-one per cent., and in the last fifteen

years the average wage was only eleven per cent.

This showed a deficit of thirty per cent, for the

workers.

Eugene had been deeply interested in the struggle,

for cenditions were well-nigh intolerable.

Perhaps the woman in the room yonder, who had

ceased singing now, understood better than he or

any philanthropist what the misery and degradation

of life was to the many. He might study, read, listen
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to lectures; he could sympathize, could feel himself

urged forward by the law of charity to do something

more than was absolutely required for his poor em

ployees. But he could not actually put himself in

the place of any one of them. He could not put

himself, for instance, in the position of the woman

who had sung about the " Rouge de sang." She

came to work early in the morning, while he was still

asleep. She was not young. She came, probably,

from a wretched tenement-house. She was French;

she possessed something of the refinement of that

nation. But she was huddled up, together with the

poor and miserable of every nationality. Ill-fed,

ill-clothed, weary, dejected, she returned home late in

the day, too tired to lift her head and gaze on the

quiet beauty of earth or sky !

Eugene was sorry for her. He had resolved to

do something for her and for the rest,— that is, if

his scheme could be worked out.

A cry had come to his ears after a long silence, a

cry which sounded night and day, which he heard in

the roar of the machinery, in the voice of the singer,

in the stillness of his heart :

" What man is there among you of whom, if his

son shall ask bread, will he give him a stone ?

" All things, therefore, whatsoever you would

that men should do to you, do you also to them. For

this is the Law and the Prophets ! "

It was but right, then, that Eugene should treat

his workmen as he himself would wish to be treated.
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The very stones in the narrow street below cried up

to the man for justice and mercy, and, unlike most

rich men, he listened.

Away beyond, where the light and shadow wan

dered unbroken by any human structure, the soft sepia

of the meadow-grasses stretched away to the purple

hills and the sunset. The figure of a girl stood out

against the river-bank; she drove a spotted cow be

fore her,— now and then it paused to nibble at the

moist earth.

The man was something of an artist. He took out

his pencil and a pad and sketched for a moment or

two. Then he threw his work aside.

He had a project in his mind, a mighty project,

whereby these desolate wastes should be converted

into miniature villages, inhabited by a peaceable con

tented race of men.

He pictured the sunlight falling over the roofs of

numerous tiny dwellings,— not hideous tenements,

but real homes, where the woodbine and honeysuckle

might climb up and peep into the windows.

To induce the mill-owners to buy up a portion of

the land, to cut roads through, to build a number of

these little homes, as many as possible, to plant trees

and vines, and then to teach his workmen how to

manage their affairs so as to become prosperous and

happy,— this was the mighty project which had come

to him,— to-day !

Of course, it would be impossible to provide for

everyone at first, but at least the dwellers in the tene

ments could be made more comfortable. If the new
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little community prospered, other mill-owners would

come to follow this example, and in time the worst

evils of the factory system would have disappeared,

at least in one city.

But the singer had commenced again :

" Je ne demande que du pain,

Du pain; je ne suis pas gourmande;

Ah! Ne me grondez pas,—

J'ai faim!"

Her voice rose higher and higher, shriller and

shriller above the shrieking of iron wheels:

"N'allez pas croire que j'ignore

Que dans ce monde, il faut souffrir,—"

" In this world— it is necessary to suffer ! But I

only ask bread ! "

That was the purport of her song.

She was right. He meant to listen !



CHAPTER V

WHAT DOTH IT PROFIT

EVERYONE in the mill liked Valerie from the

very first. She was such a winsome little

thing, with small oval face and big dancing

eyes that now shone blue, now black, now violet.

No one is, after all, an infallible judge of char

acter. The poor mill-girls could not read their new

comrade as they read the lines of spools in the

monotonous whirling frames. They were able to

know and value one thing, however, and that was

that she loved them.

She was very much interested in their business,

their interests, their welfare, for she asked endless

questions when the overseer was not too near. Why

they had come to work here and how much pay they

received, whether they had enough to eat and to wear

and whether they were happy. If the father was

dead,— what had been the cause, whether because

of some industrial accident or of sickness from some

industrial disease contracted while at work. Whether

the employers had given compensation to the family

and how much had been given.

To the younger children, the boys and girls who

passed for " fourteen," she would invariably ask,

30
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" Why are you at work instead of being in school? "

And it was certain to be because of one of a number

of evils : The father was sick, or he had brass-chills,

consumption, blood-poisoning, he was paralyzed,

burned, or had been killed ! Run over, perhaps, by

a merciless engine in the stock-yards, the steel-mills

or on the railroad. Or,— he had been blown to

pieces in an explosion, and no one had been able to

identify him!

Valerie worked beside a young Italian girl who

could not have been more than twenty at most. This

girl had a sweet expressive face; she was timid and

affectionate, and Valerie warmed to her. The girl

was called Rachel.

" You know — I feel for you like you was my sist'.

I will to show you how to tie the knot ! But for why

— you work? You hand — dey nice, white. My

hand— dey big, red ! But if you want — work, so I

will to teach you ! "

" Are you satisfied here, Rachel? " Valerie asked.

And Rachel replied in a singularly sweet childlike

voice :

" Once — I work for a lady — she American.

She wear a silk dress and in her hat a feather,— so !

Pink and blue and white, sometime. But never do

she wear it alike.

" She say Rachel — you scrub, you wash de dish,

sweep, make de bed. And I try for to do like dat.

But— she fin' too much trouble. De floor,— it am

not so clean, de clos' dey dirt',— and I must not put

my knees on de bed, for because I cannot reach
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across to de wall ! And I cannot see no dirt on de

floor or on de clos', and de bed — I cannot for to do

any oder way ! She like too much to fin' trouble,

and so I come here. Here I stay and fin' myself all

right !"

" You have been working long? "

" Since eight year. I am twelve year old. I want

go to work, but de Country say,—' She ees too little.

When she may be fourteen — so she can work ! But

my uncle, he buy a certificate off somebod' else who

don't need no more because of now old enough. So

I come here ! "

" And you live at home? "

"I live — at home — yes. But not of to my

fader's home. My fader and mudder die, in Italy,

some time, and my uncle ov' in dis country, he take

my little brudder and me. But by and by, he make

for anoder woman to marry she, for because of not

hav' anybod' to keep de house clean. My little

brudder, Gino, he cry and make trouble wid her—

dis woman, my uncle's wife. She slap him, and I

spit in her face. My uncle,— he say —' You

Rachel, go away! Don' let me see you face no

more ! For so you cause too much de trouble in de

house. Go to work and earn you clos' ! You big

enuf girl for to work,— so ! ' And 1 go quick ! "

Valerie's eyes filled with sudden tears. She drew

the girl over and placed one slender arm about her

waist.

" My poor child ! " she said.

Then a dark little frown gathered between her eye
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brows as she thought of something, the something

that had brought her here to the far-off city and the

mill!

Valerie had traveled somewhat. She had seen

many pictures such as this pathetic little story sug

gested.

In the lumber-mills, where the dust-filled air re

sounded with the coughing of its childish victims, in

the coal-mines of Pennsylvania where boys of four

teen worked among the breakers for nine hours a day

at an average wage of four dollars and a half a week,

— picking out pieces of slate and stone from the

coal as it came along a chute over which they sat,—

in the canning-factories where children of eight years

old had been found operating capping-machines,

which put caps on filled cans of vegetables, at the

rate of forty every minute! In the cotton mills

where children worked sixty hours for six cents an

hour! Beside the drying-ovens where the work of

lacquering men's canes was carried on,— everywhere

Valerie had seen examples of the injustice and avar

ice of men.

A crimson flush stained the whiteness of her face

and blackened the little frown between her eye

brows.

Rachel did not understand. She looked at her in

a dumb admiring sort of way.

" Listen to me, Rachel ! Didn't you ever stop to

think that someone is to blame for all this misery?

For yours, and that of all the others who work here ?

Don't you see that it is misery? "
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Rachel's blue eyes filled with wonder, but she did

not understand.

" I never had by dis work no such feelin's like

dose!"

A tall form darkened the doorway for a moment.

The mill-agent paused to speak to one of the over

seers. Only a moment,— he did not look up, for

his head was bent over a skein which he held in his

hand.

Valerie colored more deeply, but she was not em

barrassed. It was — he! He who had charmed

her girlish heart that first night in the garden, before

she discovered the startling fact of his position in

life, that he was her sworn enemy from this very

fact, and would never be anything else !

" It is the agent ! " she said carelessly to the Italian

girl.

" Yes. I would not to stay by dat mill if I was

— him ! And I like him — some ! I will to look at

him, I will to see his face, his eyes! I can to feel

how I could — love dat man ! "

She fingered the coarse checkered apron with

clumsy shyness. Valerie saw that there was a warm

spot in the girl's heart for Eugene. It was the

warmth of an affectionate child for its benefactor.

He had been kind to her, perhaps, spoken a little

word —? But — he was a capitalist!

Valerie did not know that Monsieur saw her every

movement, although he had not appeared to lift his

eyes. That he liked nothing so well as to see her

slender little figure in its hideous apron fluttering up
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and down between the rows of twisting spools, that

he liked her, although he did not like her moods, the

red bow in her hair, and some other things.

She did not know this, but she thought of what

Rachel had said, Rachel, who was only a child, but

with the emotions of womanhood:

" I can to feel how — I could love dat man ! "

But Valerie hated him !



CHAPTER VI

AT THE TAVERN

HE room was low and wide, not too clean,

perhaps, nor yet absolutely dirty. Four or

■M. five rude pine tables occupied one side and

around these a group of dark-browed fellows leaned

and argued noisily.

On the wall hung a number of dingy signs. The

words were spelled out in wavering black letters :

And underneath in French, the significant words,

The proprietress of the place, Delphine Bouille,

was a stout woman ; her face was ruddy, but just now

it might have been made so by anger.

She approached one of the men and shook him

roughly.

"You — Antoine! Come! Wake up! Seven

— sous— it was ! I cannot feed the town for noth

ing. Come! Give it up, I say! "

The man opened his eyes, shrugged his shoulders,

 

Bread — Two Sous.

One Egg— Five Sous

Coffee — Five Sous.

Nothing But Business.
it
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closed his eyes and prepared to go to sleep again.

" I say ! Pay what you owe ! Seven sous ! I am

a poor woman. Come, come, I say! "

" Let him alone, Madame ! " one of the others in

terposed carelessly. " Pauvre diable, I dare say he

has not got so much money. Seven sous ! Ho, ho !

Who has so much money these day? "

" But he should not eat —"

" Tut, tut, woman ! One must eat to live, al

though I should say rather — Antoine lives to eat !

Ho, ho ! " The fellow's laughter was not altogether

pleasant.

" But I must have it ! It is the second time ! He

owes for yesterday seven sous also. I must pay

someone else. No one will trust me ! Why should I

trust anyone ? "

" Quite right ! Vous avez raison ! But — what

are you going to do about it? "

Madame did not deign a reply. She approached

nearer to the offender once more and pinched his ear

vigorously. One or two of the others moved away

farther into the corner. They might have been

slightly in the woman's debt also.

Antoine opened his eyes a second time and looked

around the room as if he invited assistance. Then

he rubbed his sore ear and glared at Delphine.

" Why do you disturb my— rest? " he asked.

The men laughed loudly.

" Pay what you owe ! Fourteen sous ! I am not

a rich woman ! "

" Sleep — it is necessary to sustain life ! " con
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tinued Antoine, unabashed by the eyes of all in the

room. " Sweet sleep, that binds up —"

The proprietress did not speak again, but she ad

vanced a step nearer. In her eye there was a look

that was not good to see.

The door opened suddenly and a girl entered.

Antoine slunk deeper into his chair; Delphine re

treated behind the counter, drew her face into an

expression of respectability and waited.

The newcomer was Valerie, the little Socialiste.

She saluted Delphine with a little nod, then turned

her attention to the others.

"What is the trouble, my friends?" she asked.

Her voice was like the sound of a sweet silver bell

borne over mellow fields on a clear still night. The

men sat upright; two or three rubbed their eyes.

" What is the trouble, if I may ask? "

" Trouble enough ! " began Delphine angrily and

glaring at her victim. " When a poor woman does

the best she can—"

" That is all anyone can do, his or her best ! " the

girl said calmly. "He has been rude, perhaps?

Objected to the cooking of his food—"

"Object? Object nothing! But he owes —

fourteen sous. That is the whole substance of it."

" Indeed ! This alters matters. And he refuses

to pay? Suppose we question him. My good

friend, it seems that Madame here has a claim upon

you! Why do you not satisfy her? "

It was almost as good as a show to the big fel
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lows in the corner. They were all attention, pinch

ing one another, nodding and tapping their foreheads

significantly. Old Christophe Ducarel sat bolt up

right; his mug of wine had tipped over on its side

and a dark sticky stream was trickling unnoticed

down the table and fast forming into a puddle on

the floor. His mouth hung wide-open. He had

never heard or seen anything so fine as the acting of

the girl, not since the days of the Theatre Royal and

his long-lost youth in Paris.

Antoine thus challenged scratched his head and

looked vacantly at the ceiling. He did not know

what to do; he felt himself to be in a tight corner.

He had eaten the bad egg and the morsel of soggy

bread and he could not very well restore them.

He dived into his pockets with a great show of

hopefulness, and after much fumbling through first

one and then another, he finally produced a worn bit

of wallet tied at the neck with a very much dilapi

dated string.

This he proceeded cautiously to unloose, and with

an impressive glance around the room as if to say:

" Behold how I have been maligned ! "— turned it

inside out, revealing to the pairs of expectant eyes

— nothing !

" Helas ! I must have lost— fourteen sou —

since yesterday. Just the amount —"

" Coquin ! " The woman flushed angrily at his

assurance, for she knew that he was lying.

Valerie approached and touched Antoine on the
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shoulder. The action was so graceful, so really like

acting, that old Christophe forgot it was not the

Theatre and cheered lustily.

" My poor fellow! You have my sympathy ! It

has been perhaps used for some necessary purpose.

Or it may have been — stolen? "

Antoine brightened perceptibly. It was a happy

suggestion.

" Oui, oui! That is it!" he cried eagerly.

" Stolen ! " He glanced triumphantly toward Del-

phine.

She ignored him.

" Madame, permitez ! "

Valerie handed fourteen sous to the woman, who

looked, with wonder in her eyes, but did not hesitate

to pick them up.

" I am a poor woman ! " she muttered. " The

flour has risen in price, and the hens lay stingily this

season ! And there are many bad accounts —"

" Yes, yes ! I understand. You are welcome

to the mite. And this poor fellow, let there be no

hard feelings toward him. In our humble way we

must all be philanthropists."

Old Christophe nodded sagely to his nearest

neighbor at mention of the big word. It was better

than any theater and besides, it cost nothing !

" I understand the condition of the downtrod

den!" Valerie went on. "I cannot be blind to

the truth. I have but recently come from —"

There were cries from the assemblage : " Un

discours ! Un discours ! "
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They cried for a speech.

Valerie stepped into the center of the little group,

while old Christophe rocked to and fro in an ecstasy

of appreciation.

She was like a lovely slender flower in the midst

of a thicket of briars, but she felt nothing of this,

thought of nothing but the all-absorbing interest

which had brought her here.

" I have but recently returned from one of the

great cities,—" she began,—" where I had the op

portunity of spending much time investigating

the conditions of the laboring class. And, my

friends, let me assure you that conditions are actu

ally as bad and worse than they are represented to

us.

" What is at the bottom of all this misery and

inequality? Capitalism, you will all agree. Cap

italism, the greedy, avaricious, rapacious monster

which grinds from human bodies and souls all that

it can possibly grind and sits back and counts the

gold heaping up higher in its clutch.

" Perhaps you also have felt the oppression

bearing heavily upon you,— perhaps you also, as

this poor fellow here, have been ground down, are

ground down to the last sou. Is it because you are

willing? No,— you are not willing, but it is be

cause you do not see the way to help yourselves.

And there is, must be a way, for no man is made

utterly helpless against odds.

" Let me take you in spirit through the East Side

of a city which shall be nameless because it has no
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need to be named. It is a parallel case to countless

others of its kind.

" In the beginning, the increase of trade and the

tremendous immigration coming after the War of

1812, drove out the early aristocracy. Their valu

able estates thus fell into the hands of real-estate

men and lodging-house keepers.

" The city grew rapidly. The large rooms of

these old mansions were divided up into numerous

smaller rooms, regardless of light or ventilation.

The greater the height from the street the lower

the rent.

" Naturally discontent, want, slovenliness fol

lowed. The owners too often excused their avarice

by the argument that the reckless habits of their ten

ants had brought about the filthy condition of their

property.

" Instead of the picturesque gardens and terraces

of the early settlers, one after another the infamous

structures known as tenements rose to hide the very

light of heaven. It was during this period that an

epidemic of cholera carried away every one hundred

and ninety-five out of a thousand tenants.

" What would you think of a room twelve by

twelve, holding five families, comprising in all twenty

persons, with but two beds and neither chair nor

table? And yet, this has been the actual state of

affairs ! Thousands of wretched beings also live in

cellars.

" Alleys with sacks of old papers, bottles, rubbish
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of all kinds,— these are the gardens which go with

the homes of thousands of people.

" Sometimes the work of the sweat-shop is carried

on in the tenements, for the factory laws cannot

reach here. Take a pants-maker,— his profit on a

dozen of these is five or six cents, often less. From

daybreak until nine at night he works. Bread, milk,

coffee, potatoes, pickles,— all of the poorest grade,

1— this is his nourishment from one week to

another.

" From six A. M. until eleven P. M. a cloak-maker

may earn a fair day's wage! What shall we think

of it?

" Every owner on a large scale is a capitalist, and

therefore an oppressor. No matter what may be

your individual position, you are hired by the cap

italist. He makes infinitely more by doing nothing

than you by toiling and grinding all your lives ! "

The man glowered darkly as the girl spoke.

Antoine had gone to sleep in peace, while old

Christophe was in danger of falling off his chair in

excitement. He ran his fingers through his shaggy

white hair until it stood up like a madman's.

" I take it that every man here is opposed to

capitalism ? "

Cries of " Oui ! Oui ! " and scuffling of heavy

shoes.

" Very good. But in so important a matter it

is necessary to organize."

The girl produced some printed slips of paper
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and a pencil and proceeded to pass them around the

room.

When she came to Antoine the latter awoke sud

denly and discovered himself in a dilemma for the

second time that day. He could not write, but he

did not intend to disclose that fact to the others.

Instead he pretended to view the bit of paper dubi

ously, as if weighing the affair thoroughly in his

mind.

" No, no, I am a poor man. I cannot afford to

join!"

Delphine smiled bitterly and muttered : " I

should say — not! "

" But it costs nothing ! "

At the magic words Christophe was seized with

an agony of suspense. He could hardly wait for

the pencil to reach him. It cost — nothing! It

was, then, something for nothing! An unheard-of

circumstance in these days!

The door opened and a woman looked in. Her

face was pale and haggard, and a wild light shone

in her eyes.

"Is Jacques here? Ah, my husband! Come!

Come— home! The baby cries — for something

to eat! I have been sitting at the window and try

ing to hush her cries. Come ! "

A hush in the room.

" Why do you sit here and listen when they tell

you that marriage is nothing, and the home —"

Valerie moved silently toward the woman. The
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men looked up and their teeth glistened in the yellow

lamplight.

The girl was very young, and lovely as a picture.

Far too lovely to fit in such a scene as this.

The poor woman looked also — and wondered.



CHAPTER VII

THE SOCIALISTE

 

,HE girl drew the woman aside and smoothed

her hair.

"My dear!" she said softly. "What

nonsense! You know that love is free as air. It

cannot be chained down, cannot be restricted to one

person, one thing. Love of the brotherhood,— I

love you, I love Jacques as much as you do ! I love

Antoine, over there ! "

The poor creature could not understand.

" You — love — Jacques ? " she said fiercely.

" No ; it is a lie ! Only I love him ! Only I have

the right ! Am I not his wife ? "

" Ssh ! Not so loud ! The men will hear you.—

I am sorry if you are blind to reason. Reason is

all that we have to guide us ! What reason does not

comprehend we refuse to accept."

" But I do not understand how the earth revolves

about the sun ! " the woman protested. " I do not

understand how the branch shoots up out of the

earth ! Reason does not show me ! "

" You are misguided, my friend. We must ac

cept the natural phenomenon, of course. But where

there is a question to be decided, a balance to adjust,

then reason alone can guide us."

46
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" Then, by all that heaven and earth contain, my

reason tells me that Jacques is mine, that I love him

— he loves me and not another ! If he would go

to work and not sit here all day — reasoning, I

would not have to stand long hours in the mill, my

baby would not cry with fright at the sound of its

father's voice which it hears so rarely ! "

" Your — baby? You have, then, a child? "

" Two children. The oldest is but seven years

old. I fear for her to grow up. Then Jacques will

take her away, will send her to the Socialist school.

She will be taught falsely, that there is no hereafter,

that God is a monster ! She will imbibe those false

doctrines — Ah, what of my happiness then ? What

of my child's ? To see a red hymn-book in her tiny

hands, to see her waving a red flag — it would tear

my very heart-strings ! "

Valerie stood immovable while the poor creature

poured forth such a wailing torrent of her wrongs

and fears. It would be worse than useless to argue

with her, in such a nervous state.

The girl laid one firm cool hand on her arm and

said quietly:

" You do not believe that all of us are bad? "

" You ? No ; you are but a girl. Why should

you be bad? Perhaps the world has not yet tried

you! But— beware! Your turn may come, and

then we shall see ! "

Valerie smiled bitterly.

" I work ! " she replied. " I stand on my feet all

day in the mill ! I am forced to listen to the shriek
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ing of machinery all day long. It is like that place

they speak of as Hell's Kitchen.—- 1 work long

hours, although there are worse men to work for

than — him ! But for that reason I do not forgive

him his share in the wrongs. He may be more

merciful than the others, but is he not a capitalist

as they? Does not his cooperation drive the curse

forward in other parts of the world? No, no,— I

hate them all! I could not see good in any of

them! "

" Don't you believe in God? " asked the woman,

forgetting for the moment her own griefs for her

interest in this extraordinary young girl.

"God? — No — I do not. Why?— Because,

God, if a Father and Master, should be a kind and

merciful One ! Whereas we in this life have nothing

but misery, suffering — and surely only a bad master

would treat his servants so! No,— if I believed

in God at all, I should but hate the more fiercely! "

The woman was plainly shocked by the burning

words, but she did not attempt to answer this time.

It was no use.

The baby would probably be crying at home, for

it was growing late.

She looked toward the spot where her husband

sat sullenly, his eyes on the floor.

" Jacques ! *

" What? "

" Are you not going to spend one evening at

home? Even one? "

No answer.
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Old Christophe at this juncture felt that it was his

turn to contribute something toward the unusual

entertainment of the evening. His voice rose weak

and quavering above the murmurs of the men. One

by one they aroused themselves and joined in the

familiar strain:

" Rise in your might, brothers, bear it no longer,

Assemble in masses throughout the whole land,

Teach the vile bloodsuckers who are the stronger

When workers and robbers confronted shall stand.

Through castle and hall

Over their acres all

Onward we'll press like the waves of the sea,

Seizing the wealth we've made,

Ending the spoiler's trade,

Till Labor has triumphed and we are free ! "

The poor woman cast a last imploring look toward

the obdurate Jacques. He was singing with his

mouth opened very wide :

—" Teach the vile bloodsuckers who are the stronger —"

She turned toward Valerie who stood perfectly

still with eyes shining. She too was singing.

" Good-by, Mademoiselle ! God pity you ! "

The girl flushed, but she was not angry. She

flushed, for although she had said a few moments

before: "I do not believe in God!"— yet there

is no human being who deep down in his or her heart

does not believe.

When the song was ended one of the men drew

from a recess a crimson banner, lettered in black : —
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" Who creates all wealth? The working class."

" Who creates all property ? Our capitalist society."

" Who is responsible for paupers ? Our capitalist society."

" Are the rich able to work ? Yes, because they are well

cared for when young, and grow up strong."

" Do they work ? No, they consider it beneath them."

" What is the consequence ? That men able and willing

to work cannot get food for their wives and children."

" Do men and women die of hunger ? Yes, in the midst

of plenty."

" Do the rich trouble about the poor children who are

ill-fed and clothed? No."

" Are the rich robbers? Yes, because they enjoy the fruits

of the poor man's labor without working themselves."

" How shall the forms of government be changed so that

the poor man shall have an equal share of production and

distribution? By Revolution."

Valerie stepped once more into the center of the

room and addressed the men, in French:

" Fellow-workers:

" This world is the beginning and end of life.

We human beings are the playthings of Fate ; we are

the product of environment, the result of economic

conditions.

" From these conditions has come forth a bitter

struggle, the worker against the capitalist, the poor

fighting for their very lives against the rich. No

relief is possible, unless indeed it is revolution, which

shall hurl the masters from their thrones and raise

the workers from the mire of a social and industrial

slavery.
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" Remember that all the products of the earth

are the result of labor; he who enjoys these goods

without working robs the worker of his daily bread.

" Unscrupulous capitalists have acted on the prin

ciples of modern political economy. Wages have

been reduced to a minimum and working hours pro

longed. A machine, it is true, may be kept in con

stant action, but the workman may not. And yet the

impossible is exacted from him.

" The capitalist argues : 1 If children are in duty

bound to help their parents in the house and field,

why shut them out from the factories ? ' And so —

the child is deprived of the natural enjoyments of

childhood ; his health is undermined.

" There is no other way to help the poor per

manently than to remove the causes of their pov

erty.

" They accuse us of defying the Law, and they

are right. No Socialist can be a law-abiding citizen,

for when we come together with but one mind and

purpose, and that is to overthrow capitalism, we be

come conspirators against the government.

" Once the American flag and the National An

them could inspire men to heroic deeds. But that

day has passed. In our own times the Red, White

and Blue is used merely to hypnotize the working-

class into believing that the actions of the rulers of

this land are for the good of the greater number of

the people.

" Our party has every right to use its own flag.
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They accuse us of showing public disrespect to the

Red, White and Blue. They forget that the blood

of the working-class is seared into its crimson stripes.

" Everything in this country is tending toward

hopeless bankruptcy. The worker is destined to

sink steadily into deeper depths of degradation until

the day of revolution dawns.

" Christianity is a huge parasite consuming untold

treasure from the labor of the people. It is su

premely interested in keeping us in economic and

spiritual subjection to capitalism. We must be saved

from such salvation!

" Look at your fellow-workers in the mills and

factories of Massachusetts! Listen to the clacking

of the looms, the roar of machinery. Dust, un

wholesome stifling air, long and unnatural hours,—

see what it has all done to the frail spirit-like crea

tures who are the victims ! Sight, hearing, thought,

— all are dulled by the misery of it ! And yet —

pinching poverty, such as even slavery like this can

not assuage!

" Beneath the throne, the altar, the hearth, lies the

market. That market is the bedrock on which

throne, altar, hearth rest. That bedrock shattered,

throne, altar and hearth will be doomed ! "

The girl sat down amid an uproar of applause and

a wild flourishing of arms and caps in the air.

They sang a second hymn to the air of Auld Lang

Syne, rolling their heads from side to side and beat

ing time with forefingers roughened by toil :
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" And if I die, what shall to me

Hereafter then be shown ?

Thou fool! Thy question has no sense —

Hereafter is on earth alone! "

No wonder that the poor wife of Jacques Beranger

had cause to tremble and fear ! No wonder that she

carried away from the tavern a heavy heart. For

the flame of hate burned deep and deeper into the

souls of these fierce strong men,— fanned by the

bitter consideration of their wrongs, and by the burn

ing words of Valerie, the little Socialiste.



CHAPTER VIII

THE WIFE OF JACQUES BERANGER

ISETTE entered the wretched tenement

where the enfants were waiting for her.

K J She lifted the latch softly lest the baby

should be asleep.

But no. The tiny bundle of rags set up a plain

tive cry that pierced the heart of the mother.

Ninon, the golden-haired brown-eyed Ninon,

crouched miserably in her little rocking-chair. Ah !

She was so like Jacques as he had been, as he was

on his wedding-morn ! She was like him,— yes, but

the thought brought little comfort to Lisette's heart.

For of late the husband and father had turned his

attention to this child. If only he would not notice

her at all ! Even that was better than —

Lisette comforted the tiny babe as best she could

with a bottle of blue-white milk. The little thing

drank greedily.

Then the mother drew the older child over be

tween her knees. She folded her hands, while Ninon

wondered.

" It is not time for prayers, ma Mere ! " she said.

She would like better to wait for her father to come !

" Listen to me, Petite ! Look into my eyes !

Now say —' Our Father '— as I taught you ! "

 

54
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" Notre Pere, qui es aux cieux —"

The mother prompted her, and the little one went

on bravely for a few seconds more.

" Donne-nous aujourd'hui — notre pain — quoti-

dien ! — I am tired, ma Mere ! "

"Tired? Tired, Ninon? But I thought you

liked to sit up with me ! "

"Not of— to sit up. But I am tired of — to

say,—' Give us the daily bread.' For nobody hears

us! "

A shiver ran through Lisette's heart.

What was that? A footstep? — Jacques? But

no,— it passed on and died into silence.

It is an awful thing, an awful moment, when one

realizes for the first time that Life is a curse and not

a blessing! That the soul is doomed to blackness

and despair, because the light of hope has flickered

out into utter blackness !

The woman pushed the child away, and clasped

her hands on her knee. She looked out darkly over

the future years and saw nothing but darkness.

What was this horrible Thing that had descended

swiftly over the once-happy home and cast a blot of

unhappiness and gloom about it?

Once, Jacques had been industrious, content, com

ing home every night early and taking his child on

his knee to sing to her or to play at " I Spy." And

now— little by little comforts had disappeared from

the humble abode, happiness had taken flight, and

the husband and father cast a grim shadow over the

room where he seldom sat of an evening.
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Outside the wind blew in dreary gusts; the sky

was murky. A terrific burst of thunder shook the

little street. It was ill-omened, surely, a thunder

storm in February !

Flash after flash of lightning followed the first

report. Lisette peered out anxiously from the

miserable window.

What was it that the girl Valerie had said?

" Love is free — as air ! "

Free,— but no ; nothing was free, nothing ! One

could not do as he pleased, for there was a Written

Law against such freedom. Ten burning sentences !

Who but a fool would say—" free " ?

Man had free-will, yes; but Oh, what havoc if he

used it freely! What misery, what crime, what in

sanity !

The baby whined again. Lisette caught it up and

rocked it a moment or two. How the wind shrieked

and whistled !

What else — was it? Ah, yes! —"Love cannot

be chained down, cannot be restricted to one person,

one thing! "

Ah, Dieu ! It was horrible blasphemy. Had not

the cure said : " / take thee for better, for worse,

'til death do us part " ? Thee — Lisette — not the

girl Valerie,— not the wife of the keeper of the

tavern — not any other woman !

"Love of the brotherhood! Reason must lead.

What reason does not grasp, we refuse to accept! "

Sacre! Man, then, must be as God, if, indeed,
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he acknowledged the existence of God! It was ab

surd.

" If I believed. ... I should but hate the more

fiercely ! "

That was what the girl had said — but she was

wrong! It was all falsehood.

Lisette looked about the wretched little room.

There was little of beauty, little of comfort, little of

anything to suggest peace and rest. They were poor,

she and Jacques and the petites enfants. And yet —

the woman, deep down in her heart, could make an

apologia for the rich. She was a Christian.

In the early days of her youth she had been in

structed. Now, in her feeble way, she perhaps un

derstood as perfectly as the students of economics

the delicate and complex questions of the rights of

property.

Men, such as they were, became eager to make a

fortune, to live at ease, to possess abundance. This

very eagerness was a needful spur to concerted labor,

to elaborate production, improvements, inventions.

Although not in itself a high motive, it might be

dignified by the eagerness being not for one's own

ease and advancement, but that of one's kindred.

Ambition, greed, thus became transmuted into family

affection.

Inequality was necessary in the intellectual life,

for the development of beautiful literature, music,

painting, sculpture, etc., necessitated an upper class

provided with leisure. So also in the political and
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religious life. In the latter, particularly, without in

equality there would be no opportunity for the exer

cise of the most beautiful virtues — reverence, obedi

ence, kindness, meekness, self-denial and submission

to the dispositions of Providence.

Lisette entertained no envy toward the rich, for

she believed that all men, black, white, rich, poor,

were equal so far as the most important matters went.

For all were of the same nature, all were called to

the same high destiny, bound by the same obliga

tions,— the same Ten burning Sentences which

formed the Written Law.

True, the duties of obedience and contentment

seemed to be shouted before the whole world, while

the duties of justice and restitution might scarcely be

whispered. But the abuse of an argument might not

take away its use.

The existence of the rich implied " surplus

product," but the prospect of being a recipient of

the surplus became the foundation of industrial

energy, skill and proficiency which rendered such sur

plus possible. And it was true that much of the

surplus was devoted to the welfare of the poorer

classes. So, although the rich could not exist with

out the poor, the poor would be worse off without

the rich. And, taken as a whole, the richer classes

were organs fulfilling various useful and necessary

functions in the state.

No, Lisette did not envy the rich, although she

was so poor, and the baby cried incessantly in her

ears. True, the Socialists condemned the rich man
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with the degree of positive hate,— the woman did

not believe in the doctrine of hate ! They had been

well enough off, until the husband and father adopted

this abominable creed.

Lisette looked into the face of her babe; it lay

motionless in her arms with eyelids closed, but it did

not sleep. No, rather it seemed instinctively to shut

out the vision of so miserable a world !

Over there in the corner La Petite Ninon had

curled up in a ball and fallen fast asleep, lulled by

the moaning of the night-winds. She was so like

Jacques! The mother shivered and looked down

once more into the face of the babe in her arms.

She thanked God that at least reason had not

dawned in the tiny being as yet. The babe, at least,

was safe ! The blue veins stood out on the white

skin, penciled like azure streamlets in a field of

snow. Ah — this was the most precious thing in all

the wretched place! Innocence sat upon its tiny

brow and dignified it above the lofty brow of a'

philosopher !

The mother was poor and ignorant,— but she

realized the precious truth.

The night-wind moaned and shrieked down the

street where no footstep echoed.

The mother was tired. Her hands were limp and

lifeless which had toiled all day long. Her weary

eyelids drooped after awhile. She slept with her

babe.
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THE CHILD

JEAN JACQUES BERANGER was teaching

a lesson from the Red Catechism to his child.

He leaned forward on a stool and spelled out

the words, following the lines with one rough finger.

On his head he wore a stocking-cap of gray wool

which he scarcely ever removed, even, in the house.

It made the wretched wife shiver, for it was so like

the caps they had used to wear in the time of the

Revolution !

" Legon Vingt-Cinq." His voice and look were

cold and hard. He spoke in bad French.

"What is this? It is a rose in a pot. Would

you like a rose? Yes, all men like a rose. The

rose is in a pot. The pot is in a bad place. Can

the rose grow if it has no air, sun and rain? No,

it can not grow. If you put the rose in a nice place

and give it air, rain and sun, will it grow ? Why to

be sure it will ! Then it will be a nice rose and

smell sweet. It is just so with me, my dear. Put

men in a bad house with few good things, no love,

joy, or good clothes, and they will be bad men. But

if you give them all the good things they want, they

will be nice, good men, and they will bloom like the

60
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rose. Do you like good men ? Do you want to be

good?

" Do not find fault with the man.

" Change his mode of life and you will have a real

rule of gold."

Thus it was that Jacques was teaching Determin

ism to his child.

Once or twice Lisette, the jealous-eyed, ever-

vigilant Lisette, came forward and tried to dissuade

the man.

" Jacques ! Are you insane ? Do not tempt me

too far! She is my child! Did I not carry her in

my arms night and day through the long fever?

Did I not listen to her cries for water when I dared

not give one drop? Take her! Do not excite me

to murder you ! "

The man, thus challenged, lifted his black eye

brows and shrugged his shoulders, but answered —

nothing. The women must talk or go crazy. It

was their misfortune.

"Jacques! You are mad! You will regret this

— when it is too late ! It is a mother's right to see

to her child. It is her God-given privilege ! How

can you dare to interfere? "

The man shifted his position carelessly.

" You have — a nightmare ! " he said.

" No, no ! Not a nightmare, but I have spent

sleepless nights! Don't you see how dry-eyed I am?

I have spent nights — meditating things ! "

He growled a little under his breath, but she did

not heed the warning.
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" If you persist too far you will repent — one of

these days! Rather than see my child grow up to

imbibe such false doctrines, I will —"

" What— will — you — do ? "

She did not answer but crept back into the far

corner and sat looking on silently while the lecon

went on. She heard every word distinctly, although

Jacques spoke in a low tone between half-closed

teeth.

" There were two men, seated in a railway train.

One was rich; he had a diamond pin in his tie, a

heavy gold chain across his coat,— money jingled in

his pockets when he moved.

" The other was wretchedly poor ; he needed

money for everything, food, clothing, shelter.

" He asked the rich man to give of his superfluity;

the rich man refused.

" So — the poor man took by force what he could

not win by entreaty, and in the struggle which en

sued, the rich man was killed. The shedding of

blood is always to be deplored, but there are times

when it is warranted. Violence is a legitimate

weapon for the righting of social wrongs."

Jacques questioned the child. She answered

readily.

" What did the story mean, Ninon? "

" It meant— it meant— that if we wanted some

thing, and somebody else had got it, we could go and

take it away from him ! "

The man smiled bitterly, triumphantly. She was

a promising child, although he hated children! By
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and by he meant to send her where she would learn

something.

Silently the mother came forward and prepared

Ninon for bed. She dared not say any prayers, for

Jacques was watching, listening.

Then she came back and crouched down beside her

husband.

It is something when a woman promises to honor,

love and cherish a man above all else in the world.

There is something of a sacrifice perhaps on both

sides, but especially for the weaker of the two. So

far Lisette had hardly felt the obligation, at least

until the words of the girl :

" Love cannot be chained down to one person, one

thing! It must have freedom ! "

Had she been a fool up to to-night? For she had

believed that Jacques loved her! She looked up

into his face. It might have been a block of stone.

But she must speak to him.

" Jacques! "

" Well ? " His tone was not encouraging. He

did not even deign to look at her.

" I do not like — those meetings at the tavern.

I do not like the things they say ! I was brought up

to think different. This girl — who is she ? I was

talking with her but — her words frightened me !

Tell me that you do not believe them? "

" But if I do?"

" You cannot, for it is a doctrine of the Evil One.

Who else would come between our love ? "

"Love — is — free! "
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His air was tantalizing to the overwrought wife,

but she dared not arouse him.

He pulled the rough cap still lower over his ears

and went out.

She crept to the window and watched his stooped

figure disappear around the corner. She knew that

he had gone to a saloon. It happened so every time

that she had opposed him of late.

The sky was very fair to behold. Millions of

stars studded its velvet blackness. The wind was

still in the street, and no one was passing. Peace

and silence.

The woman turned away and sat down mechan

ically in the broken straw rocker. She folded her

hands patiently and looked over the past and the

future.

The past — she had some things to regret. Who

has not? There were times when she could have

been more faithful in little things. Was that why

she was suffering to-night? For little things come

into and slip out of our lives and are not reckoned as

much. Another day comes and another year, and the

little gaps, the little worn places, are forgotten. But

day by day, year by year, they grow,— unnoticed it

may be,— and finally there is a wide yawning chasm !

The sunlight of youth has faded imperceptibly from

the path; the shadows darken and deepen between

us and the Other Side. Who then shall say what

good regrets and longings may do? But it is true,

that suddenly— there creeps upon us the awful

knowledge that Life has already been one-third, one
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half, two-thirds spent! We are not yet old, and

eternity begins to flash and glimmer in our eyes ! It

is too late to go back, for the years rush more swiftly

by, and their impetus is wholly unlike the lingering

journey of our youth. We cannot undo the past;

the best we can do is to begin anew. Ah! Could

we go back, and live over again !

Lisette had given all her life, her ambitions, her

desires to Jacques. She had loved him,— but per

haps too much ! For there is such a thing as loving

too much. And experience has taught that he who

loves too much, loses in the esteem of his beloved,

loses peace and tranquillity, becomes restless, ill-at-

ease, for it is written:

" Nec velis quod aliquis tecum in corde suo

occupetur, neque tu cum alicujus occuperis amore ! "

The woman wondered why she had done certain

things as most of us wonder sometimes. She won

dered whether, that very night, in some other place

in the city, there was not some other heart, bruised,

perplexed, world-weary! Some other poor woman,

or some rich lady, perhaps. For the rich had trials

and burdens as well as the poor.

Some rich lady — who would have thought it

strange if Lisette had told her that butter was a rare

luxury on the little Ninon's bread, that the bread-

box was often empty, and she waited for five cents to

steal out to the bakeshop and buy one little stingy

loaf of a very poor apology for bread! That she

bought a quarter of a pound of tough meat now and

then, meat which the butcher had pounded viciously
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in order to render it fit for mastication at all ! That

she could not afford one cent a week for a newspaper,

although sometimes there came a yearning for news

of the outer world! Just to read of the sorrows

of others — it would have been a blessed relief once

in awhile — but even this was denied.

Two cents ! Five cents ! So small an amount.

It mattered nothing to the world at large, but to

Lisette it mattered all the world !

But to-night! There was something which mat

tered more. Yes, infinitely more. It is hard

enough to suffer the pangs of extreme poverty and

want, to see the milk so poor and thin, to see the

cupboard so bare, to see pitiful little eyes looking

up into yours! All this is hard,— but love makes

pain and suffering light! What, then, when love

dies?

Lisette grieved that the enfants must share her

suffering, for they were innocent of wrong. She

would fight for these tender souls, for she realized

the infinite possibilities that lay deeply hidden under

the frail and spirit-like forms. She realized that

the little Ninon had already grasped the truth about

right and wrong. Already, although she was but

seven years old !

To save her children from the pernicious doctrines

which had undermined the father's soul — this was

the mother's determination, whatever the cost.

This, and one other — to win, if possible, this fiery

girl, whose burning words had done much to widen

the abyss between husband and wife, and into which

one was already slipping down.



CHAPTER X

THE CAPITALIST

 

UGENE watched Valerie closely these days.

He was becoming more and more uneasy

because of her.

One day, only the week before, a delegation of

Greeks had come to him with the request for an

increase of pay. He had invited them to have a

cigar and to sit down for a little talk. Just now the

mills could not afford to grant the demand, which

seemed unjust in view of the fact that the looked-

for revision of tariff made business unusually dull.

" I can't do it, even if I wanted to ! " he said, and

they had retired, wearing an air of dissatisfaction.

However, no one had quit work, and a week went

by uneventfully.

But one night — he had come upon Valerie, ad

dressing a small group of men in the mill-yard, just

after working hours.

He listened while she described the case of two

men who had blown up a building with dynamite in

the West, killing twenty-one persons and injuring

many others. She held up the perpetrators of the

awful thing to the admiration of her audience as

" martyrs."
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She told of the unheard-of treatment of " labor-

leaders " in the West also — where they were in

carcerated in rooms with a temperature so high as

to almost steam them to death. Then of their re

moval to cells where the snow lay in drifts!

The mill-agent suffered her to speak on. The last

story was an infamous lie, but she must have believed

it.

He resolved that he would not permit such a

gathering a second time. It was evident that he had

a real anarchist in his employ in the person of this

frail girl !

The following afternoon he called to her as she

passed the office door.

She came, and stood quietly beside the desk.

The man looked her over keenly; her eyes were

downcast. Then he almost forgot what he was

going to say.

She was very lovely, very childlike as she stood

thus. Her dark hair, damp with perspiration from

the intense heat, curled over a low, smooth forehead.

The hideous checkered apron made her seem more

childlike.

He wondered why she seemed so different from

the others and he wished with all his soul that she

were back there in the little garden, and it was the

season of flowers ! Back there — so long as he

might steal by to look at her now and then—

She raised her eyes,— wonderful, large, they were.

He could not tell what color they were, but just now

they looked black and threatening.
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He must speak his message.

" Don't you know that it wasn't true — the

story you told last night — to the men in the

yard?"

"No! I do not ! I believe it!"

" Well,— it is — not true ! " (He had meant to

say—"It is a lie!") "This country is not the

country of cannibalism. Our ancestors eliminated

all that, long ago. There are no savages inhabiting

those places of which you spoke ! "

She did not answer.

"Are you an anarchist?" he asked.

" No."

" On what subject did you imagine yourself to be

speaking out there, last night? Or — in what in

terests, to put it another way? "

" In the interests of organized labor."

" Well — you may speak on organized labor, if

you will,— but— there is one subject on which you

may not speak. What that is — you yourself

know ! "

Suddenly his mood changed. Was it possible that

she hypnotized him?

" Mademoiselle —"

Her face was emotionless.

" Mademoiselle,— why do you always work

against me? "

Perhaps it was a foolish question, but he could not

help it.

"I? Why, what am I doing? What can I do?

I am chained down, like the rest ! "
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Her tone was bitter, so bitter that he looked up

quickly.

" Don't say that! You know I try my best to be

just!"

" Yes? " Evidently she doubted him.

" Won't you be friends with me? " he begged.

It was ridiculous. He, the agent of the mill — a

man of influence, of ability, getting down on his

knees to a poor and insolent girl ! For she was in

solent, even though she believed she was justified.

" Friends ? It is impossible, Monsieur ! / —

— friends — with — you? "

" Why not? " He wanted to know her reason.

A sudden fire leaped in the dark eyes as she an

swered :

" Because — because — you know why ! You ask

me to tell you? I can, if I will! But you know!

Therefore, why should I tell you? Ask any one of

the slaves in your employ ! Ask the young girls, the

old women! They will tell you what I will not,—

because you know already! You know best of all,

and you only try to mock me!"

" I am not mocking you ! " he said gently. " My

dear young lady, you wrong—"

" Don't call me dear! For I and my kind are

remote from you! We are not flesh and blood!

We are stone and metal! Iron bars and wheels

and—"

She paused, out of breath, and there was silence,

broken only by the grinding of the ever-restless ma

chinery.
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" You can tell me to go, if you want to ! But you

won't! And anyhow, you can't get rid of me that

way! "

" Get— rid of you ? " He half believed she was

right, and that he was afraid of her!

" No."

" But I have no such thought. I hold no ill-will

toward you or any other. Why, then, do you insist

that we shall not be friends? "

" Because — because — I hate you ! "

His face was quite pale now, but his glance was

firm and steady.

"Why?"

" You know. Don't mock me ! "

It was impossible to get anything out of her.

" That is all." He dismissed her without another

word.

She was a strange character, certainly. She was

totally different from the girls he had known, fr.om

his own sisters. Evidently much bitterness and cold

ness from the world had driven her to this unhappy

stage. She mistrusted everyone who held property,

and regarded employers as criminals. Poor girl!

But he did not mean to hold it against her!

She had many good points. She was generous to

a fault. He knew from the overseer that she often

laid aside her own work to help someone less swift,

less accurate. Yes,— she was generous, and this

was one reason why he was sorry for her.

Only yesterday he had found a scrap of paper on

the floor ; he knew whose the handwriting was. Only
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two lines, for the rest was torn so badly that he

could not make it out.

" Should these vile monsters still determine

Heroes to make us in despite —"

That was all, but it was enough.

The mill-agent knew that he was included in the

list of " vile monsters." He had often heard the

remaining lines of the verse :

" They'll know full soon the kind of vermin

Our bullets hit in that last fight."

Ammunition this time, rather than poison ! In the

recent strike of hotel-waiters there had come a timely

suggestion from one of the " labor-leaders "—

" Put in something stronger than salt and pepper

to season the capitalists' broth ! "

Verily these were desperate times.

Deep down in his heart the man knew that he did

not deserve the reproaches of the girl. He had

meant to be just and merciful, for he had heard

words sounding in his ears a note of warning.

" Why are there any rich people at all, and what is

meant by them ?

" They are not made rich for their own good.

Riches — if the Gospel be true — are the un-

heavenliest of all earthly things. What are rich

people meant for? To be the prey of the poor!

The rich are meant for the poor. The poor are

the cause and the significancy, as they will be

the salvations of the rich. The poor are God's
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eagles, to beset, infest and strip the rich. He

alone is happy in his riches who lets these eagles tear

him with the least resistance. That process, rich

man, is what thou art meant for. God had no other

intention in thee. There is nothing which it more

behooves thee to know than this peculiarity of thy

position. Are the poor wearisome, grasping, un

seasonable, insatiable, unreasonable, innumerable, un

bearable? It is more unreasonable in thee to com

plain. They were meant to prey upon thee; thou

wert meant to be their prey. That is the whole

account of thee. Give, then, and be silent! "

"What can I do? I am chained down like the

others ! " She had said.

Chained down — yes, perhaps. He could not be

expected to realize what it meant to stand on one's

feet all day long, to work furiously, without once re

laxing the tired fingers, to strain every nerve, every

muscle in order to add a few miserable cents more

to the scant pay-envelope.

But he felt that Valerie was unjust to him. He

was not to blame for the abominations of the factory

system. He, single-handed, without a sympathizer,

could not undo what the progress of years had

wrought.

The window was partly opened. The pleasant

ripple of water came to the ears of the man. It

made him feverish. He was tired of the whole

thing. He wished he might throw it up and seek

his peace and contentment elsewhere.

But it was unmanly to cower at the first serious
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ness of aspect of a problem. All things in the world

had perplexing aspects. And he had set himself to

work out the solution of this mighty problem, to

make his people happy and contented and prosperous

so far as possible.

The pleasant ripple of water came to Eugene's

ears, together with a whiff from the brown earth.

Soon the river-banks would be green and fringed with

flowers, and he could look down through the many-

colored foliages to the little stone bridge which

arched the highway, and the pink hills beyond. Soon

— in seven or eight weeks at most !

He loved it all, and his soul sickened as he caught

the echoes of the giant machines. And then — as

suddenly, the feeling passed, as he remembered that,

after all, life is not solely for the enjoyment even of

innocent pleasure. For love and duty will conflict

now and then, as if to ward off the affections of the

creature from that which is not lasting.

The pleasant ripple of water. Eugene listened,

while a new emotion crept over his heart.

He wanted to do something worth while. He

wanted to better the conditions of his poor employees.

This was the primary motive in his thought. And

just now — another idea suggested itself. Why not

begin with some one who needed encouragement,

especially? Like the girl, Valerie, for instance?

The thought of her sent a nervous flush into his

face. She had courage, after all, for no one else

would have dared to say —" I hate you ! "
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He determined to bend all his energies toward

civilizing her, raising her up and giving her new

ideals which would change her life and make her

happy.

And meanwhile: the object of his solicitude

worked steadily at her frame. Sometimes she

paused to pass her slim hand over her brow as if

to rub out some perplexing thought. And some

times, when no one was looking, she drew out a

small red paper-covered pamphlet from the folds

of her dress. It gave her new fierce strength, new

zeal, new fuel for her hate. It was the one thing

which was powerful enough to offset all the plans of

the mill agent.



CHAPTER XI

FOR TWENTY YEARS

A LITTLE way down the Main Street, in the

sunshine of his tiny shop, old Anselme

Moncreiff, the cobbler, sat over his bench.

Around the room, bits of leather and old nails

lay scattered. Over his head, a shelf with a row of

sticky bottles and untidy boxes from which various

appurtenances peeped forth.

There was but one dingy window in the place; it

looked out on the Main Street. Here, upturned to

the gaze of the passerby, rested a row of shoes,

neatly soled and heeled.

Twenty years — the old man had sat there. The

city had not changed much, perhaps, in that time,

for its manufacturing industries remained practically

the same.

For twenty years Anselme had been sitting there

on the work bench in the sunshine, with the broad

apron of ticking over his knees. Some lines had

been added to his worn face during all that time, and

an additional stoop at the shoulders, but he did not

realize that it was so.

It did not so much matter whether one was a cob

bler or a mill-worker or an overseer. For time went

on just the same and one grew old just as quickly.
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What mattered was that each did his individual

work with a contented mind, tried to keep the Ten

Commandments and to live up to his best ideal.

Nothing else mattered a row of nails !

Anselme had mended so many pairs of shoes in

all that time! He took off his glasses and rubbed

them with a well-satisfied smile. After all, was not

his a necessary, an honorable profession, as honor

able as that of the knights of old who used to sur

round the old Scottish kings? For, equipped with

his handiwork, men went forth to battle with life.

Every nail counted for something, counted as a step

in the advancement of the world !

Every morning, at seven o'clock promptly, he un

locked the door of his little shop and opened the

faded shutters to the golden glow of the morning

sun. He had come to be a familiar figure on the

Main Street. While the busy world rushed by, he

sat patiently on his bench, sewing, hammering, wax

ing, hour after hour. While men hurried to the

trains and were lost all day in the maze of distant

cities,— he sat there, counted out the rows of shin

ing nails, tested bits of brown and black leather,—

and now and then lifted his head to look up and

down the street and to watch for the advent of a

new customer.

Every man had his own peculiar vocation, as dis

tinct and peculiar as if he alone were the sole in

habitant of earth. To Anselme, his life-work was

shut in within the four dingy walls of his little shop.

So many years — so many months, weeks, days,
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yea — moments had been added unto his life. Lit

tle by little he was rounding out the crown of a peace

ful and contented old age.

In his early years he had followed the sea as

ship's carpenter. He could tell many wonderful

tales if he chose. Tales of storms, of heavy fogs,

of calms,— and of tragic deaths that he himself had

narrowly escaped. But he did not speak many words

to anyone. It was not his way, had never been. At

least he would never have to give an accounting for

idle words in the day of final reckoning.

In his fiftieth year he had given up the sea. It

had lost its charm, and the thought of its hardships

made him shiver and draw nearer to the burning coals

when winter winds blew and whistled. He suffered

much from rheumatism, and the land was the better

place to spend one's failing years.

So he had taken up the trade of a cobbler, for it

was better to be one's own master in the humblest

occupation than to be courtier and under the orders

of a king! So he told himself, and believed that

his life was quite full, quite complete. For who

might say, whether in the ways that are not human

ways, leather and nails and wax do not count for as

much as the pen or the sword or the chisel of the

sculptor?

To be sure — he could not save much, but he was

able to meet expenses, and that was more than many

could say.

So, one after another, during the years of the

past Anselme had been adding jewels to the crown
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of his reward. Every blow of the hammer, every

mark of shining nail,— the best labor of his hands !

He could give no more.

Now, he was seventy years old, like an ear of

ripe corn that is soon to be ready for the plucking.

Like a stout ship that had sailed bravely through

the storm and the gale, and now, at evening drifted

with sails hanging loose — into quiet waters whose

calm no troubled breath might stir. Like a strong

and mighty oak whose stalwart limbs had stood aloft

while adverse winds shrieked and blustered, while

lightnings flashed and the tempest howled in anger,

— now, at close of day, rested with leaves folded

closely, without a quiver, in the tranquil moonlight.

Could it be that he was blamable for thinking with

some feelings of complacency on the past? Could

it be that pride rose up, when he said to his soul:

" We are safe now ! There is no need to worry

longer! A good death, after a bad life — it is pos

sible ! But a bad death after a good life — it is im

possible ! "

He did not know — Anselme — for he was not

deeply read, that one holy man, by name, Theoph-

ilus Raynaudus, had written a treatise in his works

with a terrible title : " A Bad Death After a Good

Life!"

Nor had he read the words of Holy Scripture:

" In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening

let not thy hand cease, for thou knowest not which

may spring up, this or that! "

Anselme had never heard a whisper of this dis
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content that was spreading among the laboring

classes. He had never suffered from a temptation

of this sort. Perhaps it was not so well that his

life had run on for twenty years, in comparative

smoothness.

It was rather warm for the season. The first

week in March. He had taken his mug of cold tea

and a sandwich in silence, and now he sat resting

until the one o'clock whistle should summon the la

borer back to his toil in mill, factory and workshop.

Over across the road, they were building a new

house. Anselme had counted the blocks of stone,

had watched jealously lest one extra block should

escape him. He knew the exact measurements of

the windows that were marked out for the cellar.

One, two, three, four on each side, and two in the

front.

Three or four children played about among the

timbers. The old man heard their merry shouts

and wondered that they seemed so far away from

his own life. For he was hardly old — at seventy !

Across the fields he could see lines of tenements.

Sometimes the smoke rose up white against the blue

sky, sometimes long rows of washing waved in the

sunshine.

Within every dwelling there was an individual

family life. They were all busy at work, striving to

earn a decent living. Busy,— as if their individual

business was the most important thing in all the

world, and no other interests existed. This was

Life!
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A city team passed slowly by the door. It was

drawn by a patient horse who had seen his best days

of service. Day after day he had performed his

useful tasks. Soon he would drop away and his

place be taken by another!

Anselme rubbed his eyes. Was that a flash of

crimson in the doorway ?

He looked up. He saw a girl, dressed simply in

dark blue, with a crimson bow in her black hair.

And her eyes were black, black as sloeberries.

He looked up into her face — into the face of

Temptation.

" Monsieur, I have brought a pair of shoes —"

He sat bolt upright, and his expression became

one of solicitude. Another pair of soles to be cut

out carefully, to be sewed skillfully down ! He loved

his work, and the hand which he held out trembled

a little.

Soled and heeled. A nice piece of work, for the

girl had graceful slender feet!

" You work here — a long time, Monsieur? " she

asked.

" Twenty years." He was not given to long

speeches.

" Twenty years ! And you are — rich, now ? "

"Rich? No! I am poor!" He was aston

ished at his own loquacity.

"Poor? And after — twenty years! Do you

own no houses, no lands? "

"No, nothing! "

" And you work — every day? "
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" Yes; every day except Sunday." '

"You have worked every day for twenty years !

Three hundred and thirteen days every year, leaving

out the Sundays. Three hundred and thirteen days

— times twenty — six thousand two hundred and

sixty ! You have worked six thousand days, Mon

sieur,— and you are a poor man ! "

He looked bewildered. He placed his hand on

his forehead, as if some new thought had just pene

trated there !

" And you are satisfied, Monsieur? "

Yes, he was satisfied.

The girl could not linger, for the whistle was al

ready blowing one o'clock. She gave her orders

for the shoes, briefly, and started toward the door.

She looked back once, and there was an expression

of commiseration on her face.

She looked up and down and all around the poor

little place.

" It is so — dusty ! " she said.

For a long time after she had gone Anselme sat

still with folded hands.

He looked over the tiny shop, dingy and filled

with bits of uneven leather and nails. He looked

at his ragged tools, from which power seemed to

have gone out. He looked at the cobwebs shining

in the dim corners where the sunbeams hid.

Then he got up stiffly and limped around.

There was an echo in his heart which had been

silent — for twenty years.

" It is — so — dusty ! " he said.



CHAPTER XII

IN TIME OF PEACE

' ' 00D DAY' MONSIEUR ! "

I T "Good day!"

The old cobbler answered the girl civ

illy enough, but he did not stop working, nor did

he raise his eyes from the pair of shoes on his knee.

" You are working still, Monsieur? "

" Yes."

His tone was to all outward appearances calm

enough, but within his heart was an odd thumping.

He was feverish, perhaps.

He knew that he ought to wish she would not say

any more. But he hoped that she would !

" You work— too hard, Monsieur ! And you

are no longer young ! "

The odd thumping grew louder. What was that

she said ? But, Dieu — she was right. " No longer

young! " Those were the words.

He shuffled his feet uneasily. There was so much

rubbish scattered about on the floor! Hardly room

to stretch. It was a very little shop !

It is surprising to see — once a temptation has

stolen in unawares, how quickly it grows strong.

Quickly, imperceptibly almost. Little by little
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things became entirely different from what they have

been before.

The tiny shop where Anselme had sat day in and

day out for twenty years, had become all at once

narrow and rude and unwholesome. Poor old man !

So many years of patient heaping together of jew

els — and now already they began to drop out, one

by one — out of the crown he had been weaving.

It was the first grievous temptation to unrest that

had ever assailed him. He had never expected to

find war within his soul, so calm, so even, during the

long years — and he was not prepared for it.

" What did you say? " he snarled.

The last row of nails had all gone crooked. What

was the matter with his hand?

" I said — you work too hard, Monsieur, and you

are getting old ! "

Getting old ? Old— at seventy ?

" It is the curse of our land that the innocent must

suffer for the guilty, sometimes ! " she continued.

" It is a crime that a man should work when his hair

is white and he begins to stoop ! A crime — for

which someone will have to suffer."

A curse ! The past years had been a curse — be

cause he was too old to work! It was a curse that

he had sat there and pounded and sewed until his

hands were rough and seamed !

He held them up involuntarily. Yes, rough and

seamed!

A crime! For which someone must suffer!

Someone had wronged him, then, although he had
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never believed himself to have an enemy in all the

world. He had never mistrusted anyone. So far

he might have had the happiness to say on his dying

bed : " No one has ever given me scandal in my

life ! "

His breath came short and hard. He took out

his handkerchief and wiped the beads of sweat from

his forehead.

" It is hot! " he murmured by way of apology.

" Perhaps it rains, by and by ! "

Hot, yes, although it was only the first of March,

and the crocuses had only just begun to lift their*

heads from the city gardens. Hot, yes, it was very

hot within the little shop. And the blaze of red in

the dark hair of the girl made it hotter still.

" Here are the shoes, M'slle ! See ! A neat

job!"

Poor old man ! He held them up with pardonable

pride. He forgot for the moment that in the labor

wrought upon them, one more line had deepened in

his toil-worn hands. What was the word? —

Curse !

" How much, Monsieur? "

Anselme counted out the change from the pocket

of his apron.

The girl took it, and bidding him good day, went

out.

She was gone, but she had left something in her

coming and going that was destined to remain long

with the innocent victim of her zeal.

Innocent? Yes, innocent, but unwary. For
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Monsieur Anselme did not try to shake Temptation

off, did not try to drive it away. He had stopped

to listen, to parley, and had lost time in this way.

Temptation had come to his door at noontide with

a light free step, in the form of a girl,— it had gone

away and left him with a little thorn where a smooth-

stemmed rose had bloomed ■— for twenty years !

It had come again in the evening and found him

with a little wound. Merely one blood-drop, but it

was enough. He had felt of the thorn, had pressed

it with his fingers and found that it had left a sting.

He still sat on his bench, although down the street

the angelus tolled the end of day. Although up and

down the street the tramp of many footsteps

sounded, as the mill-hands took their weary way to

ward home. Although the sun sank to its rest, a

red ball in the western sky, and creeping gray shad

ows fell through the little window and on his snow-

white head.

He sat idly, with hands folded on his knee. For

life had taken on a new meaning to-night. It had

been labor and love — up to the coming of Tempta

tion — now it was a — curse !

It is a terrible thing when the light goes out in

the sky after a rumble of thunder drawing near. It

is a more terrible thing, when for the first time, the

light dies out of a human heart. When, all of a

sudden, life becomes labor without the love. So it

had to come at last to poor old Anselme.

He turned his right hand over and looked at it,

front and back. It was the wonderful instrument
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with which he had worked — for twenty years !

Only a few inches of flesh and bone, a few drops of

blood ! Yet it was life to a man, for what was life

without hands?

A very thin and shriveled hand, for he was sev

enty years old. The skin was drawn tight over the

bones, and the veins were pale blue. Here and

there, at the joints of the fingers, were old scars that

time had long since healed. The palm was rough,

like the leather which he handled all day long; rough,

and the lines were deeply marked.

And all the while, within his breast, the odd thump

ing kept up.

The last lingering sunbeam faded from the cor

ners where the dust had been accumulating for

twenty years. Longer and longer crept the gray

shadows of evening, and mingled with the cobwebs

above his head.

From the window the old cobbler could see be

yond the bend in the river, and the pink flush dying

out of the evening sky. Darkly on its bosom the

purple images of trees cast a lingering reflection, as

a mirror reflects a picture in the corner of a room.

It was a solemn scene. Just here — above the

little shop, the bustle of the city that is never wholly

silent, just there, beyond, the peace and rest of na

ture and of God.

Rest? But there was no rest for Anselme, be

cause he must " work." Work " too hard "— were

not those the words? Too hard, and he was no

longer young!
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But all of a sudden he realized that it was grow

ing late. The sun had gone down and the tramp of

feet had died away past the door.

He rose and took off his apron mechanically. He

was growing stiff. He was very stiff to-night, al

though he was but seventy years old!

He put on his old felt hat and shabby coat and

went out, turning the key in the lock. He did not

remember to pull down the shades.

He walked up the street very slowly. His

stooped shoulders were more stooped to-night. Past

the line of shops and offices where those who lin

gered late over their work peered out and whis

pered:

"Qu' y a-t-il? — What is the matter? For old

Anselme ages fast with the spring ! "

They were right. Even in a day, in a few

hours, the old cobbler had aged much, as much as in

a whole year of natural decay. He did not, of

course, know that they talked about him. He went

on his way, along the silent street that was not, after

all, quite silent. For an echo sounded in his ear

with the odd thumping of his heart. An echo that

made as much noise as a whole army of fiends might

have made.

And the echo said,

"You work too hard, Monsieur! You are no

longer young ! It is a crime that a man should work

when his hair is white and he begins to stoop. It is

the curse of our land, for which someone must suffer !

— Curse!"



CHAPTER XIII

THE FRUIT OF THE TREE

IN the glimmer of the lamp-light the inn-kitchen

looked poor enough at its best. The odors of

cooking mingled with the smoke from a very

poor specimen of stove,— the atmosphere was

cloudy, but the two occupants did not appear to no

tice any discomfort.

The proprietress, Delphine Bouille, and the girl,

Valerie. The latter sat on a low stool near the fire

place, her hands clasped on her knees. She looked

straight before her, and there were two fine little

lines between her dark eyebrows.

Outside the fresh winds blew and ruffled the car

pet of gray dust. No one passed by. No one came

in, for it was early in the afternoon and the tide of

business rushed swiftest in the city.

Delphine moved about with difficulty, for she- was

not exactly slender. She laid out plates, knives,

forks, teacups with a clatter. She expected a crowd

to-night. Ham, eggs, bacon, liver, fried pigs' feet

— tea, coffee, beer — she had almost forgotten the

biscuit ! There would be a fine clamor in that event.

She might get a missile of some sort in the face, that

is, if affairs warranted. Hungry men, men with

89
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grievances are not apt to indulge in the niceties of

society usage. She had found that out long ago.

Now and then she cast long glances toward the

girl. It was not the first time she had seen her in

this mood.

" Cherie!"

Valerie looked up into the face that was like a full

moon save for its redness.

"What is the matter? Has anyone said any

thing. Mademoiselle? Have you heard anything? "

" No, but I was thinking, Delphine, it is a dull

life! Sometimes I weary of it ! "

"Dull! Dull? Who says dull? But I should

say not, Mademoiselle ! There is too much of trou

ble, too much madness in the air these days to make

dull — anything ! Dull ! I should say rather very

exciting, very — very —"

" Oh, I know all that, but there are days when I

am blue. I don't know what you would call it. The

times are lively enough ! And they are likely to be

come more so, think you ? "

" Yes, yes, I trust ! For I hate these — rich

men! They come by sometimes and look in curi

ously. But they never come in. For there is noth

ing here for such as they. The price is too poor;

they must spend their money — you understand —

for it gets heavy, lying in the pockets day after day!

Too much gold is a burden to take care of, and yet,

there is no redress, unless we — take away the bur

den ! "
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"We must!" the girl said coolly and firmly.

" We will! We are going to take away their gov

ernments, their palaces, everything from them!"

Delphine regarded her with unfeigned admiration.

She was so young, so good to look at, with the

healthy pallor of the American girl in her cheeks,

and the fire and enthusiasm of her native country

in her dark flashing eyes.

" We have a right to use every weapon which will

win our fight ! " Valerie went on, while the fire

glowed deeper and brighter. " Here, in America,

where theoretically the law is the will of the people,

we are cursed by a superstitious reverence for the

law. And— it is unjust, after all. For it fails to

produce its intended effect.

" Take for example the man who is sentenced to

jail for non-support.

" What does the law give this shiftless, good-for-

nothing fellow? He lives at ease in jail! He has

a room the temperature of which is always 700 or

so. He has a clean bed, a shower-bath, his break

fast is all prepared and served to him. Then a very

little light work, and dinner. After dinner he is

taken for exercise, a little more light work, supper,

and after supper,— think of this, Madame — after

supper the privilege of the library until nine o'clock !

" That is the law ! And, meanwhile, his poor

wife gets up before daybreak, with a shawl over her

head — you know the picture. She kindles the fire

with bits of shavings that she has gathered in door
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ways and along the gutters of the streets! At the

last possible moment she calls the children to get up

and huddle around the miserable fire !

" The husband rises in a warm room ; he has

every comfort that could reasonably be given ! Who

is being punished for his misdeeds? His innocent

wife! But it is the law! Why, I know of a case

where a man was given a sentence for three consecu

tive times. At the end of the third he begged to be

allowed to remain in jail. He was sorry his sentence

was over; he was lonely going away! Think of it!

But it is the law of this country. What are we to

say?

" The proper punishment for these fellows would

be to tie an iron ball about the ankles of each one,

take him to the country and put him to breaking

stones, for which labor his wife might receive sev

enty-five cents or a dollar a day! "

" But we cannot do away with the law at once ! "

Delphine interposed. " You know it is strong, how

ever unjust it may be! It is very strong! "

".Yes!" Valerie smiled bitterly. "Strong to

protect the Capitalist. You remember having heard

of Haymarket Square riot in Chicago, possibly?

Those men were bomb-throwers, beyond doubt. A

number of officers were killed, but the so-called riot

ers were martyrs to a cause !

" Madame, it is useless to think of accomplishing

our purpose while there is a clergyman, lawyer,

judge —"

"— Or police-officer ! " supplied Delphine in haste.
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She had more than once barely escaped the strong

arm of the law for aiding and abetting anarchists.

" But one must be wary, Mademoiselle! "

" Yes, I know ! Down there in New Orleans —

what happened?

" A number of citizens, one after another, had

been found dead, with stiletto wounds in their shoul

ders. The lieutenant of police suspected it to be

the work of Black-Hands. He commenced an in

vestigation. What happened?

" One day, as he was ascending the steps of his

home, he was literally riddled to pieces by bullets !

" That was all right. His investigations would

trouble them no more. But— suspicion fastened it

self upon the perpetrators of the deed. They were

locked up in jail to await trial.

" The citizens rose in indignation over the murder

of the officer of the law. They elected a commit

tee to take the affair in hand. Every man was or

dered home to provide himself with a fire-piece of

some sort. Then, headed by the committee, hun

dreds of men began to march to the jail. Before

them they carried a telegraph pole which they had

literally uprooted from the ground.

" In front of the jail they halted.

" The sheriff threw open the window, made his

little speech and closed it again. He had tried his

best to protect the prisoners of the law, that they

might be punished in another way. But his efforts

were useless.

" The committee stepped forward. And, mind
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you, Madame, all this time there was no shouting,

no disorder,— not a word from those desperate,

resolute men. They acted in the most orderly fash

ion in the world. One could hardly have divined

their object. When a desperate man makes up his

mind to be cool at the same ■— it is terrible, Ma

dame !

" Well, the pole was raised and advanced against

the door of the jail. It gave way like paper.

" In perfect marching order the committee en

tered, and making straight for the cells of the ac

cused men, shot every one dead inside of twelve sec

onds !

" Then they returned to the crowd who were wait

ing in silence outside. The leader spoke.

" ' Gentlemen : Your committee has done its

work! Let us now return to our homes, and let

peace and order prevail.'

" Fancy, Madame, how terrible ! But those poor

men, the Black-Hands, could not help what they did.

They had to do it, for justice cried for blood. They

were punished, to be sure, but so was the officer of

the law, so was the rapacious law itself cheated of

one instrument. And yet, Delphine, this country is

different from the European countries, is it not? We

make but slow progress here ! "

" Yes, yes! " The woman's tone was plainly im

patient. She wished things might come to a crisis.

" This quibbling about the soul is another thing

I cannot bear, Delphine.

" All distinct species gradually evolved into higher
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species. Man evolved from the lowest species of

cell life, has reached the highest degree of simian

development, and consequently has no spiritual soul.

Man's natural cravings are for food and for pleas

ure. That is his natural destiny.

" We know that the church is an institution of

capitalism which concerns us nearly as much, perhaps,

as the theory of economics.

"As regards property— need is the only foun

dation for its possession. He who has more than

he needs takes the surplus from another and is a

thief!

" Labor is the only source of value, hence the la

borer should take capital by force and thus rob the

robber.

" The State alone has the right to produce and

to distribute, and private production and distribu

tion is unjust. Labor should receive all it pro

duces.

" Individual will must be absorbed by social de

mocracy; the social state can overpower all private

rights of individuals and families.

" All institutions, religious and civil, are but the

result of the struggles for food and distribution.

Only by changing such institutions can a reform in

manner of production and distribution follow.

" I cannot understand, Madame, why the work-

ingman does not see the wretchedness of his position.

Now I could tell you of one case, up there on the

Main Street. An old man, un savetier — what is it

in English ? — Monsieur Anselme,— I forget the
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surname. But he is a slave, that man! Works,

works, works, and nothing to show for it! It is

a terrible state of affairs. Why, Madame, you

should see — his hand tremble ! And such a shriv-

eled-up hand ! He is old, but he works, must work.

It is terrible ! I do not wonder at the spirit of the

Revolutionists ! It is worse than the — rhumatisme !

I go in ; I talk to him. What do I find ? The poor

innocent does not even understand his position. No

one has tried to convince him of it. No one. Why?

Well — because — he must continue making soles

for rich men ! Must continue until he is found dead,

some day. Dead, from driving nails ! Do you un

derstand, Madame?"

" Oui ! Oui ! " Madame nodded energetically.

" And then — they will say —' II est mort,' be

cause of rhumatisme ! Or —' le coeur ! ' Oh, I am

mad when I think of it! But Monsieur is satisfied,

so I suppose we must leave him in peace! "

" You are not working to-day, Mademoiselle? "

" No. I am tired or blue or something. But I

did not go to-day."

The form of a man lounged down the dusty road

where the wind still blew in gusts. He wore a

ragged dirty stocking-cap on his head. Through his

fingers he rolled a long clay pipe.

" It is Jacques Beranger ! " Delphine said. " He

is lazy, that fellow! "

" No, Madame, no ! You would not find fault
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with the man! Change his mode of life and you

will change him! "

Valerie did not know that she was inconsistent.

She watched the stooped figure of the man until he

disappeared in a cloud of white dust. She won

dered where he was going. And just once she

thought of Lisette, the poor wife, and the last words

she had uttered :

" God pity you!"



CHAPTER XIV

SIX DAYS SHALT THOU LABOR

LL the week given to toiling, to buying

and selling, to striving and straining every

JL JL nerve and muscle for the meaner things,

which, after all, are necessary! Six whole days of

it, with never a respite, never an interruption, and

at last there came a day of rest. It was surely

well; men were not, after all, mere machines which

ground out their daily portion of labor. They were

not flesh and blood and bone and muscle solely.

No; there was something within the very essence of

man which cried out above the sordidness of every

day materialism.

So, when the bells chimed from many steeples

and mellowed the quiet air of early morning, it was

with a feeling of relief, of exhilaration, that the

good folk donned their best clothes, laid by carefully

for this sacred occasion, and set forth to church.

The fine lady, the poor mill-hand, all were equal to

day. There was no distinction. Perhaps the rich

may have even cast wistful glances toward the poor

whose very poverty made them Christlike, remem

bering that "Theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven ! "

On this day old Anselme had removed the stains
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of his week's toil, had rubbed off the grease and

grime and the traces of wax as best he could, had

shined his stiff squeaking shoes until they rivaled a

mirror in brightness and limped away in the long

procession that wound its way toward the church.

It was April, and here and there the trees were

budding feebly. The sun shone mildly in the

heavens and the Easter peace rested over the land

scape.

Easter — for the sacred festival had come un

usually early this year. The last of March,— it had

not happened so for many years.

Here and there, in the windows of the more opu

lent classes, lilies were fading into ashes. Only two

weeks had gone by, and already they began to per

ish!

Everyone seemed at peace to-day, for He was

risen. The shades of winter were past; blossoms

smiled once more; blue streams sang of victory over

the tomb of death, and men smiled into one an

other's faces.

Anselme, looking on the lilies, felt a choking sen

sation. For the lilies were expensive ; he had priced

them often in the windows of the city florists.

Lilies ! They spoke of calm and peace, but within

his soul there was a strange unrest, a gnawing little

worm, a tiny thing, but the tiny things pain most

acutely sometimes.

Lilies ! He had worked so hard for twenty years,

and he had never been able to buy a few at Easter !

Bread, meat, tea, coffee, the rent of his little shop
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and his lodging — these things ate up his scant sav

ings, and left no room for lilies !

" Bon jour, Monsieur! " (A fine day, Monsieur!)

" A fine day, as we have had in twenty years! "

The old man returned the salutation stiffly. This

was one of the town " sports." He said that it was

a fine day, but every day was fine to him, for he was

rich! Rich, with nothing to worry about, and his

hands were fine and slender. Nothing to worry

about, although they said that he ill-used his wife,

that he was ugly at home, and that he drank heavily.

He never went to church. Just now he was prob

ably bent on some tour of pleasure. He was not

above forty years of age, and he had never done a

good act in his life, so far as anyone had ever been

able to discover. What was that? —"Bon jour,

Monsieur! " A fine day, as we have had in twenty

years!

Twenty years ! The words were like a bad taste

in the mouth of the old man. It was the curse which

had all of a sudden presented itself again.

Why had Monsieur said—" Twenty years " ?

Was it not an evil spirit, tempting? Why had he

not said ten or fifteen or twenty-five years? Why?

Twenty years ! It was the time which had found

Anselme sitting patiently in the sunlight, on the worn

bench that had seemed comfortable enough for so

long! Comfortable enough, but since a week ago

he knew that it was very uncomfortable ! Very, and

there was nothing to lean against. That was why

he had grown so stooped at the shoulders. That
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must be why. And his eyes were dim, but no won

der, for the dust covered everything like a fine woof

and dimmed the one poor little window. Who said

—" Dusty " ? But it was dusty !

In his high old-fashioned pew Anselme twisted

and fidgeted all through the solemn celebration. He

could not seem to see anything before him but a

mist of things floating. Grotesque forms, like the

hulks of ships stranded in mists, or stark amid the

ice-fields off Newfoundland. He had not remem

bered the ships for a long time until to-day. He

had nearly forgotten all the rough and tragic mem

ories through which he had once lived, patiently.

His ears were numb to the solemn strains of

music, but he heard, instead, horrible sounds, as of

the moans of frightened sailors and black waters

swishing among the deadly icebergs.

" Je suis le bon Pasteur! "

That was what the cure read. It was the text for

the second Sunday after Easter.

" And the hireling flieth because he is a hireling,

and hath no care for the sheep."

Good Shepherd ! Care — for the sheep !

Good? But a good shepherd cared tenderly for

his flock. He fed them out of green and luxurious

pastures. It was only when they strayed away from

his gentle right hand that the land became barren

and filled with brambles.

Good? But no one had taken pity on poor old

Anselme. He was growing old and feeble. By

and by they would bury him, but who could say
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whether there would be enough left to pay for the

casket? At least, there could be no monument!

Twenty years of patient steadfast labor, and there

would be nothing to show for it when he came to his

rest beneath the green turf of the churchyard. Noth

ing left, and very little while he was yet living.

Up to this time the old man had never spent a

consciously idle moment. He had unconsciously be

lieved that an idle hour was always the devil's hour.

That " to sit down in a chair without an object is

to jump into a thicket of temptations."

But now — he was tired, after so many years.

All of a sudden the wings of his soul flapped slowly,

painfully, and stopped.

A galloping train of images began to flit through

his mind, while the ghostly visions of the ships faded

quite away.

He had time to think of the past twenty years,

one by one. His temptation was cunning, inasmuch

as it left no room for thoughts of all the good

things that had happened to him since he had driven

the first nail into the first pair of shoes.

Sitting there beneath the pulpit he dared not lift

his eyes to the glowing face of the minister of God.

He began to have doubts, horrible doubts, of the

goodness of God, doubts against faith, doubts, as it

seemed, of the very existence of God. But he sat

passive, and so much engaged by them that he forgot

to drive them out.

Far up above the altar there was a beautiful win

dow of stained glass. The Saviour in the midst of
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a throng of poor distressed people, and underneath

the words, " Come unto Me, all ye who labor and are

heavily burdened, and I will refresh you ! "

Anselme could see the words plainly, although he

could see little else in the church. He scowled and

murmured :

"II e suppose !" (It is false!) "It is no such

thing, and the window lies ! Yes, lies, for you work

too hard, Monsieur, and there is no refreshment

for you ! "

Could Valerie, wandering among the flower-paths

where the tiny heads were just beginning to show,

could she have looked down into the pew where the

old man sat, and read on his brow the story of her

burning words,— would she have been startled, sur

prised? Perhaps. But at least she had made one

convert, so soon.

The peaceful shafts of sunlight fell through the

long side-windows and over the stiff form of the old

cobbler, sitting there grim, erect, for the last time.

There is always a last time for everything. He did

not realize, did not know that he would never sit

there again, that this was a last, a final grace. He

did not know— we never know what will happen in

a moment, not to speak of a week ahead !

And then, a singular thing happened. Anselme

found that he was all alone in the church. He found

that the voices, the silver tinkle of bells, the lights

on the altar,— all had died away while he sat there

unconscious. He was alone with God !

The realization startled him at first. But not for
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long. For one is safe with God. There is, need

be, no fear of violence or assault from Him! For

His assaults in this world too often prove but a faint

yearning whisper of love! His reproaches are not

much to bear; too often He leaves man unpunished

for transgressions here.

No; Anselme was not afraid. He would have

been much more afraid of the word or look of an

angry man.

A very singular thing happened. For the old

man had not asked for help. He had not even

begged for an angel to strengthen him! He had

not even looked toward the all-powerful Arm which

is ever stretched out to shield the tried and tempted

soul. He had relied on his own strength, and did

not even notice that it was failing him !

But there is always one last grace held out, even

unsolicited, in the extremity of danger. So it was

with Anselme.

His eyes were riveted on the painting over the

altar. He saw the lame, the blind, the deaf, the

poor, thronging about the merciful Saviour. After

all, was his condition like to that of these poor suf

ferers? Assuredly no.

One last grace. It was the angel of the agony

who had looked on while One writhed in the sweat

of blood in a garden, and had not descended to

whisper a single message of comfort from the Eter

nal Father. Had not descended during all that un

speakable anguish, but only when it was over, and

He lay weak, prostrate, but a Conqueror.
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God was good to Anselme. For He sent His

angel in the thick of the fight, while the arrows of

temptation had not yet pierced a deadly spot. He

was good to Anselme, even more than to His own

divine Son !

And the angel whispered words of a saintly bishop,

which had strengthened and uplifted many souls,

tried and suffering:

" Consider the corporal benefits which God has

bestowed upon you! What a body! What con

veniences to maintain it ! What health ! What law

ful comforts for its use and recreations for its sup

port! What friends and what assistances! How

different is the situation of so many other persons

more worthy than yourself, who are destitute of

these blessings ! Some are disabled in their bodies,

their health, their limbs, others abandoned and ex

posed to reproaches, contempt and infamy, whilst

God has not suffered you to become so miserable.

" Consider the gifts of the mind. How many are

there in the world stupid, frantic or mad, and why

are not you of this number? Because God has fa

vored you !

" Consider the spiritual graces. You are a child

of God. He has taught you to know Him even from

your childhood. How many internal illuminations

and reprehensions for your amendment? How fre

quently He has pardoned your faults! How often

has He delivered you from those dangers of eternal

perdition to which you were exposed ?

" Consider a little, how good God has been to
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you, wonder at your ingratitude, and ask Him for

strength to resist temptation."

Anselme bowed his head on his toil-worn hands.

His breath came short and hard, but the odd thump

ing had died out of his breast.

He considered the past and found that God had

indeed been good to him. He wondered a little at

his ingratitude. Then — for it was late, he got up

and left the church.

But he forgot one thing.

He forgot to ask for strength to resist temptation.



CHAPTER XV

THE FORGOTTEN THING

AFTER the winds and rains of April the sweet

May sunshine was all the more beautiful to

the dwellers of the city. Like the ghost of

summer, a soft mellow haze rested over rooftops

and gables. It was enough to break all thought of

gloom or shadow.

From the factories the drifts of smoke ascended

into bluer skies and seemed to lose half of their un-

cleanness. The river sang a veritable Te Deum

as it bubbled past banks bright with May flowers.

Down the Main Street, the door of the little shop

stood open. Sunshine flooded every nook and cor

ner and made the very dust and the cobwebs beau

tiful.

The old cobbler bent low over his work. He no

longer remembered about the dust, that it covered

everything like a fine mist. He no longer looked

for the cobwebs. The scars in his worn hands

gleamed in the sunshine as the scars of soldiers

marching home victorious after battle.

In his heart there was calm after the commotion

of the past weeks. Calm, because he had felt temp

107
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tation slipping away, going out through the opened

doors of his soul, and in its place a low incessant

voice sang: " I will refresh you ! "

It was not peace, as yet, this refreshment. It was

only calm, only an empty place where temptation

had sat and beat upon the entrance to his heart. A

great empty space, but Anselme was satisfied. He

was satisfied with little ; he forgot that God is very

generous, that he wants us to ask for much. He is

not satisfied with little gifts. With Him it is all or

nothing !

The old man's soul expanded in the warm delicious

sunshine. It was too empty for so much peace and

beauty without and it was too active to remain empty

long.

Anselme was not deeply read. He congratulated

himself upon his deliverance from temptation. He

did not remember the lesson:

" When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man,

he walketh through places without water seeking

rest, and not finding, he saith, ' I will return into my

house whence I came out,' and when he is come he

findeth it swept and garnished. Then he goeth and

taketh with him seven other spirits more wicked than

himself, and entering in, they dwell there. And the

last state of that man becomes worse than the

first."

A long shadow stole over the threshold ; it fell on

Anselme's heart, on the empty space, like a phan

tom.
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He looked up into Valerie's face.

It was she again, and no other. Her dainty lit

tle face with its big violet eyes fascinated him

strangely.

Then he frowned and bent his head over his work,

but said nothing. It was an evil moment that she

came back here !

" Comment vous portez-vous, Monsieur? " (How

do you do, Monsieur?)

" Je me porte forte bien, Dieu merci!" (I am

very well, thank God!) growled Anselme. If he

had not been to church for the past two Sundays, it

was because of an unlucky attack of his old ailment,

rheumatism, which had taken him at just those times

in preference to any other.

At the words the girl's lips drooped somewhat

scornfully.

" Tu fais bien des fautes, Monsieur!" (You

make many mistakes, Monsieur, if you think so!)

" Je ne'en comprends pas, Mademoiselle ! " But

he did understand.

" N'etes — vous pas fatigue, Monsieur?"

(Are you not tired, Monsieur?) "Tired of sit

ing here and slaving for a pittance? Hark you, I

can tell you something, if I will,— but I won't!

Because you have a faint heart. But, if you are

satisfied, Monsieur le Savetier, others are not satis

fied! "

" No?"

"No! Very much — no! How I hate that
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cold little English sound of it! You are French,

Monsieur, born in France ? "

" Oui,— but the surname is Scotch, Mademoi

selle!"

He was a little interested by her mysterious words :

"I can tell you something!" But she would not

tell, because he had a faint heart !

" What can you tell me? "

She glanced keenly into his eyes, read the shrink

ing from truth and the impossible struggle that he

was waging with himself. Impossible, because he

could not fight alone in such straits, and he had for

gotten something! He would soon be on her side

or on the side of the God whom he still acknowl

edged. He could not remain neutral — if he did,

then victory was hers, anyway, for had not this same

God threatened :

" I would thou wert hot or cold ! But because

thou art lukewarm, I will vomit thee out of my

mouth ! "

" Come, come, Monsieur ! Do not cheat your

self and right. You are capable of reasoning, are

you not? "

Yes, he was capable.

" You know one thing, Monsieur, and you try to

force yourself into thinking another. You are not

five, six years old, Monsieur le Savetier. You are

seventy! "

Yes — ugh— seventy was right. He could have

wished it was sixty-five !

" The misery of the world goes on and on, Mon
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sieur, and you help to push it forward. You —

yes — you, by your patience, by your submission. I

tell you it is not the play of children. It is a real,

real thing, Monsieur, and one of these days you will

come to realize it! "

One of these days ! And he would be — seventy-

five by that time, perhaps.

Anselme looked out of the window. Beside the

fence that separated his little shop from the dye-

house, a few half-budded twigs hung from the

blighted trunk of an elm-tree. It had been a fine

tree once, probably, but someone had cut it down

when the Main Street was divided up into plots for

shop and offices. It was old and gnarled and nearly

dead now, yet not quite dead. For, from the wound

of the ax had sprung forth a myriad of living things,

slender brown shoots that were just now leaving in

the warm sunshine. They were useless perhaps, but

they lent a certain grace and dignity to the blighted

trunk. So they were not quite useless.

Anselme looked and wondered. Wondered

whether, out of the dead and wounded past there

could spring up anything like this ! If the girl spoke

the truth, then it was possible, and there was a good

time coming, even at hand.

A troop of children came tripping by with May-

baskets. He wished, poor old man, that he could

stretch forth his hand and touch the little pink and

green things in the baskets. He did actually lean

forward, but sank back quickly as he remembered !

Valerie saw the look on his face.
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" Monsieur, he wages an impossible warfare who

wars with —"

"Himself!" He spoke quickly and uncon

sciously.

" With reason ! " she asserted calmly. " Come,

come, Monsieur le Savetier — you are sensible? "

Sensible? He began to ask himself what was

the meaning of — sensible? But he ought to be, at

seventy years!

" Maybe!"

"Ah— maybe! That is it,— you are not sure!

But you wish to be convinced. Here, I leave you

this little book, Monsieur. Read it, in your spare

moments. Read it, any time, anywhere, but read

it ! Then you will discover that what I say is truth,

and you will find out who is really deceiving you ! "

She laid a small red paper-covered pamphlet on

the bench within reach of his hand, and bidding him

good-day, went out into the sunshine.

The old man bent over his work. He worked

hard, almost with a frenzy. He worked for an

hour, then he lifted his head and looked in the direc

tion of the little red pamphlet.

" No! I will not touch it! No, no, I say, you

shall not touch it, M'sieu' ; you must not, for if you

do, something evil will be the result! "

So warned the angel, and Anselme paused as if he

listened.

" Do not touch it"— but what if he did? No

evil could happen. It was necessary to believe noth

ing unless he chose ! No one could force him.
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The sun lay hot upon the cover. It made a tiny

blot of red in the window; he reached out his long

shears and pushed it away.

" Open it! Read it! " Was that a voice speak

ing to him ? A bold strong voice, wholly unlike the

gentle whispers of the angel.

He started back as if someone had struck him a

blow.

And the angel answered, but faintly :

" No, no ! Do not read it, for you are putting

your soul in danger. Do not read it, for there may

be poison inside. Remember the Garden of Eden.

Do not read it — do not touch it ! "

" Open it ! Read it ! You have the right to think

for yourself ! God— if there be a God — gave you

your reason for no other purpose. It can do no

harm, merely to look inside! Only a faint heart

would hesitate ! "

And the angel answered, but fainter,

" Do not touch it ! He who loves danger shall

perish therein ! "

Anselme waited and heard both sides of the argu

ment. He felt that the angel was right, but he did

not take part with either, only waited for the out

come.

Silence, for a moment. Out there in the field

where the new house was going up, was a flag-staff.

It towered far up, and now, in the noonday sun, the

white bits of cloud hung like soft feathers about it.

It made the old man think of the mast of a ship.

Visions floated before his mind once more; he saw
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the glassy seas about the equator, and stark human

forms melted to floating rafts. Heard cries, weird

cries, for only one drop of water, and felt the ter

rible thirst on his parched lips that could not be

satisfied! Saw and heard all this, and remembered

that his life had been a life of suffering, of hard

ships.

. . . He reached over and grasped the edge of

the little book.

Such a little book! Only a few inches of paper.

A little thing; in a second he could crumple it to

atoms. It was proof against — nothing. Neither

fire, wind, water, time. The tiniest infant could in

an instant obliterate it as if it had never been! So

insignificant a thing, and yet how terribly significant !

For these bits of paper were stamped with the

thoughts of men, with the expressions of the living

soul.

Anselme knew that it was not insignificant, else why

did it seem to burn his finger-tips? No, surely not

insignificant.

" Vous etes un poltroon ! " Who was that, mock

ing him? " You are a coward! "

No, no ; he was no coward. Had he not braved

the perils of many stormy seas and surmounted un

told dangers in the past long years? He could not

bear to be called — coward ! The word had a nasty

ugly sound to the ears of a Frenchman!

He clutched the little book tightly; the perspira

tion stood out on his forehead. His head moved
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from side to side excitedly; his weary brain ceased

to reason. His lips ceased to call on his good angel

— his fingers were powerless to resist the impulse of

a blind will.

He looked out of the window, up and down the

street, to make quite certain that no one was coming.

In the meadow yonder the grass lay green and tender

under the sweet May sunshine. Over the rooftops

far-off bells were pealing.

No one in sight. No sound save the bells. Not

even the whisper of an angel.

He clutched the little red book greedily.

He opened the cover.



CHAPTER XVI

WHAT WAS INSIDE

THE stillness past. The sound of hammers

falling on dull wood, the tread of many foot

steps up and down the street, the uninter

rupted chirping of songbirds about the eaves and

among the richly-laden trees,— all the sounds of

summer fell upon the ears of the unconscious old

cobbler sitting in the open door of his little shop.

The dull sound of hammers. They were progres

sing speedily on the new house over in the field.

It was to be a two-story flat, for the American peo

ple were fast becoming a race of modern cliff-

dwellers. The apartment house had come to stay,

so it appeared. Perhaps it entailed some loss to its

enthusiastic supporters, for home thus became cir

cumscribed into the smallest possible space, and there

was less chance for individuality. You could not

possibly reconcile this mode of living with the little

white-walled ivy-covered cottage of your grand

fathers, where the well-worn path was lined with

clematis and honeysuckle, and the woodshed was a

permanent institution with its wonderful and never-

failing stock of useless curiosities. Bits of old iron,
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broken plowshares, seed-boxes, cracked and musty

flower-pots, all had their own peculiar charm, and all

were, in a manner, sacred. Visions through dis

creetly-drawn white muslin curtains of darning-balls

and spectacles lying beside the sill, and grand

mother's rocking-chair with its gay cushion of

flowered cretonne — these were all memories of the

past, and practically forgotten in the mad rush for

social supremacy. But this new way had its advan

tages, perhaps, for it simplified the intricacies of

home-keeping down to the least possible expenditure

of time and labor.

The tread of many footsteps. So many people

passed up and down the street. No one knew the

other, probably, for the city had many thousands of

inhabitants. You might walk forever and never

meet a familiar face,— but this is peculiar to great

cities. Unlike the country, where everyone knew

his neighbor's business, here there was little time for

idle speculations. Unconsciously they carried out the

admonition of a Kempis : " Be not curious concern

ing the lives of others."

The uninterrupted chirping of songbirds. They

fluttered high about the chimney-tops; they looked

down from their unworldly perches and wondered at

the tumult and confusion of men. They were satis

fied if they found sufficient bits of straw and thread

with which to line their nests, and if the worms were

condescending and plentiful.

All the sounds of summer. It was not yet June,

but the air was mild and lay like a balm over the
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city. All the doors and windows stood open, and

the whole world was singing.

The old man, Anselme, sat in the door of his

little shop, his head bent eagerly over the red

pamphlet that had ceased to burn his fingers.

He read on and on. His work was neglected.

And he read: of the injustice and curse of in

equality. Of the rapacious rich man, and the down

trodden poor. Of the theory of Communism and

of Collectivism — of many other things which he

had never heard before.

He believed every word of the insidious poison.

It was written simply, so that he with others might

understand.

" Few men can see the drift and implication of

their arguments, few can escape the fashion of their

time."

Anselme could not see whither these statements

led. Unrest and disorder were coming to be the

fashion, and he gave himself over heart and soul to

the words that he read. No longer did the voice

of his angel whisper words of warning. Rather, the

faithful spirit had fled in horror from his side just

as, long before, when the veil of the temple was rent

in two, angelic voices were heard crying out: " Let

us flee from this deserted place ! "

In simple insidious language, therefore, Anselme

read the very sentiments of Renan.

" The bulk of humanity lives by proxy. . . . Mil

lions live and die in order to produce a rare elite.
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The masses do not count, are a mere bulk of raw

material, out of which, drop by drop, the essence is

extracted."

Anselme believed that he understood thoroughly

the meaning of the term Socialism. He did not

know that, in the wide sense Socialism included all

theories attacking riches as distinct from the abuse

of riches, and that thus it included the extreme

theories of collectivists, communists and anarchists,—

the lighter theories of land nationalization and state

Socialism. And the common principle underlying all

these theories was that evil in the world is mainly

due to inequality of wealth or of opportunity. Thus

the cause of misery and vice became the distinction

between rich and poor!

Already Anselme was undergoing a change of soul.

In the same simple language he read of the doc

trine of Communism,— that all property should be

held in common, whether this end might be reached

by peaceful persuasion or by violence of some sort.

Nihilism, anarchism, implied the denial of all au

thority and the cessation of all governments. . . .

These latter views were stated rather more mildly

lest the chance reader should take sudden offense and

lay down the book.

Collectivism or Scientific Socialism was preemin

ently the doctrine of the last half of the Nineteenth

Century. For the first time the old cobbler heard

of Karl Marx, the character of whose theory in

general was the allowing of a certain amount of
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private ownership, limited to objects of enjoyment.

The means of production must be owned and worked

by the state.

The effect of one brilliant man's words and utter

ances upon a vast majority of people is marvelous.

Earlier in the same century the injustice of appro

priating a surplus product of labor had been ex

pounded by different men — but it was Karl Marx

who made such doctrines appear undeniable truths.

And the real cause of evils being obscured wholly by

these theories of economics and politics of the six

ties,— the conclusions of this one man became more

apparently true, and his remedy of Collectivism more

generally acceptable. False philosophy and irreli-

gion were the means employed to justify his doctrine.

Anselme read the little book quite through —

looked once or twice at his idle tools, made a move

ment as if he would resume his labor, then went back

to the first page and began all over again. He

wanted to assimilate every sentence perfectly as he

went along.

It was right and proper, then, to hate and despise

the rich. It was right and proper to desire the

goods of one's neighbor— yea — to take by force

or stealth what, after all, did not belong to any one

person to enjoy. It was right and proper to let one's

own reason guide him when in perplexity or doubt.

A thought stole over his soul with startling abrupt

ness.

God!
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Where was the place — for Him ? ... In this

new doctrine?

Was . . . He a myth, like the deities and heroes

of the old Greek and Roman mythology? Was He

no more than Abaris, Scythian priest of Apollo, said

to have ridden through the air on an arrow? No

more than Pluto, god of the lower world, or Tro-

phonius, legendary builder of Apollo's Temple at

Delphi? No more than these and all the other

fabulous beings who were credited with supernatural

powers and faculties?

Anselme searched through the pages of the book,

carefully. He could find no mention of God! No

mention, but here and there a mute yet eloquent de

nial of His very existence.

Just once he looked inward to his soul, to see if,

by chance, his good angel was near. But he was

not. He had vanished, like the maid in the Boeotian

myth — the beautiful and swift-footed one.

There was no mention of God in the book. And

it appeared to be a very good book, and sensible.

The May sunshine lay like a balm on the floor

and the rough bench. It was the Greater Light

which God had made to rule the day; that is, a

certain very old Book said so.

If it was true, then very well, but— what if that

too were a myth ? What if there were — no God ?

Pictures from that certain Book which was very

old, floated over Anselme's vision, as the ships had

floated many times before. Pictures, with euphoni
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ous titles which had been wont to cast a haunting

spell of beauty over his quiet soul.

Pictures, from the old Testament, the cliffs of

Moab, the traditional rock where Elias set his altar

up, Jaffa beside the sea, the outer wall of King

Solomon's Temple, now the wailing-place of the

Jews.

From the New Testament, the Life and History

of Jesus Christ, the Son of God — if He was His

Son! And if there was no God, then the Son too

was a myth!

Nazareth among the hills, a public fountain in

the street, the north shore of the sea of Galilee, the

mount of Olives, and the garden where the stone

was rolled away.

One by one they passed and repassed, and the old

man scoffed at them.

Then they were shut away forever, as one shuts

tightly the cover of a book.



CHAPTER XVII

EUGENE AND VALERIE

THREE months had passed since the after

noon when the mill-agent had looked down

from the little office-window and counted the

shining stones below. Three months since he had

followed the shining course of the river as it wound

in and out between its mossy banks.

And now — things were much different. All the

sunshine had vanished from without and within.

The sky was overcast and murky, and the unpleasant

patter of raindrops sounded on the stones that were

gray and colorless. The tread of feet no longer

echoed through the open window, and even the

clatter of horses' hoofs was strangely silent.

The man was sorely troubled. He did not know

which way to turn. He dreaded something painful,

something sinister, and he felt himself powerless to

overcome it.

He had never spoken to Valerie since the day

when she clearly defined her position in regard to

him and all the other mill-owners and capitalists.

Several times he had stood beside her as she

worked. Apparently it was a careless unintentional

act, but not all the poor employees thought so. For,

when he was not looking, thumbs were jerked sig
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nificantly in his direction, and heads bobbed to and

fro in silent mockery. Perhaps they understood

more than he himself. These people from the warm

southern countries have intense natures, intense per

ceptions. But they derided him, although he did

not know it.

Valerie interested him more than he was willing

to admit, even to his own heart. She must have

come of gentle parentage, he believed, for refinement

was plainly stamped on her every feature. He did

not know why he should be glad of all that, but he

was glad, nevertheless.

Sometimes she discovered him standing near her,

and by a swift glance or shrug of the shoulders

would plainly discover her feelings. And on such

occasions he never failed to move away silently.

On this particular afternoon he was singularly ill

at ease. The heavy sound of the rain falling, the

dull and cheerless aspect of the streets, the monot

onous grinding and groaning of the machinery all

combined to make him positively miserable. He felt

that he must speak to someone or lose his reason.

Someone,— anyone would not do. It must be

someone —

A moment later he found himself standing beside

Valerie. There was no one near enough to hear

anything he might choose to say.

" Mademoiselle ! " He stopped.

She looked up quickly; she did not appear to be

startled. But he fancied that her look was not en

tirely unpropitious.
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" You are a conscientious worker, Mademoiselle ! "

" You think so?"

" Yes ; I have always thought so. You at least

do not practice the doctrine of Sabotage. But I am

sorry to see you here, in a way. I do not approve

of women in the factory. You could do much better

work in the family, Mademoiselle ! "

" Why do you uphold what you do not approve ? "

she asked.

" Because — I am helpless. Every other mill em

ploys women. They want the work and are willing

and anxious to come. What can I do ? The men do

not make it possible for the women to live in the home

and work at domestic duties. The social system is

at fault, Mademoiselle ! "

" I am tired of hearing those arguments. You

make a mere tabard to suit your convenience, and

wear it outside the truth of your convictions. And

I do not believe in your family, anyhow ! Are not

all men brothers? Why, then, bind up a love which

should be universal into nutshells ? Why shut away

every five or six or eight people by themselves and

crowd a roof over their heads? And if people must

live in such a manner, why shut up their minds and

hearts in a limited circle which you call — the

family?"

Eugene flushed. She was very far out of the

path, farther than he had ever dreamed. But he

knew that she did not understand what she believed.

The sacredness of the family was a favorite theme
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of his. He wanted to enlighten her if it was pos

sible.

" The family, Mademoiselle, is the ordinary unit

of enjoyment, the source of virtue and happiness.

History has taught the supernatural character of

marriage, the responsibility of parents for children

and the duties of children toward parents."

She smiled scornfully.

" But— your marriage and your family have been

proven failures ! "

" Not so, Mademoiselle. If, in numerous cases,

the state has been corrupted, we know that human

nature has been corrupted first, and that disobedi

ence to revealed doctrine is a natural consequence.

In any Christian country we must naturally look for

a large number of unfaithful, neglectful, undutiful

persons. We must not, however, look for the evil

which is not absent, but for the good that is present

in numberless Christian homes.

" It is unsuitable for the wife to earn her living

separate from her husband, instead of being the

housekeeper and caretaker of her children. It may

be inevitable at times, but it is an evil, Mademoiselle.

One man alone is powerless to correct it."

" What do you say can correct it? "

Her tone was incredulous.

" Christianity," he replied simply.

" But if one does not believe? "

"Then it is a misfortune, Mademoiselle! "

She did not answer, only her lip curled slightly.

She thought,—" He is narrow, like all Christians ! "
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Over the beams the mill-agent did not see the pairs

of eyes flashing at him. Did not hear the slurring

whispers :

" L'occupation est le meilleur remede contre

1'ennui! "

" C'est une belle chose, que la discretion! "

And one long lanky fellow hummed derisively

under his breath —

" Je vous aime, et je vous aimerai tojours ! "

The man did not know of all this that was going

on around him. He felt only the presence of the

girl, saw only the lovely little face with its fearless

dark eyes, and wished, for the first time, with all

his soul, that she were a Christian!

" I have thought of something ! " he began timidly.

She was silent.

" I have persuaded the mill-owners to buy a piece

of land over in the Long Acres, quite a few house-

lots in fact, and I am to superintend the building in

the early summer."

" Building of — what?" her eyes said.

" Of a number of cottages, a small number to

begin with. Eight or ten, perhaps,— until we see

how the idea works out. Maybe I shall include them

in one large corporation house — but I shall let them

for a low rent to my poorest employees and encour

age others as far as possible to do likewise. There

is land enough for a small village. Then I shall

endeavor to promote the cultivation of the land, to

inaugurate an improvement society, and to give prizes
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annually for the best-conditioned property. For in

stance, there will be a prize for the best vegetable

garden, the best flower-bed, trellises, and so on.

What do — you think of it? "

In a flash the whole picture passed before the keen

vision of the girl. Then she laughed outright.

It was plain that he was hurt, but he waited for her

decision.

" It sounds well enough ! But the reality may be

something different. For instance,— you build a

new house; you put five or six or eight people in it.

They have been used to unholy tenement life. The

walls have been disfigured and scarred, the paper

torn, the yard cluttered with every conceivable form

of rubbish. You put these half-civilized, indolent,

dirty people into your beautiful new house! What

happens ? Ask anyone who knows ! What would

naturally happen? And, if you don't put this kind

in, then you are not remedying the condition of the

class which needs it most. The others are fairly

well off as they are."

She laughed again.

" Don't ! " he said. " You hurt me when you

ridicule my plans. You always seem to work against

me!"

She did not laugh this time. After all, he was a

gentleman, even if she did despise him.

She watched the tall, straight figure disappearing

beyond the door. He had surprised her somewhat

this afternoon.

New houses ! Vegetable gardens ! Flower-beds !
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— They would throw all the stale vegetables into

the front yards! There would be a fine crop of

weeds in the gardens ! She knew all about them ! —

Trellises ! She laughed to herself, then grew sober

all of a sudden.

He had said, " Don't ! You hurt me ! "

Why had he said that? What did it matter about

her?

New houses! Flower-beds! . . . Trellises!

She laughed.



CHAPTER XVIII

WHAT ANSELME HEARD AT THE WINDOW

IT had been a busy day in the little shop of the

cobbler. Not so busy for a very long time.

Everyone needed shoes repaired, so it seemed.

They had walked too much, perhaps, in the sweet

spring weather. Damp moist earth is not the best

thing in the world for sole leather, but then, it made

business more than usually good for Anselme. Ten

cents, twenty cents, twenty-five cents, ninety cents —

altogether he had taken in two dollars and ninety

cents — almost three dollars since early morning.

A good day's work one would say, and earned in

a manner not altogether disagreeable to one who

loved his art and was master of it. And the old

man could lift his head to look out of the window,

up the street, down the street, could exchange

opinions with the men who dropped in at the door

to leave their shoes.

He thought of the little red book and he frowned

darkly. He even bit his lip with the edge of a

ragged tooth that should have been extracted long

before. Would have been only it was a very painful

process, so he understood from those who had passed
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unhappily through it. And — it cost so much

money! This last was not, after all, a secondary

consideration.

At the thought of the money Anselme frowned

deeper and all the insidious poison flowed back over

his soul once more.

After that the day dragged in spite of so much

business.

Two men came in; one was tall and very lanky.

He wore a rough stocking-cap on his head, and tilted

a yellow clay pipe at a lofty angle between thin lips.

Anselme had seen this man before. The other was

a stranger.

They spoke in rapid tones — French. Jacques

Beranger laid a pair of well-worn shoes on the bench.

To be soled and heeled — a very bad job, for they

were worn almost past redemption.

" Avez-vous une allumette, M'sieu' ? " The pipe

had gone out.

Anselme supplied the necessary light and Jacques,

having lit the pipe, puffed away leisurely with his

back against the door. His companion was very

talkative. Unconsciously the old cobbler listened.

There was to be a meeting somewhere, that night.

What sort of a meeting he could not make out.

Where? — The tavern. That was where. There

would be plenty to eat and to drink, free of cost.

Someone had provided for that part of it! Plenty

of " divertissement,"— one might be assured of that.

Speeches, songs, a hand or two at cards, and finally

— Practice !
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Practice — for what, Anselme could not find out.

But the meeting was to end with practice.

He knew quite well where the tavern was, although

it was at the far end of the city. Once he had

stopped there on a very hot Sunday for a glass of

milk and a sandwich, and they had charged him too

much. There was a noisy crowd there that day,

eating and drinking. He was obliged to sit between

two strangers. One of them looked suspiciously like

the companion of Jacques Beranger, now, at this

moment, lounging against the bench in the little shop

and talking loudly.

The more Anselme regarded him, the more cer

tain he was of his identity. This man had chucked

the stout proprietress under the chin good-naturedly

every time she came over to the table, which was

quite often enough to have waited on a score of

people instead of three !

That was all right, perhaps, but what occurred

afterward was far from right. For, upon reaching

home again and examining the contents of his wallet,

the cobbler was shocked to discover that a small roll

of bills amounting to four or five dollars was miss

ing. It was impossible to do anything about it, but

he knew that his good-natured table-fellow was prob

ably at that moment enjoying the fruits of many

weary stitches in the little shop.

The fellow did not appear to recognize Anselme

to-day, or, if he did, he was not at all perturbed

over the meeting.

The old man watched him closely, becoming more
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and more certain that this was the very one who stole

the money. His sight was not so good as it had

been, or he would have been certain from the very

first. And he would also have discovered that sev

eral small boxes of tacks had been quietly abstracted

from the shelf above the window.

A customer came in with a pair of shoes, and the

two men disappeared as if by magic.

Anselme handled the shoes mechanically. It is

hard to fix one's mind upon work when the thoughts

are far away, wandering amid other scenes and

places. It is hard to force the brain to plan and

puzzle out shapes and sizes of leather and nails

when a strong swift current of unrest is surging

wildly through every cell and crevice. " Where a

man's treasure is, there is his heart ! " Anselme's

treasure lay bound up in the little red book; it had

unhinged his whole being. He had never been so

strongly moved before.

Evening came at last. He closed and locked the

door and limped stiffly up the street that was now

gray in the oncoming twilight. He went home to

his lodging-house. He ate his supper — a very fru

gal one. He would have eaten nothing at all but

for the fact that the landlady would miss him. No

one was able to induce him to talk. He looked at

no one, but sat silently, his head bent and his eyes

fixed grimly on his plate of beans and one stingy

slice of hard brown bread. Stingy, for food cost

high these times. He could not even have one de

cent meal, although he worked so hard for a living !
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Madame, the landlady, was a respectable soul.

She could not bear to see a downcast face at her ta

ble. She discovered all of a sudden, that the old

cobbler was strangely silent.

" M'sieu'— vous-etes tranquille, ce soir! "

He was startled for a moment. Then he recov

ered himself quickly. It was not necessary that

these " vulgaires " should know his business!

So he muttered: " J'ai mal a la tete ! "

Ah! It was too bad! Madame was so sorry!

Perhaps it was a cold,— la grippe ? Whereupon

the common herd about the table began to suggest

various remedies, beginning with quinine and ending

with the planting of a potato by moonlight just be

neath the trunk of a tree, etc., etc.

" There is always something in this world ! "

Madame said in a tone that was intended to con

vince her hearers she had had a very little " some

thing " herself in her own experience.

A young man at the far end of the table, judging

it a good opportunity of being heard, made immedi

ate use of it.

" Y a-t-it un mortel qui puisse dire qu'il est tou-

jours heureux? "

There was a hubbub of voices after that, and An-

selme slipped away unnoticed, leaving his tea un-

tasted.

A pain in the head is a fickle, sometimes a con

venient thing. It has a way of coming and going

at a moment's notice. Sometimes if one forgets all

about it, for instance, he will be surprised to find it
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completely vanished when he next recalls it to mind.

Anselme's pain was not very much, perhaps. It

might even have been imaginary. For, by the time

that he had slipped on his coat and hat and stolen

softly down the street, there was no pain at all, if

ever there had been one !

The night was warm; the kitchen of the little

tavern was made warmer by the fumes from the

long clay pipes of the men. There were some forty

or fifty persons present; about one-third were women

and girls. All this Anselme could see from his

cramped position beneath the low window, that

looked toward the waste marshes.

The tables had been cleared away, and the pine

tops glistened white in the lamplight. The men

puffed away savagely at their pipes ; the women con

versed in low tones, rather too low for the old cob

bler to understand what they said.

A tall dark individual arose and addressed the

meeting.

" Fellow Workers :

" In last week's papers we read with much inter

est of the remarkable speech made by one of the

mill presidents. The occasion was the coming to

gether of the Association of Cotton Manufacturers.

Briefly, let me recall to your minds the most strik

ing statements made by the speaker."

Lusty cheers. The listeners were, most of them,

unable to read English. They had never even heard
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of the association before mentioned, but it was all

the same. They nodded darkly one to another.

" We are told, fellow-workers, by the capitalist,

that the business of the cotton mills of this great

country has not improved during the past seven

months, that it is, on the whole, poor. ' Production

and sales have been larger, it is true, but the goods

have been disposed of at little or no profit ! '— We

are at liberty to believe the last statement if we are

so disposed!

" There has been a short period of prosperity in

coarse goods, but an extreme falling-off in fine. This

—' we may credit to the change in the political ad

ministration, with its uncertain issues.'

" We are told, fellow-workers, that ' no industry

in America has better mills than the textile industry,

generally, and no class of operatives work under

more favorable conditions than the vast majority

of textile workers. Well-lighted, well-ventilated

rooms, more healthful surroundings than their own

homes, in most cases ! '

" Now, fellow-workers, we may imagine ourselves

to be included in the class of energetic intelligent

workers. Thank you, Mr. President !

" Let us quote further from this address :

" ' The mills of Massachusetts give employment

to a large number of immigrants who are frequently

illiterate, with no skill, and not even natural ability

of hand or brain ! '

" Picture to yourselves, fellow-workers, a class of

people with not even natural ability of hand or brain !
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Is it not criminal — should it not be so regarded —

to employ such? The unfortunate victims of our

asylums might be so classed perhaps !

" Here is a girl, a Russian Pole. She is about

twenty years of age. She can speak no English, nor

can she read or write in that tongue. She has been

three years in America, employed as a spinner in one

of the mills. For this labor she receives the munifi

cent sum of six dollars a week.

" She finds that she cannot exist on this salary and

have enough to eat and to wear. She strikes — for

fifteen per cent, increase !

" Now— what does the capitalist mill president

say to this girl?

" He calls her ' a poor human creature, born and

bred in poverty and misery, uneducated, untrained,

stolid, stupid, but possessing an immortal soul '—(he

grants so much at least,— she has a soul!)—'and

eager for the betterment of her condition.'

" Is a ' poor, stupid, stolid creature ' capable of

recognizing the fact that her condition might be bet

tered ?

" Her employer, the mill-agent, says,

" ' I will pay her six dollars a week and this is

more than she is worth! She is fit only to mind a

frame, and when the delicate threads break, to tie

them together. I must even get her a little machine

to place on her fingers to tie these ends, for the ma

chinery is much more clever than she ! '

" Fancy, fellow-workers, ' the machinery is much

more clever' than the fingers of this poor girl!
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Giant wheels and cogs and belts, with the power of

terrific steam behind them, driving them on — much

more clever than the frail fingers of any girl, were

she the brightest and swiftest of her kind!

" We are told that the cotton and woolen mills of

this country are the training schools for hundreds of

thousands of working people, transforming them

from ignorant and clumsy foreigners into skilled, self-

respecting, educated Americans !

" There is no need to comment on this statement.

Skilled, self-respecting — educated ! Is this the ed

ucation of the capitalist? No, no, there is a vast

difference, my friends ! What that difference is, you

know too well! Does the mill-owner, the agent,

stoop to recognize one of his poor employees on the

street? Do you believe it? No, for you are not

' stolid and stupid,' even though the capitalist reck

ons you no different from his money-making ma

chines,— save in that you possess immortal souls !

" We are further told that the only chance to meet

foreign competition is by reduction in wages, ' which

no one wishes to see ! ' The manufacturers will re

sort to this only at the last! At the very last, fel

low-workers, when their automobiles are covered

with rust and falling to pieces, when their mansions

are decaying into fine old ruins — when they can no

longer find enough delicate food with which to gorge

their appetites ! Pity the poor mill-owner, then, my

friends,—do not make his lot more bitter by crying

for fifteen per cent, increase in wages. Look upon

his gray hairs, and do not bleach them into snow! "
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Beneath the window the solitary eavesdropper

drew in his breath sharply. He could hardly re

frain from exclaiming out loud, from rising to his

feet and shaking his fist into the very face of that

heaven which beamed mildly over the head of the

oppressor, the capitalist.

He did stumble up after a moment, and holding

on to the blind, peered cautiously in.

What he saw startled him. His heart began to

thump violently.

He saw a silent dingy group of men and women

huddled about the feet of the speaker, listening in

tently to every word which fell from his lips. He

saw the pairs of dark sullen eyes flashing in the lamp

light, the glimmer of the pewter plates and saucers

arranged about the wall. Saw the crimson banner

draped above the fireplace and read with wonder in

his eyes the black legend upon it:

"No God! No Master!"

Saw the long, lanky form of Jacques Beranger,

and the other fellow who had come into his shop,—

saw the latter and had almost cried out, " Pillard —

Robber! "

Saw — something else that startled him strangely,

that made the odd thumping start up anew within his

breast, beneath the old plaid waistcoat.

In the far corner, silent, pensive, determined —

sat



CHAPTER XIX

WHO SAT IN THE CORNER

TEMPTATION!

The old cobbler saw as one in a dream

the crimson bow in the dark hair of the girl

Socialiste. He saw her beautiful fearless eyes shine

out like two wonderful stars. He saw the firm

clasp of her white fingers upon the cover of a little

red book ! He wondered if it was the same book

as the one she had given to him !

He wanted— but he did not stir toward the door.

After all — was it not some wild unseasonable im

pulse which had drawn him to the spot?

A sharp sudden pain in the shoulder reminded him

in unkindly fashion that we have to pay dearly for

all predatory inroads upon nature.

The night was damp; a fine mist was beginning

to fall. The earth felt moist and slippery beneath

his feet. Just beyond the marshes watchlights

danced along the gray river bank. Everything was

gray, but, for all that, it was a beautiful scene, pen

ciled in shadows. Even gray things are beautiful

to a lover of nature, more beautiful sometimes than

her bright moods. Does not the artist oftentimes

prefer the softness of sepias, where trees and mead

140
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ows shrink away into undefinable lines and shadings,

to the rich and dashing colors of Parisienne streets

at noonday or old courtyards in Spain and Italy —

with the gay plumage of doves?

Anselme felt a choking sensation in his throat,

and coughed, once, twice.

There was a pause within. One or two of the

men lifted their heads and looked in the direction of

the window. The girl in the corner jumped to her

feet.

"Monsieur! Qu'est-ce que c'est que cela?"

(What is that, Monsieur?)

" N'en sais rieni, M'slle! Voulez-vous que je

releve la glace? " (I know nothing of it. Do you

wish me to shut the window, Mademoiselle?)

Anselme shrank away into the shade of the bushes

and waited. He saw the slender figure of the girl

approach the window and lean out. There was no

moon, otherwise she must have seen him.

But she did not look in his direction. With those

fearless searching eyes, he felt that she could see

anything.

She did not see Anselme. She looked straight

before her to the dim woods behind the river. Her

beautiful face was like a flower, peering out of the

shadow. For a moment— then she withdrew into

the room, leaving the window still open.

Anselme should have gone home then. Every

thing told him so. The thin mist, the gathering fog

where the river-lights flickered unsteadily, the hour,

ten o'clock which struck afar off in the mill-tower, the
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twinges of sudden pain that ran up and down his

members. He should have gone home at that mo

ment,— but we do not always do what we should

do!

Anselme did not go home yet. Instead, he crept

back to his former position of eavesdropper.

This time he listened with more eagerness, more

attention, for the beautiful girl, Valerie, was speak

ing.

" Fellow-Workers :

" Studying the Social Problem is not destined to

make the working-class more content with its pres

ent condition.

" Just now you are aware that fifteen hundred em

ployees, men and women, connected with a certain

Blower Works are on strike as the result of the re

fusal of the company to consider their request for

better wages and working conditions.

" The strikers assert that they anticipate a long

struggle; they are ready to stand by their offer to

submit the dispute to arbitration.

" The trouble in these mills has been of some three

or four years' standing, and only the long-deferred

promises of satisfaction to the employees has kept

peace for so long.

" There is much talk about welfare work among

the great mills. We are told that the home condi

tions of the textile and other milling employees are

being steadily bettered by the big corporations.
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" It is true that mill-men are coming to realize

that machine efficiency and the productiveness of

modern business management are not the only prob

lems that mean efficiency in the mills.

" Even the most greedy profit-producers are aware

that a certain amount of healthful relaxation is nec

essary to keep the human machine in the best produc

ing condition.

" True, there have been improvements in sani

tary construction, in safety devices, and in the better

ment of the working conditions generally. But is

this the case with all the mills? And is it carried

far enough to embrace all that is required? Assur

edly — no !

" What does the mill-man strive to do ? To keep

his employees satisfied with the least possible ex

penditure of money. He must do more than make

both ends meet; he must provide for his own fat sal

ary ! He must be the best housed, the best clothed,

the best fed — of all men. And — the meanest

men on earth are the best housed, the best clothed,

the best fed ! "

Anselme had not much logic. He believed

Valerie was right. He did not see that she contra

dicted her own statements. For if eventually it

made men mean to be well provided for, then, un

der her system, where all were to be perfectly satis

fied,— selfishness, idleness, illiberality would flour

ish like weeds.
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A second twinge of his shoulder reminded An-

selme that he was acting most unwisely. And it was

very late to travel home in the dark!

Morbleu! But everything he had heard was

right, beyond a doubt! He had worked long

enough in peace, and now it was time that someone

should repay him for his labors. Someone else

should take a turn at the bench, at the loom, at the

dye-tubs! Capitalism would fall, presently, with a

crash, and great would be the fall thereof !

With difficulty Anselme made his way along the

sticky road where his feet sank in the soft yellow

mud.

On the dark way he passed the little church of St.

Basile. He did not remove his hat to-night, for he

was listening to a voice within his breast. And it

said — sagely —

" Anselme, my friend, you have been stupid,

stolid, all along, up to this time ! But after this you

will get some sense in your head. In your old gray

head, for so much hard work had made it gray!

You will no more be a sot — a dolt ! You will be a

man!"

Yes, he would be a man!

" You have been easy in the past years, and the

world has passed by and laughed in your face. It

had no use for un pauvre Savetier ! The cure —

he has told you about the great fire, and made you to

feel how it burns up, so, but you need not mind his

inventions. He walks about with a white collar on

his neck, and he is shaved smooth, like a gentleman.
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He says — Come to church, or you will burn in the

fire. He must go to church, for that is where he

finds the salary to expend in fine blanchisserie !

That is why he can go so often to the barbier! But

it is your turn now, M'sieu' ! For there will be one

pew rent less, after this time ! "

Anselme thought he would never walk out of the

dim and ghostly shadow of the church-tower. It

lay long up the dark road and engulfed him in its

blackness. He was a little afraid, for ahead he

could hear a footstep coming that way.

His face blanched whiter and his limbs shook.

There was, however, nothing to fear. No one

would assail him for money, an old decrepit man!

But when the soul is uneasy, unquiet, the least sound,

the least murmur startles. And when one has let

go the hand of his good angel, he walks alone and

unbefriended, with unfriendliness all about him.

So, to Anselme the approaching step was like the

heavy descent of a hammer on shrinking wood. The

thought of someone, some unknown,—coming near

him in the unknown night, was a thought of ter

ror.

It was a man, coming along slowly. He was

going to the meeting of the Socialists,— a trifle late,

for he had stopped at a flaming gin-palace to

brighten up his complexion and his wits for the

evening's entertainment.

He stopped just before he reached the old cob

bler, and wobbled unsteadily in the middle of the

muddy road.
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" Ah, sir — I perceive — can you show — can

you direct me — I perceive — ah ! —"

He began all over again, having been obliged to

take an extra breath.

" Sir — Ah ! I did not per-ceive — I had nearly

stepped on you — in the dark ! A feahful — night !

If you allow me, I shall take your — arm ! "

Anselme had never indulged in spirituous liquors.

He looked with some show of detestation into the

blared and distorted face.

"Ah! Sir! You too are, perhaps,— fond of —

periwinkles! Ah! The periwinkle! Little cre-a-

ture of the shell ! A favorite dish with those artis

tic peoples from the southern countries, particu

larly Italy. Ah!"

Anselme tried vainly to pass; the road was very

narrow just here. The fellow barred the way with

his gigantic form.

" Periwinkles — were we speaking of that de

lightful little creature — Periwinkle — any species

of a genus — of small marine gastro-pod shellfishes !

Ah! Also, in America, a uni-valve or mollusk —

whose shell is composed of a single piece, as the

snail or conch ! — Sir — I beg you to take — my—"

He wobbled to one side, and nearly over into the

mud. In the space thus left free, Anselme crossed

as quickly as he could for the stiffness of his limbs,

and went along at the most rapid pace of which he

was capable.

He looked back once. His new acquaintance was

still managing to keep his feet beneath him. Out
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of the distance came the faint echo of his words,

" The Per-i-win-kle ! Litt-l-e cre-a-ture of —

shell! Per-i—"

Evidently the man had been a student — it was

very sad to think of his present condition.

Suddenly Anselme remembered what Jacques

Beranger and the other man had said about prac

tice. The old cobbler had not seen any practice,

whatever it was. He thought he surmised. But the

night had turned out so bad that perhaps they had

postponed that part of the programme.

He thought of the girl who had sat in the corner,

who had come to the window, who had addressed

the poor and unprepossessing collection of foreign

ers in language that was probably unintelligible to

most of them. The same girl had brought about

all these changes in his soul.

They said women were fools, that they were so

much inferior to men, that they should not be heard

in public — and many other things. But— this

girl was no fool. She was by far the superior of

most men whom Anselme had ever met.

Over in London the women were making fools of

themselves, to be sure. They had blown up a build

ing, they had smashed windows,— they had starved

themselves out of jail and then paraded their defi

ance in the very face of parliament.

Anselme knew this much of what was going on.

He had read it in the papers. He knew that the

women had been successful in many ways right here

in his own city. All right. They might have done
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much toward improving conditions, they might have

laid out artistic street corners and planted flowers

along the public highways. All good, so far, but in

some cases, at least, it had probably meant neglect

of their own homes. There was little white-faced

children at home, ill-nourished children, children

with hollow eyes and with spectacles. Children of

rich mothers, women who were lauded throughout

the city as philanthropists, as models of their sex and

kind. But their husbands saw little of them, their

babies less.

Valerie would never make a woman of this stamp,

Anselme felt sure. She had no home ties; she be

lieved that she was doing a great work. Many of

the poor employees of Eugene Delpech's mill be

lieved it, and within a few short weeks the old cob

bler had come to believe it.

Anselme went to sleep that night to wander in

labyrinths of fancy. He did not say any prayers,

nor did he remember his good angel. But he lay

down as a dog lies down, tired and stiff after a hard

chase. His soul was never less a part of him than

to-night. In his sleep he did not call on the gleam

ing rows of saints who had crossed over the sea of

eternity — when, in troubled dreams his stout ship

quailed before the tempest.

But he cried aloud for something to eat and to

drink, and for rest for his tired arms which strained

to the ropes just above the angry seething of the

waters.
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AN IDEALIST

EUGENE was in a decidedly thoughtful mood.

He sat in his study with books all around

him. On his face — a look of absolute

contentment, for he was at home among his books.

Here alone there were no harsh discordant voices,

nothing but soothing to his soul. In the outside

world it was not possible to avoid the sound of un

pleasant things. Now and then you had to listen

whether you would or no. But here — nothing of

this kind.

He was studying out the plan which he had first

conceived on that February afternoon when he

looked down from the mill-window and counted the

stones of the narrow street.

Welfare work in the mills had indeed been stimu

lated by law, but much remained to be done. Better

conditions inside the mills was but the first step.

Good results had come from more healthful condi

tions,— an increase in efficiency on the part of the

employees. But — there was a second step, almost,

if not equally important. Better conditions must be

created outside the mills as well, if permanent good

results were to be obtained.

149
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A skillful workman was a valuable machine, and

it was worth while to keep him from becoming slow

or erratic. Oftentimes this became merely a mat

ter of better home conditions and sanitation.

Many large corporations had been foremost in

creating better dwelling communities and attractive

homes for their employees. Thus good skilled op

eratives had been induced to come and live in them.

Thus also the old-time mill tenement was fast dis

appearing in many places.

In most instances the operative was given ex

clusive right to hire, his rent being much lower than

what he would pay for a home if he were not at

tached to the mill. In other places he had an op

portunity to buy under conditions most favorable.

An association of mill-men in a certain town had

laid miles of broad and well-shaded streets. They

had built some six hundred modern tenements, be

sides many single homes. Four six and eight-room

apartments, with an average rental of one dollar

and a half per month for each room. Generally a

small plot of land was attached to each house, large

enough to insure privacy and the advantage of a

small garden. Usually these homes were modern

and convenient, provided with baths, electric lights

and gas for cooking purposes.

Outside of those cottages near the center of the

town which the corporation judged best to retain,

any of the others might be bought at a moderate sum

and upon easy terms.

A textile school was conducted in connection with
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the mills ; here young people were trained for skilled

positions. There was also a free evening school

where the ordinary branches were taught, particular

attention being given to the English language. A

club house containing a theater, dance-hall, pool

room and rooms for classes in cooking, sewing, dress

making, millinery and other useful trades.

In one large textile plant a plan was in operation

whereby any employee of over five years' service

might own his own home. A lot of land was handed

over to the employee and a first and second mortgage

taken. If he built within a year no interest was ex

acted on the mortgages. After five years the first

mortgage was surrendered to him for one dollar.

At the end of ten years the second was surrendered

on the same terms.

Eugene pondered over many ideas and finally de

cided on a plan for a number of collective dwellings,

each to contain sixteen cottages.

He had some doubts as to whether he would intro

duce a common kitchen, dining-hall, etc. In Eng

land this plan had been tried successfully. Why not

in the new little community?

It seemed as though every individual race of men

and every age, acted upon by whatsoever influences,

economic, commercial, political, historic, social, had

its own peculiar ideas of home and comfort. And

also — might be added — of decoration.

Eugene had not much sympathy for the modern

flat. Here, outside of possibly the first floor, there

was absolutely no access to growing plants and flow
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ers, to the sight of animals and birds. Here also it

was an impossibility to provide for a garden setting.

At most all one might have was a window-box.

The plant of the new cooperative dwelling was

this : first of all a quadrangle was marked out for the

center or courtyard. One side of the square or

wing opposite the entrance-gate was occupied by the

dining and recreation hall. The other sides could

contain the private rooms or even be divided into a

number of separate homes with separate private en

trances on the outer sides. On the inner side ran a

cloister which might be a passage from the private

to the public rooms, or from the separate dwellings

to the head of the quadrangle.

In the center of the quadrangle or courtyard there

would be a splendid chance for grass, for artistic

gardens and a fountain if so desired.

There would be the social advantages of a com

mon room in the collective plan. The tenants would

all be on an equal footing socially, all laboring under

the same conditions, all interested in the same thing.

Then there were the economic and continuous ad

vantages of the common kitchen. Here the cooking

of meals would take place under skilled supervision,

an advantage to the woman who worked in the mill

and had little time to prepare proper food between

working hours.

In the case of families where only the male mem

bers of the household worked, there could be the

separate dwelling in the collective, with separate en
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trance and private kitchen and dining-room attached.

Without elaborate expense the public rooms might

be simple and artistic with paneled walls and a con

tinuous frieze of figures above — legendary, poeti

cal, historical or symbolic of nature.

Of late years there appeared to be an effort in the

direction of a return to simplicity in architecture and

art, in line and form and color.

Was it William Morris, an Englishman and a

great conservative in decorative art, who said,

" Have nothing in your house but what you believe

to be beautiful or what you know is useful " ?

The common kitchen should be the most pictur

esque room in the house. Here was little chance

for what was generally termed decoration. Objects

of art became merely tools of the workshop. But

there could be rows of pewter plates and saucers ar

ranged upon oaken rails along the walls, blue and

white as the Dutch designs.

Eugene reveled in the idea of the dishes; he con

jured up certain wonderful old pieces which he had

seen in the windows of the antique stores and curi

osity shops. Platters portraying the ages in the

life of man, old fire scenes in the early days before

engines or hose-carts had come into service, colonial

dames beside their spinning-wheels !

For the kitchen furnishings, simple square oak, as

few pieces as possible.

In the common dining-hall a warm rich tone should

prevail. Of course there would be no silver plate
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to gleam in dignified fashion from its buffet. But

the room should be long and low and wide, with no

pictures, only a frieze-work of fruit and flowers.

For the common sitting-room the chief ornament

should be books, for many of the employees could

enjoy the pleasure of reading. Long plain oak ta

bles, and chairs in mission style. The frieze might

be a forest scene.

To the right of the common kitchen were, re

spectively, five smaller rooms, scullery, larder, wash-

house, boiler-house and coal-bins.

A little smile of triumph played about Eugene's

lips. What would Valerie say to this? For she

had laughed at his plans that day when he had out

lined them roughly, half-shyly for the first time !

He meant to show her some of his books and plans

and see what she would say now !

His cheeks were fairly aglow with color as he

thought of her. She would make a beautiful orna

ment in somebody's house — some day ! That is,

if she ever condescended to love anyone ! But —

someone would be sure to fall in love with her.

Eugene's sensitive soul was keenly alive to any

thing of beauty. It was, unhappily, true that mod

ern conditions of living were fatally destructive to

the sense of beauty.

In approaching any great metropolis by one of

the numerous railway lines, what was impressed upon

the vision of the traveler? Beauty? Hardly that!

Lines of dingy sheds, coal-stations, iron-works,

boiler-works — almost anything suggestive of grime
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and dinginess. Tumble-down tenements, ragged

fences, what not! And yet, hidden here and there,

here in profusion, there deeply-rooted in one obscure

spot — things of beauty! What a pity that the

tourist should get nothing of this, as he is borne

swiftly along! Truly, machinery had robbed the

world of something, or, it had given too much for

what it had taken away! Augustus found Rome a

city of brick and left it a city of marble. Here was

improvement indeed, but who could say that in mod

ern times and in our own country invention and the

expansion of science had not done the opposite in

many respects?

Eugene came back from his reverie and down to

the black and white of the plans before him.

The color-schemes for bedrooms, those came next.

A room on the dark side of the house, particularly

a north room, should have paper with a strong touch

of yellow in its composition. Light falling on such

a wall, even in one small spot, would radiate over

everything. Chrysanthemum or even a plain ground

with fine hair-lines of yellow running through it.

For southern and western exposures deep blues

and pinks such as the French love.

Every now and then the sting of Valerie's words

came forcibly to him. He wondered whether, after

all, she was right! Whether blue lilies would ap

peal to little untrained eyes that had long been accus

tomed to the sight of rough plaster and ugly designs

in glaring colors? Perhaps they might appeal to

dirty little hands and fingers !
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He thought of a series of lectures on the proper

management of the home,— then the absurdity of it

came suddenly over him. In the first place prob

ably not one-third of his hearers would understand

what he was talking about,— the other two-thirds

would be insulted.

He did not mean to be extravagant in the expendi

ture of money. Simply, it was just as easy to buy

wall paper of a decent grade and color when one

went about it as something inferior which would not

last long enough to cover the difference in cost and

labor.

All over the city Eugene was regarded with some

thing akin to envy. They believed that his was a

happy lot.

And yet — they were not altogether right, for

there were times when the mill-agent was lonely.

A student, a scholar, an artist, a musician, is in a

sense an extraordinary being. And yet it is not his

cleverness of mind and cunning of hand, it is not the

great eagle-like soul which appeal to people in gen

eral. But it is the fact that he is a rich man, that

he lives at the best hotels, that he wears fine clothes

— or, if he is a mill-man, that he controls the des

tinies of thousands of other men ! These things are

what count with most people. As a man he appeals

only to extraordinary characters like himself. So it

is that these much-admired, much-criticized public

characters are perhaps not so much to be envied

after all.

Such was the case with Eugene. When he did not
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find any friendship which could be real friendship,

he was not blamable for clinging to his books. It

was but natural that a picture of an arcaded street

illustrating the use of hanging draperies and heraldry

interested him far more than did an ordinary man.

We do not tire of the company of a superior ; books

are always, at all times, our superiors, for they know

much more than we of the subjects about which they

silently speak.

What would Valerie say to all this — to bay-trees

in tubs in the courtyard, to tapering rectangular col

umns at either side of the main entrance, to cunning

niches here and there whence pots of fresh green

things might peep out? What would she say to

this? For he believed that she could appreciate all

that he could. All — yes, or nearly all. For there

were some things which she could not appreciate.

It was the night of the meeting at the tavern.

It was about the time when the old cobbler, An-

selme, was encountering the belated traveler on the

dark road.

Eugene sat dreaming over his books with a flush

in his pale, intellectual face. He could not see the

object of his meditations, Valerie, sitting in the dim

corner with a story in her big beautiful eyes, a story

for him and for many others like him. He could

not see her standing straight and slender and fierce

in the midst of the dingy group. He did not hear

what she said — about him — as well as the others :

" What does the mill-man strive to do? To keep

his employees satisfied with little! . . . He must
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do more than make both ends meet. He must pro

vide for his own fat salary. He must be the best-

housed, the best-clothed, the best-fed of all men. . . .

The meanest men on earth are the best-housed, the

best-clothed, the best-fed!"

That meant him, but he did not know it. It is

perhaps well that we do not always hear what is said

of us.

So Eugene sat and meditated among his bay-trees

and lilies.



CHAPTER XXI

LA VICTIME DE CIRCONSTANCE

,HERE is something very appealing about a

back-dooryard in summer when one is tired

JL and feels like sitting down to rest. Of

course there are dooryards and dooryards — some

constitute an entirely different proposition from

others. There is the dooryard of the " desirable

residence," iron railings painted in dark color or a

brilliant red picked out with gilding. Some may

even shine forth in more graceful effect, white or

cool delicate green. Then there is the respectable

if box-like timber cottage, framed in a tiny garden

into which it fits most appropriately. A miniature

cottage may thus become even charming, modeled, as

it were, on the old castles, abbeys, country-houses

and cottages.

Of a somewhat different nature was the dooryard

of the pent-in tenement in which lived Jean Jacques

Beranger, Lisette, his wife, and the two enfants.

You could not possibly place it in either of the classes

before-mentioned. It was neither the dooryard of

the desirable residence nor the modest garden of the

box-like timber cottage. It was just a typical un

happy example of the low-down tenement dooryard.
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That meant — much — as well as the lack of much.

It meant the painful lack of any kind of beauty what

soever ; it also meant the insistent presence of every

thing ugly, everything unsightly, everything offen

sive.

But — it was a haven of rest for Jacques. Poor

fellow! He perhaps tired more easily than others

because his legs were so long. Six feet two inches

is something to carry about from sunrise — or rather

from ten or eleven A. M. until midnight or later.

The vapeur of this back-door paradise was not

quite like a rose-garden, one of those little nooks of

which Walter Crane speaks in his utterly charming

book, " Ideals in Art." Have you ever received a

whiff from that very necessary if undesirable cart

which carries away the refuse and stale vegetables ?

Perhaps Jacques may have imagined himself to

be in the midst of beauty : " The wilderness shall

blossom as the rose ! " It is possible, but highly

improbable.

No. His doggish soul only delighted to steep

itself in forgetfulness. He asked nothing more than

to sit in the sun, his back against the jamb of the

door and pull away at his long yellow pipe.

At his feet invariably slunk a yellow unkempt

specimen of dog, a scabious cur of no particular

breed to speak of. Usually the little brute accom

panied his master, but not always. Just as there

were periods when Jacques was neither seen nor

heard from, two or three days perhaps, so, at no

stated intervals the dog was wont to disappear, as it
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seemed, from the face of the earth. He was inde

pendent like his master and thanked no one for his

keep or his privileges.

Lisette hated and feared the dog. He was name

less, just the dog — nothing more. It was enough

by which to remember him. It was impossible to

forget that he existed.

Once, when Jacques was on a " time " for a cou

ple of days,— what kind of a time — well — he was

absent, we will say. Also there was a decided ab

sence of anything to eat in the house, also, several

other alsos ! But the dog had remained at home.

He wandered around like a beaten thing with his

tail between his legs. Perhaps he was ashamed for

Jacques, perhaps he was merely mortified with him

self, that he had not been included in the time.

The woman hated him more of late. He was

almost human, so it seemed. She hated him, for

she believed that in his dog-mind he was a Socialist.

And one day she had fixed up a piece of meat, meat

which she hungered to eat when she carried it away

from Cesar Bronssais' little butcher shop. With a

beating heart she had fixed it up with something

that was destined to make the dog forget all of the

troubles of this weary world.

But she was not a cruel woman. She had not

the heart to give the meat. For the dog had slunk

up to her feet and licked her shoe with his rough

tongue.

So he was saved from his fate, and Lisette burned

the meat in the wretched stove. Jacques never
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knew, and if the dog mistrusted, he could not tell.

So she was safe.

The day after the meeting at the tavern Jacques

sat in his favorite position with his back to the door.

Overhead the blue sky bent down as if to bring some

thing of beauty within touch of the miserable place.

Like long olive-sprays faint feathery lines of white

cloud trailed across the sapphire.—" Peace "— they

said in passing.

Over in the corner of the garden the child Ninon

played in the dirt. Her dress was covered with dirt,

there was dirt on her hands, in her hair. She was

digging worms.

Within the house the mother moved about with

listless gait. She did not have to work to-day, for it

was the Seventeenth of June. Early in the morning

the clanging of noisy bells had aroused her from her

restless sleep. They had called her back from the

shadows of oblivion to the glare of sunbeams slant

ing through the dirty window-panes. The thrifty

prudent housewife would have said: "Excuse for

poverty there may be some,— but excuse for dirt

there is none ! "

True, but what when one has no heart to care?

What when languor has settled in every nerve and

muscle and a dull voice echoes : " I don't care ! "

Many a more fortunate one would have said,

" Why, why does a woman marry a man when he has

only five cents in the world? Does she expect that

with added burdens and expense he will become bet

ter off? Why does she marry a man who is roving,
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restless in temperament, idle, vicious perhaps? Does

she expect that having lived thus to manhood he

will reform now? Why? Why?"

In his little paradise Jacques may have been

ruminating upon blue lilies or designs in pome

granates. He may have been. Or a tapestry ; sheep

grazing beneath a knot of ancient trees with rolling

meadows beyond. Or — a page of text from a

design for lettering: " Paul an Apostle of Christ:

To Timothy, grace, mercy, peace ! "

Jacques may have been thinking of any or all of

these things, for he had the brain, the eye of a man,

as did Eugene Delpech. He may have been think

ing — but he probably was not. For a poor man

has no chance in the world, we know,— only the

rich ! Only the capitalist has opportunity to enlarge

his vision, mental, spiritual, for the poor man has

no fine house, no good clothes, no dainties to eat!

If Jacques had had a fine house, good clothes, nice

things to eat, beyond a doubt he would have been a

giant, intellectually, spiritually and so on! If at

this moment he were to be told that such luxuries

awaited him, his soul might have leaped into ecstasy

at the thought of the wonderful fields of beauty, in

tellectual, moral, artistic, thus suddenly opened to

him. He might have conjured up wonderful fields

of study, of research, of self-improvement! That

he would actually have done so, however, is a mere

matter of conjecture.

If Lisette were to be asked she might tell a dif

ferent tale. But — she was a woman, and women
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are never sanguine all at once. Woman is a more

patient creature than man; she perhaps analyzes

things more thoroughly. Intuition tells her much

that is hidden to man. Lisette would have said

something different!

Poor Jacques! Was he the victim of circum

stance? Somehow, somewhere he was rushed into

the world, by accident, as it were. He had had

nothing whatever to say about it. He was placed

in poor surroundings when the same accident might

have left him in rich surroundings. In his cradle he

had shed crystal tears of hunger and pain, whilst the

child of the capitalist was rocked tenderly amid

silken puffs and pillows.

As a child Jacques had gone to school ragged,—

holes in his knees, at his elbows. So sometimes he

had played " hookey,"— often perhaps. Not alone

because of the holes, however. For Jacques was in

dolent by nature. There were other boys with holes

in their clothes, others with tousled heads and much-

soiled faces. But they went to school and learned

perhaps more than the sons of rich men. It is

harder to study, to place one's mind on books when

one is conscious of being all primped up in velvet

suit and frilled collar. And in Jacques' school,

strange to say, the brightest and most intelligent

pupils were not the children of rich men. Why?—

Why?

So all through his boyhood, in his early manhood,

up to the miserable present Jacques had been down

trodden by mankind in general and by rich men in
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particular. And now, after living in the world so

long a time, after thirty-five years, he sat in a back-

dooryard like this and indulged in bits of argumenta

tion.

The dog crouched at his feet. He did not love

Jacques, but he admired him. Anything outside of

Jacques was to the dog — exotic. It is something,

perhaps, to have the admiration of a dog if you can

not have any other kind.

Jacques was very much inflated by the idea of his

own personal importance in the world since last night.

Or rather his coming importance in the world when

conditions should right themselves. Then he would

get up from the doorstep and walk into his mansion

where everything pleasant awaited him. A good

full table, first of all, because man could not be

happy on an empty stomach. Then a soft bed and

sleep enough for a week. His pipe filled to order

with the right stuff — a new pipe, by the way, in a

velvet case! And when at last he got ready to ap

pear in the light of society, half a dozen suits of

clothes at forty or fifty dollars per.

Lisette and the enfants — they might sit in one

half the house and shut their mouths, for there need

be no more whining. No sniveling under this new

regime !

The other half should be his. There he would

rule in solitary state. No, the dog should not come.

Emphatically not! His yellow skin would not har

monize with a fine house. He meant to turn him

loose before he stepped up !
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" Friend, come up higher! " Somewhere he had

heard some such saying as that. And he was going

higher at last, he, Jean Jacques Beranger, whom no

body cared about or even bestowed a swear upon !

The dog searched his master's dull face and read

his doom under the mask of stolidity. But he was

a wise little brute, even though he lacked beauty.

He knew that this catastrophe, whatever it was, did

not loom up on the near horizon. There would be

many more nights in his heap of tangled straw at

Jacques' feet. The old tumble-down tenement

would not be deserted for a mansion this week nor

next week nor the week after. The dog had, per

haps, more sense than his master, although he had

not the power of reasoning.

The morning was so rare, so June-like. The rain

of last night had broken into sunshine. Away be

yond the crowded-in chimneys the river was singing.

If Jacques had felt a little more ambitious he

might have taken a stroll down along the river banks.

To rest idly in the meadow-grass, among the

meadow-lilies, and listen to the dipping of oars, to

catch in your nostrils the heavy scents that waft from

the breath of June, to listen to the tolling of far-off

bells, to rest your eyes upon the slim white minarets

of the steeples,— this was another portion of para

dise !

But — it required exertion to walk so far, and

Jacques was afraid that some of the men who worked

along the river would offer him a position hauling

wood on timber rafts or something equally obnox
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ious. He did not want a position. If worse came

to worse he would rather turn tramp. However,

in view of what was coming soon, this was a remote

thought.

So Jacques remained on the doorstep, at peace.

He was steeped in bliss, the bliss of a back door-

yard. Thomas Bailey Aldrich could have meant

this very spot — ? — in his " Old Town by the Sea "

—" What a slumbrous, delightful lazy place it is ! "

" Slumbrous " sounded all right, likewise " de- •

lightful." Jacques would have resented the other

term. But soon, for the June air was slumbrous,

perfect stillness reigned in the little paradise.

Lulled by the soft summer zephyrs and the rhythm

that came from the wash-tub where Lisette's tears

dropped into the foaming suds — Jacques and the

dog and Ninon slept.



CHAPTER XXII

THE VOICE OF THE BELL

HIDDEN and sequestered from the more

crowded ways of the city, in a humble side-

street, nestled among the chimney-tops of

old brown stone fronts that once were ultra-fashion

able, stood the little French church of St. Basile.

Crumbling stone-posts led up to the entrance, and

buttercups besprinkled the velvet grass all around.

Perhaps the buttercups should not have been there,

should not have been allowed such freedom, but

they were gladsome little things. One could not

have the heart to destroy them. So they lifted up

their golden cups in peace, and unmolested.

Dank mosses clung to the gray stones of the wall,

and in the tower, a low Gothic tower, tame doves

had built their nests. They could be heard billing

and cooing over the roof-tops morning, noon and

evening; they looked down from their unworldly

perches far above the habitations of men, and won

dered at the tumult and confusion of earth.

In the belfry hung an exceptionally sweet-toned

bell. It was powerfully pathetically appealing to

the parishioners of St. Basile's. Scaling almost to

heaven, following the flight of the eagle, its silver

notes echoed in the hearts of the silent listeners like

168
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the music of an angel's song. Its mellow sound

startled not the birds from their hard-built nests all

about it; gently it descended on the ear of the lowli

est pedestrian.

Within, at one side of the altar, was a mission

cross. Here the saintly pastor was wont to stand

when he spoke to his people,— of mercy and of love.

It was easy to find words when one looked up into

the dying face of Christ. It was more difficult to

be silent than to speak.

Above the altar, a painting from the text : " Come

unto Me, all ye who labor and are burdened ! " It

was the same which the old cobbler, Anselme, had

studied so carefully but a short while before.

And now once more it was Sunday. From the

belfry soft sounds came stealing, telling the hour for

the worship of Him whose temple this was.

Anselme sat doggedly in his little room. He

lifted his Sunday shoes mechanically, then put them

down again. They were carefully polished as usual;

they shone proudly.

The sound of the bell stole through the open win

dow. He sat irresolute. He could not make up

his mind to put on the shoes. Something was the

matter.

"Do not go!" a voice whispered. "What!

Would you consider it — for a moment? Because

you have mocked God ! Why should you go —

now? You are ' inconsistent '! "

There was silence. No angel to fight for him

now.
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Hush.

Another summons.

" No, no, I will not go ! I shall not go ! I shall

sleep sweet, a long sweet sleep, and to-morrow I

shall work the faster ! "

The last summons.

Anselme heard the hurrying footsteps falling

down the street and peeped out in guarded fashion

from between the blinds. He watched the last be

lated straggler. There were always some people

who went to church late. It seemed that those last

two minutes or five minutes made all the difference

in the world in one's toilet or domestic arrange

ments. Or else — it was some satisfaction to rus

tle in at the last possible moment and set the inde-

vout ones whispering and nudging one another.

There were always plenty to follow a bad fashion.

It was just so in regard to the table manners at

Madame's. There they made it a rule to leave a

certain very small amount of every viande on their

plates, even when they were half-dying to gobble it

up. That was fashion. But never having received

an over-elaborate supply of anything offered to him,

the old cobbler had always partaken of every mor

sel slowly, gravely, all unconsciously fulfilling the ad

monition : " Gather up the fragments that remain

lest they be lost! "

No one in sight, up the street, down the street.

He breathed a deep sigh of relief. The strug

gle was over. It was too late to go now ! It would

be no use to go!
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He put on his shoes and walked up and down a

few times. The shoes hurt him, pinched his feet

to-day. It was just as well that he had not gone !

Habit is a strong force in our weak human na

ture. Every few moments, all against his will, An-

selme found himself transported in spirit within the

sacred precincts of Saint Basile's.

Now— the cure was at the Gospel. Now he had

turned about to preach. Then — the collection was

taken up !

At thought of the collection all the old man's

momentary tenderness gave way. Monsieur Le

Cure had a fat living, without having to work!

Beyond a doubt! Anselme forgot that if Monsieur

took in a fair collection, it was every cent expended

for the glory of God's house and for the poor. And

heaven knew that Monsieur lived poorly enough.

Why, they said that on one occasion when he was

taken sick and the doctor called, the plaster was

falling off in pieces over the poor bed. Of course

one was not obliged to believe it, but there is often

times foundation for truth in what people say.

Anselme remembered that over the fireplace of the

tavern a crimson banner had hung. He remem

bered the magic lettering that made the odd thump

ing louder within his breast. He remembered an

other banner that had once been carried aloft in the

street during the great strike of a year before —

"No God! No Master!" "One for All! All

for One! "

No master! It sounded like a clarion knell on
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the old man's heart. He had served others all his

life long, but now his turn had come! He would

rise up in the face of unjust and avaricious men and

cry out: " I will not serve ! "

" Remember to keep holy the Sabbath day I"—

But that command could not bind him any longer,

for he did not believe in God ! Even then he wished

with all his soul that he were sitting in the little shop

at his work. For he meant to work hard,— to

make as much money as possible, until the day of

final triumph should dawn.

He was feverish to go.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE WORK OF THE POTTER'S HANDS

LL was silent in the garden of Jacques Be-

ranger's little paradise. The worm-eaten

X A- boards in the high and ragged fence

threw off a terrific heat into the carpet of dust that

lay where grass and flowers should have grown.

A wave of hot air swept up the narrow street and

blew the dust into the lips of a girl who trudged

briskly along with a pile of books beneath her arm.

She was enjoying herself in spite of the heat, for

youth needs not to seek far after enjoyment.

The part of the town through which she walked

was old; one would have said that it was an old

town. The houses were weather-beaten, time-

stained; there was nothing to be seen but gray rot

ten timbers and dust. Not a tree or shrub, not even

a litde plot of grass in sight. Everything was like

the ghost of a dead village over which some ruin had

passed, long ago !

There was something extremely picturesque in

the mournfulness. Valerie thought so, although

she pitied the poor people who lived here. It is all

very well to walk about in good strong shoes and a
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cool linen dress ofter a dejeuner of fresh milk and

fruit,— one is apt to be at peace with any kind of

surroundings. And, added to this, the buoyancy of

youth, with its care-free step and sanguine heart; al

together it is quite agreeable to go " slumming " un

der circumstances such as these.

The girl wondered whether it was possible that

stout and ruddy-faced merchants in knee-breeches

and silver shoe-buckles used ever to stand at the

windows of the old rickety counting-houses that lined

many of these old and dusty streets. How time

changed! For there were no recollections of any

such now. Not within the memory of the oldest in

habitant of these parts. There were no longer the

" few old-fashioned men and women, quaint, shrewd

and racy of the soil," who once dwelt in comfortable

homesteads scattered along the fields. Modern

progress had set up its sign at the corners of these

old streets, and from that time on degeneration had

followed in its wake.

The girl, Valerie, came to one dwelling more

wretched than the rest. She opened the gate and

stood in the yard for a moment to look about her.

She stood in the Garden of Paradise.

And then — she felt a sudden sickening sense as

of suffocation. For the fine old ruin had become

terribly mean, all at once. To walk along leisurely

and contemplate from a distant point of vantage

lines of human habitations is one thing. To stand

in the very heart of a dirty odoriferous back-door
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yard with decaying vegetables at your feet and black

flies crawling like lizards over everything,— is an

other.

The girl's face drooped. She felt the weight of

the books grow suddenly heavier. Of what use

were they under circumstances such as these? " Ed

ucating the Masses " and " Welfare Work in the

Tenements " !

It was easy to write page after page of advice on

sheets of clean white paper and with a gold pen,—

but to come down to the acual work — where was

one to begin? At the beginning, half-way, or at the

end? With the flies, or with the education of La

Petite Ninon in the ways of little red books ? The

flies were a permanent institution. It could hardly

be useful to employ fly-paper — where there were

no screens! The rotten vegetables? Perhaps,—

but if the next dooryard and the next one to that and

so on up the street they threw them into the yards

— then there was nothing to prevent the flies from

pirouetting over the ragged fence (through it as

easily) and back into paradise again!

Valerie was not easily disheartened. She picked

her way along over the vegetables and rusty tin cans

and rapped on the door. There was no sound

within, but someone was at home, for the door stood

open with reckless disregard for the flies.

Lisette appeared after a moment. She had just

finished rocking the baby to sleep. It was a luxury

to which the little one was growing unaccustomed
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these latter days. But the mother's arms felt empty

sometimes, and the little skeleton form alone seemed

able to fill them.

Her face clouded somewhat at sight of her guest.

It was this girl, this young, frail beautiful girl who

had come between her and Jacques, who had weaned

away his love and made it cold and colder until it

froze !

But Lisette was not a hard-hearted woman, and

this was but a girl !

" Oh ! It is — you ! " she said.

" Yes; it is I! I came to see — whether I could

not do something for you ! "

" For— me?"

" Yes,— you!"

Lisette was silent for awhile. Already the girl-

Socialiste had done too much — for her !

" I do not ask favors from anyone ! "

" That is pride, is it not? For we are all equal.

There is no distinction, neither high nor low. You

are — my sister! "

" Your — sister?"

The woman had lived a lonely sort of life. She

had never had a sister.

" Yes, but we are all but one immense family, you

see!"

The woman had lived a very lonely life up to her

union with Jacques. And of late she had been more

lonely than ever before.

" I do not see. I suppose — I am — dull ! "

" Life is not dull unless we make it so ! "
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"No?"

" No! "

" Do you think — I could be — lively — here —

in this place? " Lisette asked with a tinge of bitter

ness.

Valerie looked about her and forgot for a moment

her question.

There were but two rooms in Paradise, and a sort

of loft above. You had to climb up by means of

a ladder if you wished to get into the loft. It was

here that Jacques had taken up his abode nightly

since joining the Socialists. Here also, when he was

in a happy mood, he hoisted the dog.

On the stove, a very poor specimen of its kind,

stood a row of uninviting pots and pans. They had

probably been accumulating since early morning, but

there was no hot water, would be none until Lisette

went down the street and gathered in a few bits of

wood or shavings to kindle a spark or two of fire.

There was no pantry, no closet of any kind. Over

the stove on a rude shelf rested a couple of rusty

flat-irons, and a clothes-line hung across the room

ornamented by a few old rags which might or might

not be articles of clothing.

In the corner stood a cradle out of which peeped

what looked like a bundle of patches. It was the

babe. Luckily she was not able to appreciate the

lack of comfort and of picturesqueness in the sur

roundings. And by a merciful dispensation of Prov

idence, she slept most of the time. She was like

Jacques in this respect.
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Valerie finished her brief survey and came back

to the mother.

" No. I do not think one could possibly be lively

— here ! " she said slowly. " Not possibly. Tell

me, how do you exist? What do you have to eat? "

To eat — well, two-thirds of their food consisted

of liquids, water, tea, coffee, and thin milk for the

enfants.

Valerie shuddered. It was terrible. Eugene

Delpech went down a hundred per cent, in her esti

mation. He was to blame for this, at least in part.

She forgot how momentarily she had warmed to him

on that last day when they spoke together. She

hated him again. She hated his religion, for it had

not remedied these crying evils. " God heard and

despised them, and He reduced Israel exceedingly, as

it were, to nothing! "

She knew portions of the Psalms, for once she

had read them for their poetry and their tradition.

She remembered this verse and interpreted it to suit

her mood and imagination. She did not recall what

went before:

"— They tempted and provoked the Most High,

and they kept not His testimonies. And they turned

away and kept not the covenant, even like their

fathers, they were turned aside as a crooked bow.

" They provoked Him to anger . . . and moved

Him to jealousy with their graven things! "

Valerie believed that inequality was to blame for

all this misery, for all the misery of the world, for

the misery of the unhappy woman before her. In
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equality which gave to the rich man much, too much,

and to the poor man — nothing !

"Where is your husband?" she asked after a

pause, during which Lisette had eyed curiously the

crocheted buttons on the linen dress of the girl.

Dainty buttons just like the wearer herself. But

she was only a mill-worker too — where had she

learned to make buttons like these, and when had she

found time to make them? For Lisette was sure

she had made them.

Just now in the warm weather the mills were

closed for the most part,— that explained it per

haps.

Then Lisette thought of the recreant Jacques.

" My husband? Well — do you see him? My

husband! You will have to come many times,

maybe, before you will find him ! He is taking his

— exercise, perhaps ! He is too delicate to work

hard ! And anyway, he will be a rich man, one day

soon ! "

The sarcasm of the last words was evident, but

Valerie could not blame her.

" Perhaps it may be ! " she replied.

" Perhaps ! Who knows ? But I can't see why !

Why one should become all of a sudden prosperous,

one who has made no effort to help himself. Why

he should step up into the place which some indus

trious rich man has made by the labor of his brain

and hands. And even if it may be — perhaps I

shall be dead by then ! Jacques can marry again, if

he chooses, and no one may hinder him ! "
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Suddenly the woman's mood softened. She flung

herself on her knees at the girl's feet and clasped her

calloused hands together.

" Mademoiselle ! For the love of God— help

me! Something ails this house! Not alone pov

erty. That is bad enough, but there is something

worse,— something which has come between two

hearts that once loved fondly. I cannot tell you

how it came. But I know it is there. And it can

not go on forever, for someone must be punished!

My dear — for the love of God, you will speak

to Jacques! He will listen to you! Promise

me?"

She could not speak all that her full heart would.

She was not sufficiently educated to express all her

hidden thoughts. Even the most learned cannot al

ways find words at times like this.

Things were different now between her and

Jacques. She could no longer cry out as of old

Ruth cried to Noemi:

" Whithersoever thou shalt go I will go, and

where thou shalt dwell, I also will dwell. Thy peo

ple shall be my people and thy God my God. The

land that shall receive thee dying in the same will I

die and there will I be buried. The Lord do so

and so to me and add more also, if aught but death

part me and thee! "

" My dear,— for the love of God ! "

" Ask me by any love but that. I do not believe

in God."

Lisette's expression changed to infinite pity.
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" My dear Mademoiselle,— how sorry I am for

you!"

The girl was stung. This miserable creature was

sorry for her ! Sorry for her— sorry, she who had

nothing but rags and poverty, a dull-witted good-

for-nothing husband, a home like this wretched

hovel, set in the midst of a festering plot of refuse

and vermin ! Sorry — for her !

Valerie was proud. She was stung by the

woman's words.

Silence. The heat of the little room was terribly

oppressive. Lisette suddenly felt the attitude of her

radiant visitor. She resented it, for her soul cried

out:

" I am the more fortunate of the two, Mademoi

selle ! For with all your learning, your fine airs —

there is one thing lacking to you, the one thing which

is necessary. You do not believe in the living God ! "

The child, Ninon, had crept in and hung behind

the skirts of her mother. She was not an ill-looking

child; perhaps she was pretty. A bright pink spot

burned in either fair cheek, like the point of a pink

rose. Her hair was all done up, " en papillots."

Ninon's curls were the last vestige of respectability

in the poor household.

A bright pink spot burned, and Valerie's trained

eye caught its reflection. Her verdict was — tuber

cles! It could be nothing else — unless indeed the

child managed to struggle upward a few years until

she could be transplanted to some more healthful

atmosphere.
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The mother did not suspect anything of this kind.

She was alarmed chiefly for the soul of her child.

She had overlooked the frail little body which is the

casket of the soul.

Valerie turned away. It was insufferably hot in

the little house. She could do nothing for Lisette.

There was nothing to be done.

The girl moved toward the door and looked out.

As she did so a tall, straight form swung down the

road. A deep color swept her face.

It was Eugene Delpech. What had brought him

to this locality — some errand — or—?

He was so tall and straight and he had fine eyes !

Then she steeled her heart against the wave of

momentary tenderness. For the man was a capi

talist. That settled his fate for once and always.

He disappeared.

The girl walked slowly down the path to the dis

reputable gate. A low snarl greeted her.

The dog was meandering home in time for lunch

eon. That meant that Jacques was looming after

him, somewhere, on the near horizon.

Valerie looked back once or twice after the misery.

The sun slanted unpityingly over the gray dirt. The

flies swarmed everywhere.

On the doorstep the child Ninon sat with the two

bright pink spots in her cheeks. She waved her lit

tle hand into the distance.



CHAPTER XXIV

MOVING PICTURES

HE dog pushed open the door which Valerie

had partly closed behind her. With head

very high in air he walked into the kitchen

and lay down in the most convenient spot to be

found. He lay very still, with nose close to the

ground, as if he were meditating things.

Lisette did not pay any attention to him. She

did not offer to molest him.

In a few moments a slow and aimless footstep

sounded without in the yard. It was Jacques.

" What have you got to eat? "

The wife moved about in silence; she set the

table with the few necessary things and poured out

the tea.

He sat down and ate sullenly.

" Jacques ! "

"What?"

" There was a girl here, just now! "

No answer. He was vastly more interested by

the food before him than by her words.

" Tell me that you do not believe what she says,

— my husband ! "

"But if I do? For I am tired of this — life!
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Look at this house! Look at this tablet For a

gentleman ! No man would stand it, I tell you ! "

She wished that she dared to say : " Why don't

you go to work? " But she did not dare.

Jacques pushed back his chair against the wall

and lit the yellow clay pipe. He did not even deign

to bestow a morsel upon the dog who lay like a

beaten thing at his feet.

Ninon had crept in at the door and came over be

side him. He drew her between his knees and held

her by both arms. She did not wince, although his

touch was rough and hurt her.

" Jacques !"

The mother did not dare to remonstrate further.

This child had something of her father's obstinacy;

she would not have cried out if he were half-killing

her.

The man looked down into the white little face of

his first-born. He saw the unearthly pallor of her

complexion and the far-off wistfulness creeping in

the large blue eyes. He saw the two pink spots

glowing in the heart of each white cheek. They

startled him for a moment. Then he passed them

by.

But Lisette had seen the changing expression of

the man's stolid face. She fairly flew over and drew

the child to her side. Then with a mother's keen

scrutiny she searched the little face.

But — she loved the child. She saw nothing

there to trouble her, to cause her alarm. She loved

the child as she loved her life,— more. We cannot
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believe bad things of those whom we love. It is

easy to deceive ourselves when we are so willing to

be deceived. Sometimes even slow and gradual de

cay is powerless to impress upon us the stern truth

that there is no accounting for the visit of the bride

groom, Death. That he is as like to come in the

early flush of dawn as in the purple glow of sunless

hills.

In the white face of the little one, in the pink

flush of her cheeks, Lisette saw only the purity and

blush of innocent childhood. She could not see —

decay. For the life of this child made the broken

links of her own life more as if they were unbroken.

Over the hill — the woman had been looking with

straining eyes for the pleasant places of her life which

should lay beyond. Some day, when this child was

old enough to understand, she meant to tell her

many a little tale from the past. It would be much

to have sympathy and confidence.

Over the hill, past high noon, past the heat and

the glare the traveler toils in the still summer air.

But the road does not seem so hard, because beyond

lies hope, the goal ! He toils and does not see that

along the path the shadows begin to flicker, the

images of those who have gone before seem to draw

his footsteps into the eternity — beyond.

So the mother had toiled on and hoped, had never

seen the stones and brambles, had never noticed the

creeping shadows, had never felt the silent influ

ence, the spell cast by those who lay sleeping in green

and quiet places.
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But of late she had realized everything, the rough

ness, the heat, the toil, the burden, the warning ! In

her soul faith would soon begin to die, hope was

dying, and love — was it dead?

To-day it seemed so.

It was the extremity of despair. To have loved

and lost — was it better than never to have loved at

all ? The woman would not have said so !

Here and there the dull and ceaseless spluttering

of firecrackers kept the air in a perpetual uproar.

Ninon listened while the wistfulness deepened in her

big eyes. Ah ! For a firecracker ! For the bliss

of just once touching it with the magic tip of sulphur

and then taking to her heels as fast as possible so as

not to be too near when it went off. For a five-cent

box of torpedoes and the rapture of digging them out

from their bed of straw, one by one, with grimy lit

tle hands!

The mother listened to the perpetual sputtering

with a different emotion. Firecrackers were far-off

memories in her life. They did not matter very

much. They made her head ache and her heart go

pit-a-pat. She dreaded holidays for this reason.

But the sound made her more restless because of the

burning thoughts they suggested to her over-wrought

brain.

There were people, some people who could afford

to be gay. Life was one grand holiday for them.

They even did wrong things and went unpunished

here. So at least it seemed. These people always
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had the best of life. They might have firecrackers

and torpedoes by the bushels if they wished. They

had a merry time from sunrise until sunset, and

when they went to bed at length, tired out from pleas

ure, they did not have to say any prayers !*

The dog listened.

He sniffed in the sulphurous scents in supreme dis

approval, although as a rule he was neutral in re

gard to what other people did. He rather liked the

noise, for it kept him awake. Unlike most dogs

he particularly wished to keep awake. For, if he

went to sleep in the daytime, then Jacques might

have an opportunity of slipping away on another

time — and that meant humiliation to the dog.

The lord of the house listened. The noises

sounded good to him. They suggested thoughts of

confusion and uproar, of burning and blowing-up

and lots of other things. They relieved the monot

ony of Blind Alley considerably. Altogether they

were useful.

All this noise had another meaning, however, al

though less important to the members of Jacques

Beranger's household. This was the day on which

people puffed out their chests, and held their heads

a little higher; on which they became intensely pa

triotic. They did not have to go to work, those

who usually worked, and this was no secondary con

sideration. They had rather better things to eat on

the whole than on other days, or at least more of a

variety. The sight-seeing autos made a good bit
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of money at their business on these days. They

toured around in the way of everyone and added a

little more to the picturesqueness and confusion.

But they never " saw " Blind Alley. The man with

the megaphone yelled lustily above the groaning

and creaking of iron wheels, of street-cars and vehi

cles of all kinds, trying to convince his hearers of the

fact that here — So and So lived and died and wrote

books or didn't — that on this historic spot such and

such a fight took place — (this latter was calculated

to make the jaded audience sit up and take notice;

fights are at all times interesting!).

There was a delicious odor of charred ruins in the

air, the remains of last night's bonfires. Jacques

pushed back the rough woolen cap over one ear and

even abandoned his pipe in order to enjoy it the

better.

Fire! His soul delighted in the thoughts of it.

Burning, destruction, Sabotage! They sounded

good to the ear, better than the more delicate inven

tions of that mysterious and unmolested book — the

dictionary. Jacques knew that there was such a

thing, such a book, but he had perhaps never touched

one, never seen one ! However his imagination pic

tured the meaning of these delightful words as viv

idly as if he were at the moving pictures.

He saw the fire, the smoke, smelled the vivacious

odor and rejoiced exceedingly. He saw twisted and

melted and broken machinery and annihilated forms

of mill-owners and agents prostrate on their knees

with clasped hands, imploring mercy from him —
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Jean Jacques Beranger, at present lord and master

of the Back-Door Garden of Eden,— soon to be

Mister or Esquire, but going up anyhow !

Jacques saw one more picture in his fervid im

agination. This picture was perhaps the most

charming of all. This picture —

The dog smelled the fire and the smoke and wan

dered amid fields of smoldering ruins also. As

far as he was able, that is. He followed every ex

pression of his master's face. He understood some

thing more than a mere dog should — of what was

in the air.



CHAPTER XXV

LEAVES FROM A DIARY

FRIDAY, 19th June.

Awoke from a sound slumber to hear the

birds about the eaves calling to one another.

Rose: 5:30. Breakfast as usual, coffee, rolls, noth

ing else, and no cut glass to worry about. I won

der what time he rises and what he has for break

fast ! But then — he is a rich man and silver and

cut glass are for such as he. How I detest him!

Him, more than anyone else, because he tries to act

the part of a saint ! Saints have all gone by, if ever

there were any. They were impossible beings with

hearts of stone. Somewhere I have heard the say

ing: " The Saints have hard hearts ! "

Did not see him to-day, or only at a distance.

Did not want to, anyhow. It will be rather bad for

him when — but I am not a hypocrite. When I

detest anyone I do it thoroughly, sincerely. When

I love — but I do not love anyone ! That is, no

one more than another. Sometimes I think this man

fears me ! Ah, Valerie, you are a cause of unrest to

the capitalist. His eyes tell it, his mouth — he has

a sensitive mouth! Ultra-refined and withal child

like — that is my impression. And by the way,

190
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what wonderful eyes you have — yes, you whom

I detest! For I can admire coloring and expres

sion even if I am not un maitre des arts ! I can ad

mire when a thing is worthy of admiration, even if

I am —?— only a poor mill-girl !

Do not fear me, O capitalist! I will not hurt

you — because I cannot ! But I can hurt that which

is dearest to you! I can smash, destroy all your

beautiful castles, your berthelets and your pictorial

palaces. " The weak things of this world hast thou

chosen to confound the strong ! " Where have I

heard that said?

Thou — chosen ! Who is the thou ? It is

strange; I cannot imagine, unless it is this imaginary

being whom fools reverence and wise men ignore.

Saturday, 20th.

Ah— where did I leave off — so abruptly?

Speaking about thou, was I not, little diary? You

are so good to feel with the clasp of one's fingers!

You can keep all my secrets. Men are of no value

when it comes to the keeping of a secret. But a

diary never reveals anything. When I am dead,

and my being has passed into everlasting nothing

ness, whose hand will turn these pages, whose eye

fathom the soul-secrets? Soul-secrets, for we have

to express a name for the power of reason. Soul,

then, although not in the sense — well, in the sense

in which the mill-agent understands it !

Soul — let us see —" the spiritual, rational and

immortal part in man—" !

" Immortal "— it says ! Let us see ! " The
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moral and emotional part of man's nature in distinc

tion from the intellect. An animating, separable,

surviving entity, the vehicle of individual personal

existence ! "

Ah —" separable ! " But, after dissolution,

where does this separable entity go ? Whither does

it betake itself ? For I have never seen it, never at

the bedside of the dying, never in the green and

quiet churchyard. They say that this soul leaves the

body after death. They say many things! But

show me one who has seen, and I will believe ! Such

a major part of man's nature could hardly be ex

pressionless in leaving its earthly tenement. If the

eyes have sight, the ears hearing, the hands feel

ing, why has not this soul some attribute whereby

men may recognize its presence?

Absurd ! I do not believe it. Some day we will

set the mill-agent to tearing his hair and abandon

ing all his pet schemes and projects: He will be

come aware of a few things that he does not know

at present. He has no time, because he is engaged

in counting over his gold !

How late it grows ! — Eugene — I rather like the

name, although I detest its owner. What's in a

name? But there is something in a name which one

despises, as in that which one loves! I suppose

Jacques Beranger loves the name Lisette, although

it sounds so much like Lizard! I suppose the old

savetier, Anselme, loves his name because it will be

on the casket when he is dead — from driving nails

and pounding !
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Sunday, 21st.

How abruptly I always leave off! But either

weariness or interruption comes upon me and thee,

little diary ! Shall I tell you — where I have been

to-night? How I stole in, beyond the portals of

the church — St. Basile — at the vesper hour ? It

was a queer performance. I stayed at the rear, all

through the sermon. The cure spoke of the Heart

of Christ, the Son of God. He spent a long time

detailing the accidents of this — heart. It sounded

very well, too. An even flow of language always

sounds well, and this man is gentle; I would vouch

safe so much. He is not one of the " hard hearts,"

although I detest his beliefs.

But — his voice had a wonderful effect on you,

Valerie. If you were not a pagan, I would have

said — on your soul ! For his voice cooed, dove-like

and fluttered about the feet of the great wooden

thing — Christ on the cross : It subdued something

within you. I don't know what it was. But it has

haunted you since. The closing words particularly:

For just the faintest possible whisper floated down

over the intense silence that was almost visible :

" My child ! Give Me thy heart ! My child !

Give Me thy heart! "

Monday, 22nd.

To-day— he brought in the book, as he promised.

It was too very amusant !

" Ideals in Art! " Ha! But—" Do not laugh,

Mademoiselle ! You hurt me ! "

I hurt you! Impossible, Monsieur! No one,
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least of all I can do that, for you and your money

are all-sufficient, one for the other. But— this

book:

"Thoughts on House Decoration!" Impossi

ble ! " House Decoration is almost synonymous

with civilization and certainly has been coextensive

with its development in the world."

What would Monsieur say, I wonder, if he knew

the truth about me? That I am —? But, it is

my secret. A secret is safe in one's own keeping.—

That I appreciate beauty, form, perhaps more than

he does? He believes that he educates me. Well,

we shall see ! It is one thing to be poor and aban

doned from fate — another from choice ! What

would Monsieur say, if he knew?

For I see pictures, sometimes, that he does not

see: I am sheltered from the storm beside a cheer

ful fire. I look out on the sea and catch the faint

outline of perilous coasts, the flickering beacons of

light-houses like lone stars. Or, when bright days

smile in summer, I feel the shadows drawing me to

the rural simplicity of the woods. Thoreau was

never more at home in the woods of Walden with his

pond of wild-fowl, the rough wooden shanty con

taining but a bed, chair, and writing-desk. Ah,

Monsieur, if you but knew !

Sometimes I believe I am an abnormal being, for

things draw me irresistibly to follow them. Only

hate keeps me back from — well, from loving Mon

sieur ! Mind, little diary, I do not mean love as
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these Christians mean it. But universal, brotherly

love.

Speaking of that book: " Pompeian Decoration,

anachronism incongruity. Style, fancy, color, treat

ment, motives ! " Ridiculous, the whole thing, when

one thinks of Blind Alley, for instance !

But I must leave off, for my eyes ache and — my

heart — perhaps, a little !

Wednesday, 24th.

Yesterday I did not write, for there was almost

too much to say. That is worse than too little, some

times.

Yesterday I had an experience. I went to see

Barbaric Poor Barbarie ! The girl has been mar

ried, once, twice, abandoned both times. They told

me that she had come back to die — of consump

tion. It is a fearful disease which takes one so

slowly and unmercifully. When I die I wish to go

quickly, unconsciously, into oblivion. It is like an

operation; one takes anaesthetic to overcome the

sense of pain. So, in dying, it should be the same

way. There is cruelty in leaving one to suffer. That

is what I believe.

But Barbarie. Home was a poor place, an up

stairs tenement of two miserable rooms. One

climbed the stairs with much difficulty.

A man's voice, speaking. I did not go in, for I

was somewhat surprised.

Through the half-opened door— this :

A young man in clerical garb,— how I hate those
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glaring collars ! — But an aristocrat, anyhow. His

face was particularly sweet — I had almost said

seraphic. There was just the right amount of col

oring, and I am an artiste!

He was speaking to the girl, who lay motionless

on a rude pallet; her head was turned away from

him; apparently she was determined to resist his

efforts.

" Barbarie, I have come to see if I can do some

thing for you ! "

No answer.

" You do not treat your company very well ! "

—" Comp'ny ! Gee ! I ain't had comp'ny fer a

long time! Yer the first one as has some yere

fer—"

She was evidently quite weak.

" Have you had anything to eat to-day? "

" Not since mornin' ! "

And then, wonderful to relate, the figure in black

with the odious collar, got up, searched around until

he found a couple of eggs and some milk, rolled up

his sleeves and beat them together. Then he held

the grateful liquid to the parched lips :

"God love yer!"

That is just what she said.

Then : " Barbarie, I want to do something more

for you. I want to prepare your — soul — (yes,

that was what he said — soul!) for its Creator.

You have done some wrong things, some very wrong

things! Will you let me help you? "

" Naw— yer can't do nuthin' fer me ! "
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" But I can ! I must. You must help yourself !

Promise me that when I come to-morrow —"

I didn't wait for the rest, but stole softly down

stairs. It was strange, the sensation. But some

thing made me abandon my former intention of vis

iting poor Barbaric For she seemed to have melted

to this man. It is strange, but I feel she has found

a friend at last.

Thursday, 11 P. M.

I am strangely moved. To-day I heard some

thing.

Barbarie is dead. She will no longer trouble

the drunken gang downstairs. When the man, Num

ber Two, comes home — in a day or a week, he will

find her missing. If he finds the cold body he will

not find any soul! But what am I saying? There

is no soul! He will not find the essence of life.

That will have passed into oblivion.

But Barbarie again. They say she was stricken

very suddenly. One of the girls downstairs ran for

— the aristocrat. He arrived in a few minutes, to

find her stone-cold. She had called wildly for him

to the last, they said. But when he came, she was

dead!

Of course his coming would have made no differ

ence, but these things give one a queer sensation

sometimes. Perhaps I have nerves! But— what

happened afterwards :

This man assembled all the denizens of the

wretched place; he led them up to the bedside and

showed them the dead girl. There was a singular
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collection, I believe. For some were half-drunk,

some two-thirds,— all were deeply abandoned to

almost every form of vice.

He did not preach. But he spoke, simply, they

said, and strong men wept.

It has moved me strangely. Queer, isn't it, lit

tle diary?

Well, Barbarie has passed into everlasting noth

ingness, as the rest of us shall, some day. But for

my part — not consumption ! I do not wish to lin

ger.

I wonder — what Monsieur Delpech — would

say!



CHAPTER XXVI

THE UPRISING OF LABOR

SEPTEMBER. The green foliage along the

river-banks was just tinged with the faintest

streaks of yellow and garnet. Already the

year began to die, even before the beautiful Indian

summer.

The giant dam, nine hundred feet in length and

thirty feet high was never so full, not in the memory

of the oldest inhabitant. The roar was deafening

as the boiling white foam dashed far out over the

smooth bosom of the river. To the west the blue

line wound serpent-like until it became lost to sight

amid the tall old mill-buildings.

There was a strange spirit of unrest in the air,

although the sky was clear and the sun shone mildly

over the city.

Eugene Delpech sat at his desk. Every now and

then he cast an anxious glance toward the vast rooms

beyond. Everything was all right so far, for the

machines ground along steadily.

He was thinking about Valerie; she had not

worked in the mill since the shut-down a month be

fore. He did not know why, or what she was doing

now ; he had been miserable for days for this reason.
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It was strange that with so many other girls of his

own station in life, so many pretty faces, so many

charming individualities, he should cling to the

thought of her ! But he did cling to it.

But suddenly, in the midst of his meditations, he

became aware of something. He was startled; his

face, always pale, grew paler.

A dull gradual decrease in the volume of sound

from the machines. It grew more and more pro

nounced. It was not imagination. Slow and slower

came the vibrations and died away at the last in a

groan.

The overseer of the carding room appeared in the

doorway. His expression was one of bewilderment,

of distress.

" Monsieur ! There is trouble, I fear ! Come and

speak to them! I am helpless! There is some

thing—"

Eugene went toward the door and stood rigid. A

throng of angry excited workmen filed along in dis

orderly fashion, without apparent leadership.

Groans, hisses, fearful imprecations filled the air.

Then a group of girls and women with their wraps

and lunch-boxes in their hands. They followed

after the men; they were terrified, but dared not do

otherwise.

Below, in the yard, a mob of people had congre

gated. Where they had come from, or how they

had assembled in so short a time, was not to be con

jectured.
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The mill-agent watched them from the window.

They filed out beyond the gates and into the street.

They were a motley cosmopolitan crowd, mostly

foreigners. Eugene picked out one man who stood

near the gates. He had never seen the fellow before

to his knowledge, but he was a sample of the an

archist. Tall, very tall and lanky, and stooped a

little at the shoulders; upon his head sat most un

gracefully a rough stocking-cap of gray wool. A

long yellow clay pipe protruded from one pocket.

His face was vacant, stolid, but he gesticulated and

shouted with the rest.

Eugene walked through the vast sorting-room.

Everything was silent, deserted.

Without in the street there was no apparent dis

order. A squad of police had appeared as if by

magic and were dispersed at intervals along the lines

of the strikers.

Down the narrow streets that were hedged in by

gray and wormy old tenements, ill-garbed women

stood in doorways or sat on steps or hung out of un

tidy windows with arms folded. Children shrieked

with grown men and tiny babes crawled along in the

way of everybody.

There were all shades and types of faces, from the

black skinned Turk to the pale Polander or the na

tive of Hungary.

Across the fields the doorways and steps of the

little Syrian church was crowded with a motley group.

There might have been representatives of thirty dif
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ferent nationalities in the entire collection. The

house of peace — and just without the door, all was

tumult, discord, hatred!

From the mill-windows Eugene saw everything,

and his heart sank in his breast. He saw the tall

black-whiskered individual in the center of the street

just below, addressing the people. And he saw —

something more — something that made his heart

almost stop beating and his lips grow whiter.

Just across the street, behind the church, was a va

cant lot. Here a separate little mob had gathered.

And in the midst of them, urging them on, with arms

uplifted, stood a slight girl ! Eugene could not see

her clearly, for it was too far away. But he did

not need to see, for in a flash he knew that it was

Valerie.

All the light seemed to die, as it were, out of his

very soul. He looked unconsciously toward the blue

heavens that shrank away from earth. So far away,

and yet not farther than the infinite space between

him and — her !

The noise, the cries, the sound of footsteps, all

died away in the tremendous realization that came

suddenly to the young man's soul.

He loved this girl.

He loved her, but vainly, for between them there

was a vast impregnable chasm that daily, hourly

grew wider.

He looked out over the surging mass of human

forms below, down the street, out across the blue
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river. He saw the great worsted mills of one of

the big corporations, the largest in the world, 1490!

feet in length, stretching away beyond his vision.

The windows were all blurred together; there was

nothing but a mass of red bricks, no division, but

just an indistinguishable blot of color. Hideous

color, too, for it was this color which she wore in

her dark hair, this color which meant faith, hope,

religion to her, but which he knew to be ac

cursed.

" Oh, Valerie ! " he groaned. " If you but knew

what I know now — would this have happened ?

But yes,— it would — you have come into my life

only to be a curse to me, as you have been to others !

For you are leading them astray, and no one can

show you the folly of your teachings ! "

There was nothing to be done about the strike.

After a short conference with the overseers, Eugene

took his hat and went out. The chauffeur was wait

ing, but he shook his head and walked away silently.

Taking a circuitous route he made his way across

the street with coat-collar turned up and hat pulled

low over his eyes. Not one in a hundred people

knew him by sight, anyway. His name — they knew

that well enough.

He cut across the field and came out directly in

front of the little knot of men in the center of which

the girl stood. She was speaking, rapidly, vehe

mently. He could not understand a word, for she

spoke in Italian.
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Once in awhile, however, he did catch a word:

" Padrone." From his knowledge of other lan

guages and from the inflection of the accent he knew

that it was " Master," or in the vernacular, " Boss."

She was telling them about this padrone ; that meant

— him!

He stood perfectly still and looked on miserably.

She did not see him, but three or four of the men

nearest drew back at sight of the American in the

faultless suit of clothes. They did not recognize

him, however, or there might have been trou

ble.

Valerie looked more lovely than ever to-day, her

dark olive skin lit up by those wonderful flashing

eyes, just the faintest type of the southern European

about her.

He looked at her with his whole soul concentrated

in the look. She was just concluding her discourse.

There must have been a sort of magnetism in the

look, for suddenly she became aware of it, and

turned toward him.

Her eyes rested for a moment full on his face.

She was plainly startled, but recovered her poise

admirably. Then she stared down defiantly into his

eyes, which said as plainly as eyes could:

" Why have you done this? "

He read the answer to his unconscious question :

"You know why! You are the why! You —

and now you ask me!

" Because I hate you, and your kind ! That is

why! "
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With a slight wave of her white hand she dis

persed the men.

The next moment they stood facing one another,

alone.

" M'sieu' ! — I am tired of this ! If you are a

gentleman, cease following me. Leave me alone.

I haven't hurt you — yet— have I ? "

He was silent; he was too miserable to speak,

with those wonderful eyes piercing, as it were, his

very soul.

But she expected something. It was foolish to

stand there like a dumb thing, if he had anything

to say.

" Mademoiselle ! I should be sorry to see you

come to any harm, and I foresee that if you con

tinue on your present course you may find yourself

a prisoner of the law. I should be sorry for that,

Mademoiselle ! "

."Yes? You expect me to believe it? I have not

said — that I do ! Why should I ? Perhaps you

would, for Christians love their enemies, I believe!

At least, I have heard so. And, if that is true, then

you love me ! " She laughed, a little rippling peal

of laughter.

The sound was like a sword cutting the very soul

of the man,— but good God ! She spoke the truth,

although she spoke lightly. He did love her, al

though in a far different sense from that which her

meaning conveyed. He loved her, he was begin

ning to think, madly.

" Yes, Mademoiselle, I —"
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He had nearly made a bad blunder. It was

ridiculous to think of telling his love. He would

only succeed in making a fool of himself.

He saw that his only safety, for the present, at

least, lay in flight.

So he lifted his hat and turned away.



CHAPTER XXVII

WHAT WAS IN THE AIR

EARLY the next morning, before half past five,

pickets were stationed in the mill districts;

gradually an unbroken line was formed until

it numbered at least five hundred strikers.

Headed by a tall dark stranger — the same

whom Eugene had seen the day before in the street

—' they marched up and down the principal thor

oughfares, shouting as they went. All the notorious

anarchists in town were out, the tramps and loafers

as well as the mill-workers.

Jacques Beranger was in his glory. He headed

a small squad of redoubtables, including old Chris-

tophe Ducarel, Antoine Pasteur and a number of the

other famous characters who infested the Tavern

night after night.

Every morning at the same early hour the pa

rade was in line. On the second day there was a

notable addition to the ranks, an old gray-headed

man, the Savetier, Anselme Moncreiff. He was a

familiar figure in that part of the city, and people

wondered when they saw him following on behind

the rest.

The citizens were aroused to high pitch of indig

nation. It was not pleasant to be disturbed so early
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every morning by the mad yelling of hundreds of

shrill voices, to listen to the ceaseless thumping of

hundreds of feet on the street and pavements.

A complaint was made, accordingly, and the po

lice interposed. The parades in the early morning

were ordered to be discontinued.

The command was disregarded, however, and the

following morning found the marchers in line with

the same order as before.

Jacques Beranger was not sufficiently intelligent

to be prudent. He had gradually forced his way to

the front and was marching directly beneath the red

banner which bore the inscription : " No God ! No

Master ! "

On both sides of the street police were stationed

at regular intervals. Jacques suddenly became aware

of their unsolicited presence, and it hurt his feelings

considerably.

The police were in league with capitalism. They

were a menace to freedom and therefore they should

be removed. Easier said than done. Jacques him

self was not able to remove them. If only now,

for instance, they might be collected into some con

venient spot and fastened in securely, and a little

stick of dynamite applied to the entire collection,

there would be fireworks enough for the most pa

triotic of citizens and a dangerous pest disposed of

into the bargain.

But that was impracticable. Jacques might have

ideas, but he lacked the power of executing them,

unfortunately.
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He hated the police. He looked from one erect

somber blue-coated figure to another. The more he

looked, the more excited he became. There were

fireworks inside his ragged vest as vivacious as any

imaginary ones he could conjure up.

He suddenly conceived a brilliant idea.

Here was a chance to distinguish himself in the

eyes of the hundreds who trudged along shouting.

Back in the crowd that straggled along the side

walks, he did not see a thin, haggard woman with

a red shawl over her unkempt hair. He did not

see the golden-haired, blue-eyed child she held by the

hand, a hungry child to judge by her looks, and with

two feverish little spots burning in each white cheek.

He saw only the gray helmets and blue coats, the

brass buttons shining and the gilt stripes across the

sleeves. They set his soul on fire.

He crossed the street deliberately and pointed his

finger with a mocking gesture at the nearest blue-

coat.

There was a slight stir in the ranks of the strik

ers.

On the opposite side of the street, diagonally,

Jacques sighted the second officer. He crossed the

street again and repeated his insult a second time.

Three, four times he crossed in like manner farther

along the line. It looked as if no one dared to ar

rest this outrager of the law.

In the rear of the procession the Superintendent

of Police followed in his buggy. He was a for

midable figure to all wrong-doers. Slowly, deliber
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ately he turned out to the side of the road and

gradually drew near to the man in the ragged stock

ing-cap.

Jacques was not aware of anything; he was

startled, terrified to hear a sudden loud yell in his

ear.

" Arrest this fellow ! "

There was no time to plead for mercy. The next

moment he found himself being escorted between

two burly policemen toward — where, he shuddered

to think.

Valerie stood on the street-corner with Delphine

Bouille and a couple of the men. She had seen the

whole proceedings and her dark eyes flashed like

fire.

She recognized Jacques Beranger. For a moment

she was startled. Then her mood changed to one

of extreme bitterness toward the officers of the law.

She remembered the miserable, loathsome dwelling

from which the man had come — here. He had

come from a bare cupboard, from a bare table, with

empty stomach, to fight for bread ! They might call

him lazy, shiftless, but where was the incentive to

work? Odds, fearful odds were ranged against

him, and he had probably lost heart, long ago !

He had come to fight for a mere scrubby living,

for the very breath of life and nothing more ! And

now, because he lifted his hand and opened his mouth

to protest, he was hauled up suddenly, hustled away

out of sight and hearing!

A woman's shriek pierced the unquiet air.
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A haggard figure wrapped loosely about in a tat

tered red shawl and dragging by the hand a frail

child dashed across the road.

" He is my husband ! For the love — of—

God— !"

The words sounded strangely familiar to the girl.

It was the poor creature, Lisette.

Now that Jacques, good-for-nothing as he was,

had been taken away — what would she do ? There

were bills to pay, the rent of the miserable home,

the grocer, the milkman,—

It was a tragic moment.

Rough hands, although not unkindly, pulled the

woman back to the side of the road. But she was

possessed of a seemingly supernatural strength. She

broke loose, and forgetful of the child, ran madly

through the crowd.

" They have taken my husband away ! — There

is — can be — no Heaven, no God ! — No God !

No Master! Arise, Slaves of the World! "

She was hysterical, but she knew what she said.

With her worn hand she grasped a fragment of the

red banner which floated just in front. She waved it

proudly.

On the sidewalk the little Ninon wailed bitterly,

but the mother did not heed her. It was a tragic

moment.

Valerie looking on, trembled with the fear of im

pending trouble.



CHAPTER XXVIII

A STRATAGEM

"^JT THY do you always work against me? "

\/ The words rang in the ears of the

* ^ girl Socialiste. In the midst of all the

turmoil and confusion she heard nothing else, no

noise of the hundreds of feet tramping, no shouts

or cries of the infuriated mob.

How it would all end she did not know. Would

harm come to — him — and if so, would she be

sorry? For after all he had treated her kindly.

She marched at the head of the parade, each arm

linked in that of a poor foreign worker. Once when

she looked back she caught sight of Anselme, the

old cobbler. He limped along stiffly, waving a red

flag like the rest. His hat had been lost in the dust

somewhere, and the wind tossed his snow-white

hair.

She did not see Lisette, but she knew that the

poor creature was there somewhere in the uneven

mass. The girl could not forget the tragedy of her

face when she ran into the street with that frenzied

cry.

Invariably she came back to the thought of

Eugene. She wondered where he was just now, and

whether he thought of her.
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She had begged him to leave her alone, to cease

following her: " M'sieu' ! — if you are a gentle

man, leave me alone ! I haven't hurt you — yet! "

Monsieur Delpech was very insecure if he but

knew the truth about it. Very, for these men were

bent on destruction, lawlessness. No power on earth

could stop them now.

" I haven't hurt you yet, M'sieu' ! " No, but he

was going to be hurt unless something unforeseen

happened right away. Even then she could hear

the syllables of his name, mingled with the names of

other agents and mill-owners.

If Monsieur came to any hurt then she would be

partly to blame ! He had said that he would be

sorry if harm came to her. Maybe he would, may

be he wouldn't! He was still a crafty capitalist in

spite of his fine eyes and velvet manners.

Perhaps he really meant what he said. But she

was not afraid of the law. It was but an institu

tion of capitalism and sure to tumble down in the

general crash that was coming.

Valerie was a soldier, more, a little general so

far as directing her riotous army went. She had

followed the plans of the leaders perfectly and with

out a single mistake, marching this way and that,

now making an unexpected turn, now halting to de

liver words of encouragement.

Her heart was on her lips as she spoke to them,

but the heart is a fickle organ. In an unguarded

moment it can be overtaken by an opposing force and

wholly ensnared and captivated.
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They had come to the foot of a steep incline and

halted for a moment.

Valerie did not know what was coming next until

she heard a cry:

"To the Mill-Agent's house ! Where is it?

Burn, tear, storm him out! He has refused to lis

ten to our just demands ! "

The police, anticipating nothing beyond a mere

parade, had fallen behind. Consequently the cry

did not reach their ears.

Valerie felt a choking sensation in her throat.

What was this? Violence at last?

Monsieur was in grave danger at the hands of

these desperate men. A shot could be easily fired

and no one might be directly accused in the mob ; a

sally could be made in through the doors and Mon

sieur might be ripped up with a little Turkish knife,

the marching line resumed and no one be the wiser

as to the perpetrator of the act.

A score of " might-bes " presented themselves to

the girl, causing the perspiration to gather in cold

drops on her brow. All her former stolidity gave

way before the appalling situation that faced

M'sieu' ! He was a mill-agent, a capitalist, but he

was a man! He had a heart as well as she. A

very warm, impulsive heart, to judge by the depths

of his velvet-brown eyes. Perhaps it was those eyes

that pleaded strongest of all for him in his hour of

need!

Perhaps he had a mother, a sister, someone who
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loved him more than the money which he could not

carry with him into an early grave !

Monsieur Delpech had often looked down into

her eyes with eyes of wonderful softness, so true, so

brave, so strong,— although she cared nothing about

them !

She thought of him as she saw him that first

night when he had passed by Madame Noel's little

garden and stopped to wonder at the flowers. He

was so tall, so straight, so manly that night, although

since then the charm had died out, leaving only a

sting behind. But he had won her girlish admira

tion as Lancelot won the Lily Maid Elaine, only to

be despoiled of his knightly splendor when some busy

voice whispered:

" The man is a capitalist — an oppressor! "

But her reverie came to an abrupt end at the sound

of her name.

" M'slle ! Lead the way to M'sieu' Delpech's

house. You must know the road ! "

Valerie passed her hand rapidly over her brow as

if to blot out some horrible vision.

She saw two pictures flash in mid-air as vividly

as if a screen had been thrown across the path.

One was: M'sieu'— dying, with an ugly little

cut in his shoulder, curved like a sickle that mows

into the ripe crops. She saw the velvet eyes unclose

and fasten upon her a look of something — terri

ble, although it was forgiveness too ! She shuddered

and passed her hand a second time over her brow.
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The other picture was — the dying outcast,

Barbarie, whom she sometimes saw in troubled

dreams by night:

" God love yer!"

God — if there was one — would be shocked to

look down on such a scene of hatred and strife. The

mill-agent's — God ! For Valerie's god was Rea

son and Right.

And now — these two powers seemed to have be

come perverted, to be turned against her, for Rea

son cried out:

" You will suffer for your part in this thing,

Mademoiselle! It is a terrible thing to influence

the human heart to discord and possible bloodshed ! "

And Right:

" An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth ! If

you aid in this unholy plot, Mademoiselle, something

evil will happen ; something sinister will come ! "

And another power which Valerie could not ana

lyze, cried out above all the rest:

" You will not do this thing, Mademoiselle,— you

cannot, for you — love him ! "

" It is a lie ! " she retorted fiercely to her unquiet

heart. " I hate him ! "

"You hate him then! But you will save his

life!"

All the while they marched steadily up the hill.

Valerie could see the white turrets of the mill-

agent's beautiful estate.

" God ! Let him not be in sight ! " ' n •
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A coachman in livery was standing just outside

the gate.

The girl did not flinch. She said:

" Can you tell me the way to Monsieur Delpech's

house? "

So her lips said, but her eyes flashed a different

message.

The man although he was no more than ordi

narily intelligent understood. For they said to him :

"Don't tell the truth! If you do — M'sieu' is

lost!"

" Keep right on over the hill and down, Made

moiselle ! Then take the first left second right third

left and you will find the place with no trouble at

all!"

"Merci!"

The whole procession swerved suddenly toward

the declivity of the hill and a few moments after

wards was lost to sight.

A small ragged urchin ran along beside the crim

son banner. The girl pulled him over and said

something in French. The others could not under

stand, for they were mostly Syrians, Italians and

Poles.

" Go back to the house where the coachman stood

and tell M'sieu' Delpech there is danger for him if

he is not guarded well! "

She slipped a coin into the dingy palm and the

boy ran off. '

Valerie forgot all about Monsieur a moment
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afterward, for a sudden clap of thunder and a vivid

flash of lightning crossed the heavens. Almost im

mediately the rain began to descend in great drops

like hailstones, and the ranks of the strikers broke,

scattering in every direction.

Valerie could not follow the boy in spirit to Mon

sieur's house. She could not see Eugene standing

pale and rigid in the hallway while the message was

delivered :

"Who sent you?"

" A girl, with big black eyes ! "

When the boy had gone, Eugene walked calmly

to the telephone and called up the police. It was

arranged to have the house well guarded for a cou

ple of nights, although perhaps the worst of the

excitement had passed.

He walked calmly but he was not calm. His soul

was all alight with wonder and amazement:

A girl — with big black eyes !

She — had sent the boy ! To save his life !



CHAPTER XXIX

madame noel's garden

HE night-wind sighed among the bells of

flowers. It tossed the dark curls back

JL from the low white forehead of the girl

Socialiste.

It all seemed so like a hideous nightmare, the

cries resounding through the peaceful morning air,

the tramp of heavy feet, the parade, the arrest of

Jacques Beranger, the woman who ran through the

mob with a red shawl about her head. The march

up the hill, past the mill-agent's house, the sending

of the message — to save his life. The terrible

thunderstorm which uprooted trees and tore the

roofs from several houses, without however injur

ing anyone.

Why had she sent the boy? For she had been

waiting for just such a day and hour since she first

came to this place.

What would the men say if they knew what she

had done? She was no coward, but in all proba

bility no one would ever know, unless she chose to

Why had she sent the boy? Was it a wild unac

countable impulse which moved her before she had

 

tell.
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time to resist? Was it some other reason, and if

so,— what ?

Within the little ivy-covered cottage, all was

silence, peace. A lone flickering light shone from

the kitchen window where the candle was waiting

for Valerie to come in. Silence everywhere. Up

stairs Madame Noel slept the sleep of the just.

The stars glittered in the dark sky like watchful

lamps. The round moon rocked and shed a silver

ray far down the garden path to where the lone girl

stood. The crickets chirped in the swampy meadows

round about; the sound was almost lost in the great

ness of the world.

So far as life or motion went, Valerie might have

been the one solitary inhabitant of earth. She felt

a sudden sense of awe creep over her.

It was a wonderful earth !

Wonderful — to have happened by mere chance !

In the natural order, things had to be carefully

planned ; some hand, some mind had to conceive the

idea and then carry it out. Houses did not spring

up out of the ground— they were conceived and

built by the craft of man, an intellectual and rational

being, according to his will.

Who built the heavens and hung the moon far up

to illumine the world by night? Who distributed

the stars and gave to each its proper sphere? Who

commanded the winds when they shook out their re

freshing mantles after the glare and heat of the

day?
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Valerie glanced back almost as one guilty to the

little window where Madame lay with peaceful up

turned face. Madame's life had been all peace, all

calmness so far as this tempestuous life might be

calm and peaceful. She had never been shaken as

this frail girl was shaken, with fiery emotion

stronger than the strength of the night-wind! Ma

dame loved the girl. She would hardly have slept

had she known that Valerie loitered in the garden

at such an untimely hour. Even the flowers who

lived out of doors, whose frail strength was, after

all, greater than the strength of this young girl, had

gone to rest. But Madame slept sound.

Valerie turned away. She was glad to be alone.

Why—?

She would have felt guilty to know that anyone

could read her thoughts. She who had studied and

believed, and told the poor people : " There is no

God! "

She walked slowly down the path of flowers.

Far away from the noise and strife the flowers-

slept in the silver light of the moon; they nodded,

one to another, in their dreams.

The girl felt a great throb of something akin to

pain. She loved them so, but now, in the perfect

stillness, they made her think of a world of death.

By the anchor bed of humble mignonette Valerie

paused a long time. Madame was very generous

and tender of heart. This bed was in memory of

the sailors who labored far out on the ocean and
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had no loved one behind on shore to pray for them.

Just beyond a miniature field of Shirley poppies.

Never were more soft and pleasing shades. Ma

dame was a gardener by intuition; she knew how to

cover the seed just so lightly and to firm the soil

with a flat board. She had made sure to sprinkle

sandy loam with the richer earth to produce the

best flowers. The crimson faces represented the

toilers who worked beneath the raging fires of the

mill-furnaces; they represented the very life-blood of

the working-class.

Then beds of double English daisies. They

were pale yellow and stood for the gentle sufferers

who languished in hospitals all over the world.

About the cottage door hollyhocks leaned and

jostled one another. There were all varieties of

them, apple-blossom, bluish-white, carmine, lemon,

dark maroon, violet purple. In the still noontides

the bees and birds made merry about the vines and

often kept Madame indoors for fear of disturbing

them.

In tubs at either side of the door were water-lilies,

pure white, for the memory of little children. And,

down by the gate Chinese bell-flowers, purple as the

sky just after the sunset — these last were for the

poor pagans in far-off impenetrable countries.

Valerie completed the circuit of flowers and came

back to the gate over which the purple bells leaned

and swung silently.

Madame, it was true, had planted and nurtured

these wonderful, wistful, fragrant little things, but
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she had first had something to work with. There

was a tiny seed; it came from last year's blossom,

then a seed before that, and so on, but always some

thing, and somewhere — a beginning. Who had

made the beginning? Who had dropped the first

seed or sunk the first shoot into the brown earth?

The night-wind rose a little higher. It rattled

the boughs of the trees that protected the repose

of the flowers. There seemed to be a strange stir

over everything.

And then, down the moonlit street, a step sounded,

drew nearer.

The girl drew back hastily, and was lost in the

shadow of a great bush.

A figure with the moonlight on its face:

It was Eugene. He had been unable to rest after

the excitement of the morning. He had come back

to the spot which was drawing his heart, where he

had first seen the girl who had so powerfully aroused

his interest and admiration and finally — but the girl

who had caused much of the tumult and disorder.

He saw only an empty garden. The flowers

counted nothing to-night.

He leaned over the gate where a moment before

she had leaned, and took off his hat. She could see

the fine contour of his head and the dark brown hair

rippling in the wind.

How long he remained thus she could never tell,

for time is lost in events like this. But she remem

bered that at the last he lifted up one of the pur

ple bells as if to caress it.
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Then he put on his hat and turned away.

When his fine form was quite lost in the dim

ness, Valerie stole over to the gate and touched it.

How strange that it seemed like a magnetic thing!

There was the very blossom which he had lifted.

She reached out suddenly and broke it off.

Why had he come here ? — But she knew why !

Only it was no use to expect anything from her.

She had saved him once; the next time he must look

out for himself!

She did not throw the flower away, but after a mo

ment hid it in her bosom.

Then she retraced her steps, for it was growing

late and the world was sleeping.

" Monsieur, I have done a good deed for you !

I cannot tell you why, only it is the last time ! So

— beware ! And — if I have saved you from —

anything — remember — it was not for love ! "

A low sigh from the garden, as if the flowers

whispered:

"You speak falsely, Mademoiselle! For hate

does not do good deeds. And, in spite of what

you believe, of what you say — you love — this

man! "



CHAPTER XXX

THE GATES OF THE CITY

BUSINESS took Eugene to New York for a

day and a night. It eased him somewhat

to be away from the scene of disorder for a

brief space. And it gave him time and space to

think of Valerie. She was uppermost in his mind,

and he could not get rid of her image.

It was a beautiful autumn evening as he sauntered

down along the piers of the North River. The

sun was just setting in a sky of cloudless sapphire.

No wind disturbed the white dust of the street, and

the majestic Hudson lay unruffled with barely the

slightest heaving of its foam-flecked bosom.

Behind him stretched the never-ending line of

sky-scrapers. With a single sweep of his eye he

could trace them from Pier number 13 back to the

Produce Exchange. He counted them all,— the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, the World Dome,

Park Row, Bank of Commerce, the Equitable with

its awful memories of the fire-fiend not quite two

years before; the American Surety, Manhattan Life,

Standard Oil, Bowling Green, and so on. A lordly

sight, one would say, and well-calculated to inspire

the visitor who beheld it for the first time.

335
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Toward the north, for fifteen miles, stretched the

city, one of the most queenly of all the world. To

the south the bay glittered in the waves of the sun

set, and beyond, the distant towers of Staten Island.

Not alone was it a wonderful city because of its

area, the largest in the world, and in population ex

ceeded only by one other. But the boroughs were

linked together by the grandest of suspension bridges

and intersected by the most extensive of subway sys

tems.

Eugene thought of the Great White Way — the

longest street in the entire world, of the marvels

wrought by electricity every night, of the wonderful

system of parks, the gigantic office buildings whose

foundations sank so deep toward the earth's center

and whose rooftops seemed to touch the very

heavens.

He thought of the great steamships which made

this mighty metropolis their port, of the luxurious

mansions, costly and beautiful almost past belief,

of the magnificent hotels and apartments, adding

magnificence to magnificence!

And the activities of the city — no less wonderful

to recall ! He thought of the Post Office which han

dled on an average of ten million pieces of mail

matter every day, of the surface cars which carried

four hundred and fifty-two million passengers in a

year, of the Stock Exchange in which above three

million shares of stock changed hands in a single day !

He thought of the underground railroads, viaducts,

bridges, tunnels, terminals and piers,— until it be
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came almost too much for his brain to contemplate.

The wonder of it all,— and all the work of man!

And then,— for he was weary after the excite

ment of a few days before,— he turned his face

away from all the grandeur and turmoil, into the nar

row street.

Narrow, not however, compared with most

streets, for it admitted of passage to every form of

conveyance known. But, compared with the vast

area over beyond, it was but as a ridge of foam on

the ocean's edge.

Here and there the clanging of the motorman's

bell awoke discordant echoes from the rough cobble

stones, mingled with the hoarse cries of the one sur

viving horse-car line, the Belt Line, which appeared

quaint and odd in the present day. Long unwaver

ing lines of trucks passed slowly, for hurry is impos

sible here,— express wagons, automobiles, carriages,

— everything under the sun, until one could fancy

himself to be living in the days of King Solomon,

and so on down through the ages,— nothing new,

nothing old, for the world changed little, whatever

people said. Fashions came and went and reap

peared to be considered quite new and unique, but

" there is nothing new under the sun," just as there

is nothing lasting.

» Eugene gazed out beyond the confusion and the

noise, which, however, was less confusing and less

noisy than the rush of the upper world which he had

left a few moments before.

There- was a sea of faces around him, but they
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were not unfriendly. It is something to be alone in

a great city, something to feel that within perhaps

an hour of you there is not a living soul who has

ever heard your name or cares about your existence.

But — it is something, too, to feel that these men

are your brothers,— here and there you catch a faint,

far-off it may be — gleam, but unmistakable.

A whiff of the sea came to the young man's nos

trils. He was too far off to hear those sounds which

even as a child had thrilled his entire being, the

soft lapping of innocent water, which was after all

— innocent? For the great statue out there in the

purple bay might tell of many ghastly scenes — if

it would — but its marble lips are sealed forever.

And its mission was not to speak, but to uplift in its

mighty arm the torch which was a beacon light to

mariners.

He turned his face to the sea and its calm beauty,

not like the beauty of earth, for this was God's

handiwork, and its beauty remained untouched by

time or decay. Here was one thing which man, lit

tle insignificant being, with all his presumption,

might never undertake, to chain this mighty ocean

to his wrist and lead it whither he would ! For of

all creation, this was His Who formed it before He

formed man and Who said: " Hitherto shalt thou

come and no further ! "

Just beyond Eugene was the pier where an ocean

liner stood ready for her long voyage across the

seas,— the Mediterranean and its unspeakable his
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torles. For a moment it almost broke his heart.

Was it homesickness? No, not that, for America

was his country. But his artist soul longed to re

pose in the ruined beauty and splendor of ancient

Greece and Rome. And he wished with all his

heart that when the great monster broke through

the resistless waves, he might be standing at the

prow, with face turned toward the Eternal City

which he had never seen save only in his dream.

The thought of Valerie rudely recalled him.

Where was she now? What was she doing?

Why had she come into his life ? Why at least had

he not been given the power to save her from the

darkness and error of her ways ? And — why had

he been allowed to nurture a deep and secret love

which could never be requited? Was his love-story

to be like that of so many others, merely a broken

ghost of happiness never to be?

What would have been the outcome had fortune

smiled upon him?

It was natural that there should come a time in

a man's life when he stands face to face and very

close to his destiny.

The magic words :

" Do you love me ? "

Then would follow an all too brief period of

ecstasy, of helplessness, of awe at the realization that

a beautiful girl loved you alone, you of all the other

men on earth !

But — the dream, the ecstasy had vanished.
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Leaning over the edge of a wooden pier Eugene

pondered deeply on the mystery of his unfathomable

unrequited love.

He was an artist ; artists are impulsive oftentimes.

Things appeal to them all of a sudden, things awaken

extraordinary interest; things vanish in a moment

also.

Eugene could never forget Valerie. But now, in

a flash of reasoning he made up his mind that he

would forget her. He must forget her, for several

grave reasons.

Number one: She was not a Christian; she

would never be one. All persuasion, all reasoning,

all pleading was powerless to alter her opinions.

Number two: She was a dangerous menace to

his plans for the betterment of his poor employees

and had encouraged them in unlawful acts and prac

tices.

Number three : She did not love him ! Perhaps

there was someone else, some atheist, some anarchist

whom she loved, perhaps there was no one. But she

did not love him !

An overpowering impulse came over him. He

drew out a pad and pencil from his pocket and wrote

rapidly.

"Mademoiselle:

" You have saved my life. From the bottom of my heart

I thank you. I am unable to requite so great a service.

There is only one thing which I could give, but that gift

is not acceptable.
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" What that gift is you must know, Mademoiselle.

Therefore it needs no explanation.

" I will not trouble you again with my words or my

presence. I have always meant to be 'a gentleman.' I

will cease following you. God pity you, Mademoiselle!

" Again I say — Thank you.

" Eugene Delpech."

He folded the slip of paper carefully in his memo

randum book, slipped it within his coat and turned

away from the pier.

He walked down by the long rows of stalls where

the piles of gayly-colored fruit blurred into one in

distinguishable hue before his eyes,— where he met

no one, saw no faces, although many passed by.

He stood on the deck of the steamboat which was

to carry him to the other side.— Far to the south

the great statue rose up out of the water. Steam

ers passed by in the far distance leaving a trail of

gold on the sea. Little black tugs cut the water all

about him and sent the foam in billows to his very

feet. On the northern hills the three towers of the

great monastery stood like sentinels; he could fancy

that he heard the big bell booming above the boom

ing of the surf. He saw the quiet fields and dim-lit

choir, and for a moment almost envied the hidden

souls who prayed and labored far from the toils

of earthly loves.

But only for a moment. Then he remembered

his mission.

Valerie vanished as if she had never lived and

come across his path.
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He saw the leaping fires of the factories, and thou

sands of toil-worn hands stretched out to him. And

in the moaning of the restless sea he heard a voice :

" He hath dispersed abroad; he hath given to the

poor : his justice remaineth forever ! "



CHAPTER XXXI

YONDER IMAGE

" EPTEMBER 3 1st.

" At last I am free to sit down for a quiet

little soul-reverie. I will have it soul! But

you, little Diary, will not misconstrue my meaning.

" I believe I shall write a whole composition to

night, for I am in just the right mood exactly.

"Where to begin? At the foot of the ladder

and work upwards ? No,— lest like Jacob's ladder

of old, mine should prove to be a dream-ascent, and

on the heights I find only tinsel, paper angels like

those they hang on Christmas trees for the children.

— Christmas — that name carries something with it

that makes me forgive it its true meaning. No; I

shall begin at the top and descend, if necessary, from

the sublime to the ordinary.

" I have been reading a little to-day : ' The

Great Stone Face.' A simple theme, and yet mas

terful. For a thing which moves men to this emo

tion or that must be a masterpiece. I believe I can

endure wretched things better than common things.

So it is that I can admire a masterpiece.

"What was that? —'The Poet's Confession to

Ernest.'

233
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" ' My poems have a strain of the Divinity. You

can hear in them the far-off echo of a heavenly song.

But my life has not corresponded with my thought.

I have had grand dreams, but they have been only

dreams, because I have lived, and that too by my

own choice — among poor and mean realities.

Sometimes even — shall I dare say it — I lack faith

in the grandeur, the beauty and the goodness which

my own works are said to have made more evident

in nature and in human life. Why, then, pure

seeker of the good and true, shouldst thou hope to

find me in yonder Image of the Divine? '

" I like that immensely, all but the divinity part.

That I have no patience with. It makes me sober

to read such thoughts as this: 'My life has not

corresponded with my thought.' Life apart from

this necessary correspondence is, must be, a

farce.

" I like that description of the Great Stone Face.

' All the features were noble, the expression at once

grand and sweet, as if it were the glow of a vast

warm heart that embraced all mankind in its affec

tions, and had room for more.'

" You do not find many real hearts in the world

like this. Not any, perhaps. I believe I am grow

ing cynical. Only the other day a man, an intelli

gent man, said to me :

" ' Mademoiselle, I do not trust anyone now

adays unless I know him! ' Has indeed the world

come to this ?
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" Every now and then my fancies drift back to

the Great Stone Face.

" ' When the toil of the day was over, the little

boy, Ernest, would gaze on it for hours.'

" Every day is, must be, a toilsome day. Why

should one have to bear so many and such toils if

the endurance is for nothing, is to go unrequited?

I am in a strange mood to-night, to doubt my own

theories.

" I have determined to adopt a few maxims :

One is this:

" I will not be too narrow nor too broad-minded.

— And yet everything tends to make one narrow

in his conception of life. If I were to leave one

message to the world I would say: 'Be kind!'

For men are frozen by cold looks, cold glances.

Do not smile one day and be stolid the next. Do

not talk on one occasion and be silent the next. Be

even in temperament, then people will not fear you.

Many will not seek counsel, will not ask favors,

will not share confidences for fear of being repulsed.

If you have a friend — mind, by friend, I mean the

real meaning of the term — and he loves you with

a spirit of self-sacrifice, do not seek to replace him

by a new face, a new voice, a character who may

have had superior advantages. For advantages do

not make the man, but a man may sometimes spring

from no advantages. If after sacrifices on your

part, you find no or little correspondence on the part

of your friend, retain enough of just pride to turn

aside and leave him alone. Leave him — to his
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new face and new voice, and maybe his tall hat. But

leave him, for humility is not lost by a just regard for

dignity.

" While waiting for a car at one of the L Stations

I noticed a dingy litle group of perhaps twenty

children. They were in charge of two women from

some charitable home. A cold, hungry-looking little

collection. Yes, hungry— in the land of plenty!

Their car came before mine did. I could not help

noticing the wistfulness, the anticipation on the tiny

faces.

" One little boy in particular, seated next the

window, waved his hand to me as the car started off.

His whole attitude was that of one who is departing

on an ocean liner, for instance, for a year's trip

abroad. The tragedy of it! To-day he thinks,

he believes that all the people waiting at the Ter

minal appreciate most magnificently his exit to some

new foundling-asylum or other, or possibly for a half

day in the country. Twenty years from now —

what will he think? For he will have realized by

then the actual meaning of his abandonment, his

poverty. A man — he will hate and despise the

fate which has cursed him so singularly, or, to speak

plainly — the men who, by their greed and avarice,

have forced on him the hideous condition in which

he now finds himself. As a man he may be cold,

hungry. Who says that it is possible for soul-

happiness to compensate for the lack of bodily joys?

" To-day I received a letter, rather a note from

— the mill agent.
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" ' Mademoiselle:

" 1 You have saved my life ! '

" Yes, Monsieur Le Spoliateur — I did ! Why

I did is a question, like many other things. But I

saved your life. Was it worth the effort? I think

so, for you are a man, however much I may despise

your character. Therefore I am not sorry.

" ' From the bottom of my heart I thank

you ! '

" It is not necessary, Monsieur. Not at all.

Spare your thanks for someone who will appreciate

them. Not for Valerie! The bottom of his heart

— he says ! Ah, that is going down deeply. But

his heart is shrunken into gold, like the gold of old

King Midas in the fable. It is a yellow heart. I

care nothing for all it contains.

"'There is only one thing — !' Impossible,

Monsieur. Can you dare to suggest such a thing?

But yes, you dare anything. The world and all the

people in it were made for you !

" ' Not acceptable ! ' I should say not! Mon

sieur can hardly command, with the blind man in

the faMe: ' Tu devi averlo!' (You must have

it!) No man can speak that word to me. For I,

at least, am free from the respect of persons.

" No, Monsieur, it needs no explanation ! ' I will

not trouble you again,'— he will not trouble you

again with his words or his presence, Valerie ! —

For this I thank him —' from the bottom of my

heart! '

" 4 Always meant to be a gentleman ! '— Of
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course! That is why he got what he meant to get

— ease, luxury in life, while other men are starv

ing.

" ' I will cease following you ! '

" Merci — encore une fois — merci !

" 'God pity you! '

" That is all.—

" What is the matter with you, Valerie, that you

tremble so at the last words, that a revulsion of feel

ing creeps over your entire being?

" Ah— I feel a strange emotion. Fear, sorrow

— I know not what,— but I am only a weak girl !

" Why did he write so kindly — so like a gentle

man? For I believe he is one. I cannot — hate

him! In spite of all I feel, I wish — I cannot —

hate — him ! What is the explanation?

"I do not hate you, Monsieur! I cannot! In

spite of myself— I have tried, but something will

not let me! What is this? Eugene — !

" God pity me ! "



CHAPTER XXXII

OCTOBER

IT had never felt so much like October as this

year. The yellow leaves falling pianissimo

on the sere brown earth, the low calling of

winds, one to another, like the notes of a seraphine.

The days were glad and filled with sunshine, but

Valerie did not feel quite all the gladness.

No; her young heart was singularly ill at ease;

her step was perhaps less certain, less buoyant.

Since the night of the mysterious ending of her

diary she had lived in a different world, so it

seemed. She who had been certain, was now un

certain, she so strong, had become suddenly weak;

she so steadfast was shaken with fears, doubts, de

sires, longings.

Contrary to her custom of never keeping letters,

she had retained Eugene's note, written in New

York City. She had locked it securely away in a

private drawer. Not that she dreamed of Madame

Noel's prying into her affairs, but she felt some lit

tle satisfaction to know that it was beyond the reach

of any human eye or hand. There is a certain lit

tle privilege everyone has of hiding away certain

mementoes that speak like living tongues, like

239
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voices, like eyes — to the one who remembers ! It

is a weakness, no doubt, but a very human weakness.

And Valerie was human.

Monsieur Anselme looked up as Valerie entered

the little shop on this bright October morning.

This time he smiled.

" Bon jour, Mademoiselle ! "

He drew forward a stool and motioned her to sit

down.

But she did not sit down. Instead she remained

standing in one spot, her slender figure looking like

the frail stem of a flower. She was more like a

snowdrop than a rose to-day. Even the old man

noticed the change, noticed too the absence of the

bright red color in her dark hair.

" Pray be seated, Mademoiselle ! "

They conversed in French.

" No ; do not trouble yourself, Monsieur ! I shall

stand. Life is too short to sit down unless indeed

one is weary."

He regarded her in a surprised sort of way.

" Life is short, Mademoiselle — maybe! But to

an old man who looks back over seventy years —

it has been a long journey. So much so that he

would fain be at rest — sometimes! "

" At rest? " She looked worried over the words,

Anselme fancied.

" Yes, at rest, for life is wearisome when it is

nearly spent. Wearisome, especially if it has been

filled with ceaseless toil and care ! "

"And there are so many ills of body! " Valerie
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hastened to add, as if the preceding speech had

been her own. " So many little aches and pains, so

many fears and futile hopes. Oh, I believe it is

wearisome,— it is hard, Monsieur ! I feel it sol "

Anselme dropped the scissors on his bench. He

was very much surprised.

" How old are you, Mademoiselle? " The ques

tion was not impertinent, for he was seventy years

old.

" Twenty-three ! "

"Ah, it is too young! You are not able to

judge at this age ! You will think differently, at

— even twenty-five. They will be the most im

portant years of your life, Mademoiselle, from

twenty-five to thirty — you will have formed your

character by then. You must beware. For you will

be attracted by many, towards others you will be

cynical. You are alone, Mademoiselle. That is —

I fancy you are alone."

" Yes, I am alone ! " she said.

"Your parents are — dead, Mademoiselle?"

Her expression became slightly scornful.

" My father is living, but he is — married

again! "

There was a whole world in her look and tone.

The old man was sorry for her. She was lonely,

poor girl.

Anselme was not deeply learned, but he had the

experience of a long and painful life. So it was

with confidence that he spoke:

" You need a friend, Mademoiselle. You are
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young and beautiful and to some extent — wise.

But you need a beautiful character whom you can

look up to and admire. If you meet such, keep close

to him, imitate him, but do not let him go. I mean

— a man particularly, for yours is a strong charac

ter and women do not always interest you. I am

right? Not a lover — this friend, for I foresee

you do not think this way yet. But if you meet

someone who is in a position to guide you, trust him,

confide in him, but do not seek to replace him with

another. Otherwise you will become confused."

The old cobbler had perhaps never spoken so

many words at one time in all his life before. But

there are moments — extraordinary moments in all

lives, and this was an extraordinary moment in An-

selme's.

Valerie was perfectly silent. She wanted to say

something, but pride kept her back.

"Oh, Monsieur !" she said at length — hardly

realizing that she spoke.

He looked up quickly and his expression became

one of solicitude. For the first time in all his life

he was interested in a woman. He was deeply in

terested in this young, beautiful woman.

" Mademoiselle ! I have led a rough life. I

have never talked much to anyone. I have never

spoken my mind to a woman. But I am sorry for

you — why, I cannot tell."

"Oh, Monsieur!" There was a long, anxious

pause.

" Monsieur, something troubles me. I feel
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strangely alone. I want something, and I cannot

tell what it is that I want. Or, if I know, I can

not let myself reach out to take possession of it.—

But I am sorry for one thing ! "—Another long,

painful pause.

"I am — sorry — that you ever — knew me,

Monsieur ! "

" Why? " He was not sorry, not to-day.

"Because — because —" She was very much

agitated. " Because — Oh, Monsieur, promise me

— one thing? "

" What is it that you would have me promise? "

" Promise me that you will try to forget — any

thing that I have ever said — to you! Those first

times we met, I mean especially. Promise me that

you will think just as you did before I came to your

shop ! Oh, Monsieur, if you but knew — how I

suffer — and why, I cannot tell ! Only I know to

day that I am a curse to everyone — yes, do not

shake your head! It is so, for I feel it here!"

She laid one very small shapely hand over her heart.

" You are unsettled, my dear young Mademoi

selle ! " It was the first time in all his life he had

ever called any woman " dear " ! "I have lived

a rough life, on the sea. I have passed through

many storms, but the calm came after the fear and

the distress. The sun shone tranquilly in the west

where but a few hours before all was black and

death-like, and I found peace again, I and all the

crew. For life is first light, then dark, then light

again, Mademoiselle, but the light will be sure to
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come last. So I have found it after — seventy

years. So it shall always be ! "

" If I could believe it! " she sighed.

The old man was sorely troubled. He had no

words with which to comfort her. Once he might

have told her of the wondrous legend that shone in

letters of gold on the picture over the High Altar:

" Come Unto Me— All Ye Who Labor and Are

Burdened ! " But not to-day. Not any more.

He had forgotten all about such things as this.

" Will you not promise me?"

A dread fear smote her heart as she searched the

wrinkled old face.

It was too late!

The mischief had been done. It could not be un

done ! It is always easier to do than to undo. She

realized it at last.

" Oh, Monsieur,— I am unfortunate ! What

have I done? Not alone to you, but to others,—

many others,— I have done an injury which it may

be too late to mend! What shall I do? Promise

me — that you at least will not cast aside your early

beliefs. I do not believe, Monsieur ! I cannot see

the Light, but let the darkness dwell alone in me.

Do not sacrifice your peace — for me, because now,

after all, I have no peace! Don't you see — what

I have done ? "

"No; I do not see. For I understand some

things now which a man should understand. A man

is not a child. A man is not a fool. He is a man !
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He has free-will and reason to guide him. He is,

should be, free ! "

She winced at the repetition of her own words on

the old man's lips. They made her shiver to-day.

"And are you — free, Monsieur? Are you at

peace? Do you not fear, for instance, to die with

out your — God? "

" To die ? No ! It is as natural to die as to live,

as to be born. And death will put an end to all

perplexities, to all doubts. Death will bring rest to

the weary soul ! "

"Death should bring— rest!" she said slowly

and mournfully. " But how to be — sure? "

Anselme looked at her in amazement. Her

teachings had indeed done strange work in her young

heart.

He waited for her to speak again.

" As a social philosopher — I have failed, Mon

sieur!" she said somewhat bitterly. "My the

ories may have reached some glimmerings of truth,

but in the main they must be false. Must be, be

cause I have upset the order and peace of many

lives,— and because of my desire to do positive

good. Socially, ethically I have failed, Monsieur.

I am a menace to — the public good. And yet I

do not accept any religious theory, because there are

too many, and how can I choose? So I shall con

tinue on and on, Monsieur — how far — no one

knows. I shall study and perhaps I shall teach —

but whether my own convictions have done me more
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harm than good — you may judge for yourself ! I

have not been able to recognize the possibilities of

immense improvement in the present industrial sys

tem. I have not yet understood that we are not

compelled to continue as we are or to fly to Social

ism. The third alternative, the existing system

greatly amended, is a mystery to me. I see no hope

in this direction. But I am troubled because peace

seems to have departed from me. I am alone, fear

fully alone. I have much to answer for ! It makes

me afraid. At least, Monsieur Le Savetier, prom

ise me that I need not answer for your — soul ! "

It was a strange word, the last, on Valerie's lips.

But she believed at this moment that somehow or

other, Anselme at least had such a thing as a soul.

" But— I have worked too hard, Mademoi

selle ! " the old cobbler said slowly and rigidly. " I

have suffered wrong at the hands of the world! I

see it all at this late day. It has taken seventy

years — but it comes at last. ' Arise ! Slaves of

the World!"'

She shivered again.

It was no use.

Just then a tall figure passed directly by the door

of the little shop.

Valerie looked up quickly, and a crimson flood of

color dyed her unusually white face.

What had brought the mill-agent past the very

spot where she stood with beating heart, arguing

against the very theories of her hitherto carefree

life?
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He did not see her, of course, did not look in.

Did not even lift his head from the sidewalk, which

all of a sudden became intensely interesting to the

girl.

His fine dark eyes were veiled by their heavy

lashes; she could not see the velvet depths beneath.

But she felt them drawing her, humiliating her,—

felt them searching into her very heart.

All the while the old man was regarding her in

tently. Old as he was, and dulled by long and pain

ful years, and all unused to the ways of women, he

read her secret as plainly as if it had appeared in

magic letters there on the dingy wall.

And he thought, poor old man,— for we are all

human whether learned or ignorant or old or

young —

"She loves him! She loves that man! He is

her Peace — and Peace she may not have ! Poor

Mademoiselle ! "

Valerie, of course, was ignorant of what went on

in Anselme's mind. She stood there, more beau

tiful than ever, more blooming, more sorrow

ful.

She could not, of course, read Monsieur's thought.

If so — she would have been startled — then moved

to pity: Poor Monsieur!

For his thought ran something like this:

" Young, beautiful, innocent Mademoiselle ! Ah,

if I were but twenty-seven instead of seventy! I

would fight for your love as never man fought,

never on land, never on stormy ocean ! But it may
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not be — for you are twenty-three, and I am —

seventy! "

Then he stiffened up into position and resumed

his work stolidly.

Valerie stood but a moment longer, then she went

out, merely bidding him good-day, for she saw that

he was done talking.

All through the rest of the day, Anselme's thought

spoke to him like a living voice, in yearning ac

cents:

" She is twenty-three,— and you are — seventy! "



CHAPTER XXXIII

" YOUR OLD MEN SHALL SEE VISIONS "

SITTING over his tools the old cobbler nodded

once or twice.

The Sunday afternoon sun streamed

through the window although the curtain was se

curely drawn. It could not be kept out.

But Anselme's thoughts were not with the pres

ent. Not with the pair of shoes upon his knee, not

with the scattered remnants of leather all about the

floor, not in the sunlight of the street where no

human being loitered.

Stars shone on the water all about him, cold glint

ing stars. Smells of salt and rank sea-weed bore

to his nostrils and made him frightfully hungry in

spite of the fear. Hungry, for there was nothing

to eat on the becalmed ship Great Diamond.

Nothing but water and sky. No light but the

pale starlight, for the moon was obscured by thin

black clouds.

So far from the traces of men — alone on the

great deep with a half-starving crew. No call

might penetrate the nearest shore. No signal.

Left to die in a wilderness of water !

It was the last voyage, but it had proven to be

deathless. For toward evening of the next day a

249
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fresh wind sprang up from the west, and the horri

ble fate was averted.

When, after two weeks' time Anselme had

finally set foot on the pier of an old fishing-port of

Massachusetts, he had bidden a no very regretful

adieu to the sea, and walked up the ragged and

wormy boards with the exultation of a man who

has just escaped from some deadly dungeon, from

being buried alive by the hand of an untimely fate.

So far as he knew the old man had no living

relatives. Nothing human interested him, for all

human things bear association one to another. But

he was a singular being, and all things shrank away

from him.

Men held no power to fascinate Anselme, not the

most clever, the most powerful. Women had never

moved him, neither to admiration nor to distaste.

Only one thing became from that time an object of

interest, and that was — shoes. Shoes with worn

places in the soles, with holes large or small as the

case might be. Shoes with uneven heels, with rips

in the leather ! Any shoes at all — so that they re

quired to be mended.

All the powers of his soul, all the energies of his

senses were bent upon his chosen profession. From

this day forth he became wedded to the little bench

in the sunlight, down the Main Street, where the

rich and the great ones passed by unheeding.

Now at the end of a toilsome life a new interest

had come. Something quite apart from worn

places in shoes, and nails and hammering.
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It was — a woman !

A young woman, a mere girl, beautiful, fasci

nating, innocent. With dark rippling hair that

would not be staid, but tossed this way and that in

wildest disorder,— that is — it would be disorder

with anyone else. But with this girl it was su

premely artistic.

Eyes as blue as the bluest sea ever mariner fol

lowed, cheeks as fair as the fair face of the heavens

and tinged with ruby red like the sky in the old

adage :

" Red sky in the night is the sailors' delight ;

Red sky in the morning is the sailors' warning."

Not that Anselme fancied for a moment that he

was young again, or likely to awaken any interest

in return for his own. But it flattered him no little

to think that the young Mademoiselle had taken

pains several times of late to come and converse

with him. She had shown him some important

facts in life, quite apart from mending shoes. And

now it appeared there was something he could do in

return for her.

Something— for she was much troubled over —

something. The ruby color had faded somewhat

in the past weeks. She was drooping apparently

under a strain of some kind.

She was in love, although perhaps she did not

know it. A strange passion, surely, to bring such

disorder into the human heart. Love should be
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joyous. Even Anselme, who knew nothing at all

about it, believed this much. Love meant color,

music, action, everything bright and strong and de

lightful. It did not mean care and blight and sor

row.

Mademoiselle's love story was beginning most

unhappily, the old man thought. It could not be

that this stranger who passed by the door repulsed

her affection. No; there was a certain magnetism

about the girl, a grace, a charm, a dignity, a su

periority that defied repulsion. Monsieur, the man,

either did not know of her love for him, or there

was some secret obstacle to which she would not

surrender. Anselme did not know Monsieur Del-

pech except by name. He did not know that the

handsome face and noble figure belonged to the

odious mill-agent.

From the sea Anselme had learned a golden store

of wisdom. For it is a world in itself, all away

from the world. The ocean, the harbor, the ships,

the sea-monsters, the sunrises and sunsets, the

storms, the calms, the radiance — all have theip

meanings. They reveal messages of Life,— just

as on land men walk across their Destinies.

One thing this young girl had done for Anselme :

She had opened up before him an unlimited field

of vision. Hitherto his scope had been exceedingly

narrow, exceedingly limited.

She had taught him several other things of im

portance.

That most modern evils were due to capitalism.
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That Socialism was the only fundamental rem

edy.

The world, like shoes after they have been worn

for a time, needed mending. All modern political

and social activities followed from this assumption.

Divisions of opinion arose only as to the manner

of improvement and the methods of accomplish

ment.

One side argued:

The order of Society is sound and the flaws are

purely accidental, to be remedied, as one remedies

a worn-out shoe,— simply by mending.

The other:

The attack must be directed against the funda

mental root and fountain-head, which mere reform

does not do.

One said:

The evils which are specifically traceable to cap

italism can all be eliminated by measures of social

reform.

The other:

Collective ownership of all social sources and in

struments of wealth production — to be operated

under democratic administration for the benefit of

the whole people.

Anselme believed what the other said. He no

longer believed the one. A certain little red book

had cured him of many delusions which the experi

ence of seventy years had not been able to do.

So much Valerie had helped the old cobbler, and

now he must do something in return for her.
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He nodded over his work, for the interior of the

little shop was very warm.

By and by the hurrying footsteps past the door

and the fading sunbeams told their little story as

everything tells a story in this world.

It was the vesper hour.

He could hear the far-off sounding of bells,

church-bells, mellow, musical. He could watch the

faint red glow of the sunset as it streaked the walls

and floor. It stole in guardedly to-day, for it was

Sunday, and no one must know that Anselme worked

behind the drawn curtain and closed door.

No one — ? Was there indeed — no — one

— who knew? For is not everything that we do —

even most hiddenly — known ?

Bells and sunsets and hurrying footfalls on pave

ments strewn with October leaves, and fading land

scapes in quiet hours — all have their place in the

Book of Life's charms. Like two beautiful souls

conversing together, they speak to one at peace, lie

like a balm.

Dreaming of the sea, Anselme had fallen asleep.

Monday morning.

The hurrying footsteps quickened past the door.

It is unusual for the blinds to be drawn in the little

shop, for the door to be closed and locked.

Nine o'clock.

The fat wine merchant up the block looks out and
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wonders how it all came about ! It is strange —

after twenty years;

Then someone, a girl maybe, or a man, comes

with a pair of shoes. Worn shoes, so worn and

sick that if anything could have aroused Anselme it

would be these.

But the door is locked.

Ten o'clock.

Thus all day, and at nightfall they break open the

door.

Anselme is sitting there, faithful to the last. In

his hands are the instruments of his toil. But he is

strangely still.

Why — how —?

On the wall a lingering sunbeam strays like a

golden pencil. Perhaps it is writing invisible letters

for him to read who can:

" Six days shalt thou labor! "

And straying down over the idle hands — the

sentence is finished:

" On the seventh thou shalt rest! "

As one who comes back from an invisible world,

with a start

Anselme awoke.



CHAPTER XXXIV

THE UNBIDDEN GUEST

kOWARD the end of a long beautiful after

noon in the fall of the leaves Valerie stole

JL in half-fearfully through the great doors

of the mill.

She had finally made up her mind to see Mon

sieur, to talk to him, to look into his face once more,

whatever the cost, and then — if her errand was

unsuccessful to bid him adieu,—" forever."

No one noticed her as she passed swiftly, noise

lessly, along through one vast hallway after another,

finally reaching the office door.

It was partly open, and she could see that there

was no one within.

He was there, somewhere, she felt very sure.

He was always there in the afternoon, always.

Monsieur was very faithful to his trust.

She slipped inside the door and remained stand

ing irresolutely in the center of the room. She

hoped that he would come soon, before anyone else,

for she must see him — alone ! Must, or her

brain would burst; something would happen, for her

head throbbed like an engine pumping hot fire.

Suddenly a swift clinging step sounded down the
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corridor. She heard every echo, although the great

machines shrieked and groaned like mad.

Only one could walk like that! She shivered,

and hesitated for a brief second.

On one side of the little room a portiere concealed

an aperture in the wall. Monsieur usually hung

his coat and hat here. She remembered so much.

Valerie never could explain what wild impulse

moved her at that moment, but before she realized

what she was doing, she had slipped behind the

portiere and concealed herself from view.

Eugene entered, walked over to his armchair and

sat down heavily. The girl heard the casters creak

and knew by the fumes that reached her nostrils a

few moments later that he had lighted an unusually

good cigar.

The armchair had faced away from the door,—

she remembered so much, and accordingly peeped

out in guarded fashion from the corner of the por

tiere.

Then, in spite of the seriousness of the situation,

she laughed aloud. It was very funny, and Valerie

was but a real girl, after all.

A low light little ripple of laughter,— the man

in the armchair could not have heard it for he did

not move. But it would not do to forget herself

again. He might take it into his head to come

over and investigate matters, and then it would be

difficult to explain her presence in the room. She

had never seen him angry, but she believed his

anger might be terrible.
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He smoked away steadily. Every now and then

she peeped out from her hidding-place and looked

in longing toward the door which — Monsieur had

taken pains to close tightly when he entered the

room !

There was no possible means of escape until he

went out in one direction or another. If only she

had remained standing beside the desk until he came

in — but now it was too late for regrets.

So she sighed, a low indiscreet little sigh, which,

however, manlike and unobservant, he failed to no

tice.

He smoked for at least an hour. The clock on

the mantle pointed to five o'clock. How much

longer would she be held a prisoner in the room?

She began to grow strangely ill at ease. And it was

terribly tiresome standing still in one spot !

Finally, after what seemed an interminable length

of time to the weary and anxious girl, the man threw

down the butt of his cigar and rose.

But he did not go out. Instead he began to pace

up and down the narrow confines of the little room,

after the manner of one who is caged in, somehow,

and who is fretting to be set free.

For perhaps fifteen minutes he continued so, then

paused abruptly, went over to the desk, took up a

bunch of keys and turned toward the door. His hat

and coat were not with Valerie — behind the portiere,

— he must have left them outside somewhere, and

now he was going — home !

Something would have to be done quickly. Mon
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sieur in a moment would close and lock the office-

door and leave her in the awful darkness and the

fear.

She slipped out from her hiding-place and stood

facing the man who had once loved her.

That he was stunned for a moment was plainly to

be seen.

His fine face, tense in expression at all times, tight

ened. Beads of perspiration glistened on his fore

head. Could it be that he imagined her a spirit of

some sort?

His arms dropped loosely to his side. He stood

perfectly still watching her, while the little brass

clock on the mantle ticked away long-drawn ages.

If only he would speak — !

He did speak. His tone was terribly cold and

even.

" This is — unexpected, Mademoiselle ! Quite

— unexpected ! "

He was shocked, displeased, disturbed,— sus

picious !

For the first time in all her young life the girl lost

the powqr of speech. At least she could not utter

a word of what she had come prepared to say.

She hid her face in her slender hands.

The man was unmoved. Terrible thoughts were

convulsing his brain. Like these :

" She has come for some hidden purpose — to

harm me,— to watch my movements, to betray me

to the anarchists! She has been sent as a spy, or

has come — of her own will — to injure me ! "
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Aloud he said: " I cannot understand the object

of your visit, Mademoiselle! If you are able to ex

plain, I shall be pleased to listen. I shall be forced

to — believe you! "

But she remained like a dumb thing, with no word

to justify herself. For love, a strange conflicting

emotion, can be silent when it should speak and can

speak when it should be silent.

Eugene stood facing her with his fine eyes read

ing, as it were, her very soul. He was perplexed,

sorely puzzled. And miserable, likewise, for Made

moiselle's presence near him brought back the mem

ory of his unhappy love fourfold.

But he could not read her, for most men cannot

read most women. At best they may only rely upon

supposition.

After a moment or two he began to grow impa

tient. All the while she was staring wildly at him.

He wondered if she could really be right in her mind.

He did not know that the very anguish of having

lost him intensified the rapture of his presence. Only

a slight thread held her back from flying into his

arms and sobbing out her loneliness and grief into

a heart that she knew well was strong and noble.

But he misconstrued her every expression.

His attitude suddenly changed, however. He

seemed to shrink into himself, as it were, to become

older and haggard. Lines appeared about his fore

head and the too-sensitive mouth.

" Mademoiselle ! " he began wearily. " I do not

know why you came here to-night. I cannot possi
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bly guess — why ! Only I know that it was not for

my — good! Let us put an end to this meaning

less silence — since you will not explain and I am not

able to guess for myself. So I shall have to ask

you to — leave here, and at once."

He bowed slightly, and she passed out without a

word, without a gesture, with a heart too full of mis

ery to even feel its misery.

Like a ghost she passed quickly along through the

streets of the city, past curious throngs of people

who looked at her beautiful care-worn face and won

dered.

She passed in — to the deserted little house.

Madame Noel's patchwork samples looked gruesome

as she went through the stuffy little hall. The one

beautiful thing in all the world was gone — forever !

All else was plain and common.

She sat for hours beneath the little window of

her chamber that looked out into the remnants of

the garden where nothing would ever bloom again.

Over and over in her heart she heard the echo

of his voice,— the voice of the man who had —

loved her:

" Mademoiselle, I do not know why you came

here to-night! "

He did not know — why ! It was then, no use.

He would never understand now. Once she had

been the one who said: "Monsieur, leave me —

in peace ! " He had obeyed, for he was — a " gen

tleman." But now — now — it was his turn.

And he, this time, had said: " I shall ask you to

leave here, Mademoiselle, and at once ! "



CHAPTER XXXV

THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL

WHAT great soul has said that there are

multitudes of heavens all about us — the

kind actions which men perform? And

if we look back over our past, it is amazing to find

out how many kind actions have been done to us.

More than unkind actions, making our darkness

bright and our light brighter.

So in the days of her trouble poor Lisette felt

that people, even strangers were kind to her. She

had enough to eat and to wear, and not only for

herself but for her helpless little one. One now,—

for the baby had sickened and died shortly before the

strike.

In the little Ninon's eyes was creeping daily a

strange and wistful beauty, that even the fond mother

could not fail to see. What it was she dare not

utter even to her silent heart, but she felt its pres

ence coming nearer. She was unable to shake it

off.

Valerie came often of late, why, the woman could

not tell. Only something was troubling the once-

confident and joyous girl. She was sad and heavy

and distrustful at times.

a6a
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Between the woman and the girl after the arrest

of Jacques a sort of mutual understanding had sprung

up, at least in regard to some things. But Lisette,

well as she knew Mademoiselle, was wholly unpre

pared for what was coming to-day.

" Good evening, Madame ! " She did not usually

speak in English. Lisette turned away from the pil

low where her child had but just sank into a troubled

rest. Ninon was feverish of late.

" Good evening, Mademoiselle ! Be seated. I

am glad to see you! Have you no news of

Jacques? "

" I have seen him, Madame, talked with him, and

I think he will be at home soon. They will shorten

his sentence, I think, for there have been no acts of

violence lately. Am I right?"

"Everything keeps very quiet! " the woman an

swered. " Maybe it is well, maybe it is not. But

I am tired of so much trouble and noise. I wish

only peace now,— and Jacques ! "

" Well, you will have him at home with you, once

again. A very short time, I believe. And,

Madame, he will be a different man, this time. I

am sure of it, I spoke to him, a long time, Madame.

He promised many things if I would find someone

to intercede for him. Well, I found someone, and

we will hope for the best."

Valerie subsided into a troubled silence, troubled

in spite of her courageous words. The heart does

not always approve what the lips say. She was ter

ribly unhappy to-day. But it was not over Jacques.
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" Madame," she said after awhile, " I wish you

had never known me. I wish I had never come to

this place. Even more, I wish that I had never been

born! "

The woman's big black eyes flashed her astonish

ment. What did the young girl mean by such a

strange statement?

" I have done much harm in the world, Madame,

some of which I may never be able to undo. For

that I am sorry, but sorrow will not help matters

along. Only tell me — promise me that — you —

will not forsake your God for me! For anything

that I have said. Promise me ! "

" But —" Lisette could not possibly reconcile the

new mood of the girl with the past. She knew

nothing of the affair with Eugene. She could ac

count for nothing, and therefore refused to be con

vinced.

" Madame," the girl spoke rapidly as if she feared

to lose the power over a single word. " Ma

dame,—" Time begins to fly swiftly to me, al

though I am but a girl. Already I begin to feel as

if I were being dragged forward by some resistless

power, against my will. I have never in all my life

given in to anything. But now I feel a stronger

power than I, urging me, forcing me to something,—

what I cannot tell. Only I am not the same girl

I was when you first met me. Perhaps I believe the

same doctrines myself, but that I do not know. Only

I realize that I have done evil in the world. That

which takes away peace and tranquillity from other
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souls can hardly be innocent. I have seen the effects

of my system upon others. Everything has been

ruin. I have done harm beyond repair.

" I do not want to die,— Madame, with nothing

done but wrong." She paused and a look of horror

crept into her eyes.

" Come, come,— who talks of dying—" But

Lisette looked straight into the face of her sleeping

child and her expression too darkened to ashes.

Some sinister spirit seemed to be at work in the

room.

" I —" Valerie laughed hysterically. " I do

not, perhaps ! For I am young. But young people

die. It is not the thought of it, although it is cruel

to walk from sunshine out into the dark and the

cold. But the thought that this brain of mine, this

heart which—" she had almost said "loved"—

" should forever cease to exist, should sink into noth

ingness,— appalls me. I have changed, Madame.

Suddenly I see the folly of a way which shows no

ray of brightness at the end. All light while there

is life — all blackness after life. I should rather

think it should be the other way,— a little or much

pain and trouble, deep shadows here, but a glorious

and peaceful sunset. What do you think?"

But Madame had not really heard all the words,

for she said as if she were only talking to herself:

" The world owes me a living,— me and my child ! "

The girl went on speaking as if to an empty room.

In the last extremity Lisette had failed her.

" Order must come to the house which holds the
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thought, the life. It must be put in order at the

last. It would be cowardice to go on an unknown

journey with all in disorder, and a film over the —

soul. Oh, Madame, what am I saying? What do

I mean? But now I realize that all my life has been

morning. I loved its brightness, but I wanted rest,

and joy is not restful. I saw with others that it was

evening early in life. How tranquil they seemed!

Shall it ever be evening with me? It matters not, so

that there be no night! —"

She broke off abruptly, and burst into sobs.

The woman drew the weeping girl to her knee and

smoothed the bright hair. She passed her rough

hand over the pure white forehead and strove to quiet

her sobs.

Just then the sleeping child awoke, and the girl

arose as if startled that even a child should see

her in this mood.

Lisette followed her half-way out.

" Dear heart," she said —" do not be sad. This

will pass away. It will not last. Think of me —

how I suffer without Jacques. But I am brave and

fear nothing of the future.— Bonne nuit ! "

After the girl had gone she buried her head in

her hands and pondered deeply. Then she said half-

aloud :

" Young girls do not cry and weep over — Re

ligion. She does not think of death because of sor

row for her sins — she has no sins, for she is but a

girl. No — it is — something else."

The woman was partly right, but not wholly right.
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And if she could have followed Valerie out beyond

the piled-in tenements and down along the main

street, she would have been less sure of her verdict.

Perhaps she too would have been moved. For the

young girl, walking swiftly, past the little shop of

the old cobbler looked through the half-opened shut

ters and saw a startling sight :

Anselme, sitting perfectly still on his bench, his

worn hands folded forever in a tight embrace. His

worn tools forever idle. He leaned slightly for

ward as one leans at prayer. A glimmer of peace

rested on his forehead, on his lips the last vestige of

a smile.



CHAPTER XXXVI

THE FATE OF MADEMOISELLE

HINGS had changed but little during the

past year. Only the new cooperative dwell

J- ings were all completed now, and the first

families installed.

Down the main street the doors and windows of

the cobbler's little shop were closed tightly. By and

by the city meant to tear down the building and erect

a garage.

Valerie had been strangely soothed to learn the

facts concerning the old man's death. Only a few

days after his painful dream Anselme had come hum

bly to the little church of St. Basile, confessed his

fault and the last Sunday that he spent on earth had

seen him humbly bending at the altar-rail. It was a

singular grace, for Faith once lost is rarely found

again. But God had looked upon the purity and

endeavor of the old man's early years, and had

reached out His strong and saving arm. Just in

time, and now Anselme slept in the little French cem

etery, the rescued sheep of the flock.

After that day things seemed rather peaceful and

smooth to the girl. She had determined upon a new

mode of life. No longer did she speak in public or
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write articles that might stir up trouble and discord

among men. But she tended the sick and the dying

and tried to sooth the misery of the poor. Un

known and unnoticed and away from the prying eyes

of the world,— in the back city streets.

Jacques Beranger had been dismissed from jail, al

though the girl did not know. He sauntered idly

down beside the river instead of hastening home.

He wanted to celebrate.

It is always easy for a man to celebrate. Easy

to find comrades on every hand. All are willing to

rejoice with him. Everyone is anxious to drag him

down again if it be possible.

Strange to say three or four of his old convivial

companions were hanging about the river that very

evening waiting for something to turn up. Things

always turn up if people wait for them. These had

been waiting all day.

They hailed Jacques with little short of rapture;

he was to be envied for having obtained free board

during these months. But not for the rest of the

programme, except the " Library " perhaps. Al

though, unfortunately, none of them could read much

of anything.

Jacques never meant to enter the cafe on that

evening — but he was coaxed and persuaded consid

erably. Few people can stand coaxing, and Jacques

was one of the many who could not. So he went in

and sat down in a corner and strove to forget that

he had just come out of jail, and that he had a wife

and child at home, waiting for him.
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The conversation was tame enough at first, but

after awhile the spirits of the company, aided by cer

tain other quality of spirits, waxed high.

Someone,— who it was Jacques never knew,—

cried out in English, " Thief— Liar ! " and immedi

ately the trouble began.

Jacques, never very conservative, yelled lustily

above the others, joined the swelling chorus:

"Thief! Liar! Liar! Thief !" and found him

self in the midst of a squirming mass of heads and

arms and legs mixed up on the floor.

The battle raged, while the stupid clerk behind

the counter could not think of anything to do except

yell with the rest. It did not occur to him for a few

moments to call for the police.

And just then a girl came swiftly and noiselessly

in at the door, a mere slip of a girl with a huge

basket on her arm. The clerk did not know her

name, but she was the young Mademoiselle who was

so good to the poor. She had come for some of

yesterday's bread and anything else that might have

been left over,— for the poor !

Valerie gave a low frightened cry, for in an in

stant she had recognized Jacques Beranger in the

midst of the fray. He was holding his own a little

aloof from the rest. He waved his ragged and

dirty cap in the air and taunted the big fellow with

the terrible black hair and beard. A veritable

giant-killer, but no one was formidable to Jacques

just then.

Another woman entered the doorway almost at
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the same moment. A pale and haggard woman this

was,— at sight of the fray she lost presence of mind

and cried out " murder " in a piercing voice. It was

just the wrong thing, the wrong word. It heated

up the blood of the big black man to a terrific de

gree, past control. Jacques, cool and taunting, in

vited his doom.

The woman did not see, nor did the stupid clerk

what the big fellow was doing with one hand in his

pocket. One saw, however; it was the girl.

Quick as a flash she saw the picture of what was

going to happen! Jacques, unhappy miserable fel

low, in an instant would be hurled into eternity,—

to face that God whom he had long insulted.

Lisette, his poor wife, would have to live her life

through with that awful memory, and her last days

must be spent in hopeless drudgery. Poor little

Ninon would have no tender memory of her dead

parents, but the bright pink spots in her cheeks were

destined to burn out in hopeless yearning for the

joys of other children ! Until her frail life was pre

maturely ended, and He should call Who said:

" Suffer the little children ! "

Quick as a flash these thoughts rushed through the

fevered brain of the girl.

She passed swiftly, silently, to within a foot of

Jacques and waited. Neither of the men appeared to

notice her.

Then, just as the big fellow raised his hand she

flung herself in front of his victim and threw out

both arms. Valerie did not know how savagely in
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toxicated he was, but it would have made no differ

ence.

The big fellow raised his right hand suddenly,

drew it forward and plunged.

A sharp report, a spark of fire, and when the little

cloud of smoke had cleared away, Valerie was seen

to stagger and fall backward.

The woman, Lisette, had fainted. She did not

see the policemen entering the doorway— too late.

The deed had been done, and the perpetrator had

fled, through a back window; he was beyond reach

by now. A few minutes would suffice to give him

the lead, and he was gone.

The wounded girl opened her eyes once or twice

as they carried her out. Once she fixed them steadily

upon Jacques and smiled ever so faintly. Her lips

tried to frame the words " Go home ! "

He understood, and followed after the men who

bore away the fainting form of his wife.

It had been a terrible scene.

The twenty-third of December ! Almost the eve

of Christmas, the birthday of peace !

There had been no snow as yet, but the evening

sky was cold and bloodless — as they carried Va

lerie out.



CHAPTER XXXVII

THE DAY AFTER THE FRAY

THE newspapers had startling headlines the

next day. Everyone in the city was talk

ing about the affair. Perhaps Le Courrier

Frangais had the most thrilling account :

TERRIBLE AFFRAY!

young mademoiselle is shot and wounded fatally.

Assa1lant Makes His Escape.— She Refuses To Give

Her Name.— May Be Her Lover.

A young and beautiful woman will probably die as the

result of a shooting in a down-town cafe last night.

The affair started in a free quarrel between two men, one,

Jacques Beranger, recently released from jail where he had

been confined on a serious charge,— the other, unknown,

who made his escape during the excitement that prevailed.

The two men were engaged in a lively dispute when the

young woman appeared on the scene. The cry of

" Murder ! " from one of the spectators aroused the com

batants to fury. The unknown fired a shot from a 38

caliber army pistol, striking Mademoiselle in the right elbow,

nearly fracturing the bone and grazing the second finger of

the left hand, after which it imbedded itself in the window

273
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casing. Although the wound of itself would not be mortal,

the young woman's condition indicates that the heart has

received a fatal shock.

When the assailant raised the pistol, she sprang in front

of Jacques Beranger, and in trying to save his life, has prob

ably lost her own.

The assailant made his escape quickly by smashing a pane

of glass and jumping through a rear window. No trace

of him has been discovered, and the police have absolutely

nothing to work upon.

The woman in the case is young and beautiful. She was

formerly employed as a weaver in the textile mills in this

city. She has since become prominent as a leader in the

recent labor troubles, and led the great Parade which so

nearly resulted in death to the Agent, M. Delpech.

For some unknown reason, the young woman refuses to

give her name. In the poorer districts of the city she is

well-known and greatly loved for her works of charity. The

people call her " Mademoiselle Valerie ! "

To the reporters the young woman had absolutely nothing

to say. She refuses to answer any questions and it appears

that the respectable person with whom she boards knows

nothing of her past.

On the night of the shooting Mademoiselle had entered

the cafe with a market-basket on her arm, to collect supplies

for the poor. She knew the man, Jacques, for she was a

frequent visitor at the prison up to the time of his release.

When the cry of " Murder ! " sounded through the little

room, Mademoiselle sprang forward, dropping the basket

and also a handkerchief marked " V. B." This, together

with a little black book, was found beside the counter on the

floor after the room was cleared.

The book may possibly throw some light on the case. It

is a Latin version of the Imitation of Christ. A purple
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ribbon opens to a page heavily lined. The following verses

are significant:

" Nihil dulcius est amore, nihil fortius, nihil altius . . .

quia amor ex Deo natus est." . . . (Nothing is sweeter

than love, nothing stronger, nothing higher, because love

is born of God.)

Why Mademoiselle carried such a book in her gown no

one knows, for she is a free-thinker. She has spoken pub

licly many times up to a month ago, but of late her efforts

have been directed almost wholly toward alleviating the

miseries of the poor.

Mademoiselle is of medium height with dark curly hair

and fascinating black eyes. She evidently comes of good

family, but for some unknown reason refuses to disclose

her name.

It is believed that the assailant may have been her lover,

especially since the words of the little book are significant

of something like this.

The whole story remains a mystery. Jacques Beranger

asserts stoutly that he did not know the man, but that a

dispute started over the price of drinks.

And meanwhile the principal in the tragedy, Va

lerie, lay perfectly still in the little upstairs bed

room that looked out into the street. Madame

Noel sat constantly by her side. She had not even

been down to the door to buy a newspaper, but had

avoided the gaze of the curious who strolled past

the door. So neither Madame nor the girl knew

anything of what the reporters had said. Reporters

are a wild crowd when it comes to raising mischief,

so Madame believed, and she had no curiosity to

see whether according to the reports her beloved
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young charge was living or dead. She only knew

that Valerie lived yet, that she looked into her eyes,

although she had not smiled once. Madame would

not believe that she was going to die.

She had asked for the cure and he had come and

baptized her conditionally. He was coming back

again in a few hours.

Madame was not even cast down by the doctor's

words :

" I can do no more ! It is time now to think of

the soul! I have done all that I can do, and now I

resign all claim ! "

" God is good, cherie ! " the old woman whis

pered constantly in her ear.

And the sick girl answered to herself. ..." Too

good!"— looking steadily out over the fields and

woods to the little burying-ground where poor old

Anselme slept, alone.

It had been a great shock to the girl when she dis

covered the old man sitting lifeless on his bench.

A far greater shock than the terrible scene in the

cafe of a few hours before. For in the first case

Valerie realized the awfulness of her responsibility

in sending out of life her fierce and godless doctrines

with a human soul,— into another life. It had

preyed upon her restless mind until she learned the

true facts, that old Monsieur Le Savetier had not

died an enemy of his God.

A knock upon the door in the street below. Ma

dame begrudged the time spent in descending the

stairs.
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It was Eugene. He came in white-faced and anx

ious.

He had read the story in the papers, had read

about the little black book with a terrible start. What

could it mean?

With the deference due to a person of fine clothes

And high station in life, Madame conducted him up

the narrow little stairs and into the room.

He came forward and knelt beside the bed while

the wounded girl watched him with feverish inter

est. He had come at last !

"Mademoiselle, forgive me! I have never

ceased to regret my attitude that last night! But

I believed you came to — injure me — fool that I

was, although you saved my life! Say that you

forgive me, and that when you are well again — nay,

even now — we shall be friends ! "

" I have nothing to forgive, Monsieur ! " Her

voice was strangely subdued and quiet. Quite un

like the old gay and scornful Valerie. " But I did

not come that night — to injure you ! I came for

— something else ! I believe you could give it to me,

— but there is no need now! I have it from some

other source,— I do not even know whence. But it

has come, or will come,— when I get well ! "

She believed that she was going to die,— her tone

and look implied it, but Eugene would not tolerate

such a thought. He was as bad as poor old Ma

dame. He loved the girl.

" You will be well very soon, Mademoiselle ! " he

said gayly. " Then we shall start anew. I shall be
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your friend, and we will work together for the better

ment of things. I have heard of your good deeds

to the poor and the sick. Good deeds always bring

their reward, even in this world."

" Good deeds? " She opened her lovely eyes so

widely that the man could see way down into the

depths of her soul. Mademoiselle had reached a

sublimity of virtue in her groping which even he

had not attained. She was actually unconscious that

she had done a good deed.

He did not reply, but sat steadily looking out to

ward the spot where the mortal part of poor old

Anselme awaited the coming of the resurrection day.

Valerie regarded him intently, while she said:

" Monsieur, you wrong me. I have never done

a good deed in all my life. But for this — I am to

receive a great reward. I cannot tell you — yet.

But you will know,— it is my secret — when I get

well !"



CHAPTER XXXVIII

valerie's secret

"TV /F ADEM0ISELLE>" he beSan haPP11^

\ / 1 — taking up her frail hand. " I never

* pass by the garden that I do not think

of how I first saw you that summer night. It seems

ages ago ! We have both suffered since ! "

She looked at him with an air of solicitude that

pleased him hugely.

She looked at him and saw that tiny lines had

crept into his forehead in the past weeks. And there

were a few gray lines behind the ears. Monsieur

could not be more than thirty at most. He was a

rich man, but he had suffered too !

" I am glad, Monsieur! " she said feebly, for she

was very weak.

He thanked her with his eyes and she was satis

fied, for Eugene's eyes spoke the truth. She remem

bered how she had watched him that first night, long

ago, as she swung over the gate and he passed down

the street. His going had brought a little girlish

pang even then,— but since, ah since !

" Mademoiselle, I think that you will do a great

work in the world one of these days ! " he said.

" I believe it firmly."

279
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A bright light burned suddenly into her face, as if

some sharp pain had touched her.

" You wrong me, Monsieur ! There is no more

work for me ! I have done too much already ! It

is time that I should be still !

" You know, Monsieur,— it was a great shock to

me, that day when I looked through the window, and

saw old Anselme asleep ! Sleeping so fast,— I had

never seen anyone dead before ! It worried me until

I learned that he died at peace with his God. To

die away from the sunlight of your youth must be a

dreadful thing! So dreadful that when I saw, it

nearly broke my heart. But,— God has been

good !

" Think of what it would have meant, Monsieur, if

I had to go through life with the consciousness that

he had lost his soul through me ! For to abandon

God is to lose one's soul, is it not? But the terror

of it struck me forcibly, Monsieur ! Then I thought

of the poor old man, away up there — before the

great White Throne ! Oh, it was awful, the thought !

Do you suppose he will turn toward earth and point

to me when the book of his life is opened up? Will

he blame me, do you think? I am sorry now! I

did not understand, but I realize at last! "

" It is not awful, Mademoiselle ! " he said cheer

ily. " He died at peace and reconciled. I am sure

he would not return here if he could. And he will

not blame, only forgive and pity you if you did him

harm. We cannot judge, but I often console myself

with this thought: If we are so ready and eager
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to forgive our fellow-men, why do we not give God

credit for being more generous than we? In His

great human heart there is room for all! That is

what Faith teaches me ! "

Eugene lapsed into silence, and the only sound that

echoed through the little room was the faint muffled

ticking of the ancient clock. For time does not

stay one moment of its flight, no matter how solemn

is the hour.

He wished that he dared to ask Valerie the ques

tion that rose to his lips a hundred times and died

away again. But there would be time enough —

when she should get well ! For he would not believe

that she could die !

Eugene had not understood the girl who so often

had outwitted him, who had offset all his plans, and

nearly cost him his very life-blood.

She had worked against him from the beginning,

and he was helpless. But circumstances had altered

matters strangely, and she was conquered at last.

But the man did not reckon on any invisible force

to defeat his purpose now. He did not know of the

determination which had replaced the old one, which

fell from the lips of the girl he loved in the stillness

of that midnight, when the world lay sleeping and

the moon shone but dimly on poor old Anselme's last

resting-place.

She did not want to get well; she would not be

satisfied. All her brief young life she had worked

for the destruction of many souls. Her one

achievement had nearly proved fatal.
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So this was the prayer that rose from her heart

that no one heard save the angels.

" O God ! For every soul that I have harmed,

ever so little,— for every soul I might have saved,

ever so humble,— for every sinful soul who lives but

to offend Thee, for every dark and ignorant soul

who unwittingly betrays Thee,— I offer my young

life as a sacrifice! Deign to accept it even so un

worthy an offering,— chasten it, refine it by a few

brief hours of suffering,— then draw it sweetly to

follow after Thee ! "



CHAPTER XXXIX

AND IN THE EVENING WEEPING SHALL HAVE PLACE

A LL the next day, the day before Christmas,

Valerie was strangely restless, following

with her great black eyes every movement

of Madame Noel.

Madame's eyes were red and swollen with weep

ing. She was a good Christian ; she knew that death

ought not to bring sadness, for it was but the real

entrance to that life for which this life is but the

pathway. But the thought of Mademoiselle lying

out there day after to-morrow alone in the cold and

with snow on her bright young forehead— was too

much sorrow for the tender heart of Madame. She

would no longer be able to feel the clasp of warm

little fingers, she would no longer gaze into the beau

tiful childish eyes which had followed her incessantly

for the past hours as in the manner of one who is

dying.

Mademoiselle would never walk in the little gar

den, not in the springtime nor in the summer. Blos

soms would spring to life, would fade and perish —

while she lay yonder in the little burying-ground.

The good cure, perhaps, understood better than

the doctor what ailed Mademoiselle, for downstairs
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in the stuffy little parlor he had drawn Madame

apart and whispered:

" It is useless to try and keep her here! If she

wishes to go,— it is because God wants her ! And

it is a remarkable conversion. But,— I am sorry

for you,— Madame ! "

Dear, old man,— he had tended many fair blos

soms, had seen them droop and perish in their blos

soming— but he had never been so touched before.

He could only point to the consoling words of his

" In the evening weeping shall have place,

But in the morning gladness! "

" Life is short, Madame! " he said gently. " We

cannot stay here always. And if she — goes now,

you will have someone to wait for you ! "

There was a quiet grandeur about the dying girl

that could not remain hidden even to poor old Ma

dame.

She had never dreamed that her precious little

charge could die, but God had known all along. Why

had He not made it plain in some way?

Would Valerie in a few hours more be clasping

in speechless adoration the wounded feet of Christ?

Would she gaze upon that peerless countenance

which ravished all the saints and before which angels

veiled their faces? In a few hours more, would she

have gone to this,— leaving Madame alone in the

poor little room with only a lifeless image of cold

clay? Could it be?
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Valerie lay perfectly still. She was wholly un

conscious of what was passing in Madame's mind.

The good cure had never listened to such a strange

tale as that which the girl had told him, but a few

hours after they had brought her home.

Her mother had been dead for years. She had

been brought up tenderly in her father's care. He

had idolized her, bestowed every care upon her body,

but he had forgotten the soul of his child !

After a time a governess had been engaged to

educate the young girl. Unknown to the father,

this governess was a free-thinker. She had carefully

instructed her in the dangerous doctrines which had

nearly resulted in ruin to many souls.

Valerie was a headstrong girl, if noble and gen

erous. She would not listen when her father tried

to show her that she was wrong. She believed with

all her fierce young strength that she was right, and

from that time strove to inoculate the hearts of men

and women of the laboring class with her ideas.

Gradually the belief in God died out of her life.

When finally her father married a second time, the

girl had left home, and had come here to the distant

city where she was unknown. She had labored hard,

with some success as it seemed at first, to convert souls

to her manner of thought.

She had succeeded for a time, but her principal

convert, old Anselme Moncreiff, had taught her the

lesson which death alone can teach. Gradually the

error of her ways had worn upon her once-gay and
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care-free spirit, until her frail body had succumbed.

The accident in the cafe had put the final touch on

the work of remorse, and now Valerie would never

harm anyone again. She was at peace,— so much

so that she fought off every effort of nature and the

science of man to bring her back to a world where

she had suffered so much.

To the good cure she had confided all her thoughts

and desires:

" Monsieur," she had said,—" You must know

that life was an unusual problem to me. It was full

of joy and yet devoid of interest. All my life was

morning,— I loved its brightness, but I wanted rest!

I saw that with others it was evening early in life.

How tranquil they seemed ! And I used to wonder

if it would ever be evening for me! And now, at

last, it has come ! "

Monsieur Le Cure could not speak for tears. This

soul was a great and splendid conquest of which in

his deep humility he judged himself to be unworthy.

But God was certainly good.

But he would not for a moment give in to the girl

that she must necessarily die.

" Remember, my child, that it is more to live for

Him than to die for Him, and far harder sometimes !

And the great St. John Chrysostom says : ' Silent-

ium, quod lutem proebet figulo, idem ipse proebe

conditori tuo! '—(As the clay is silent in the hands

of the potter, so do you be silent in the hands of your

Creator !)

" Even the holiest desires should be consumed with
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the fire of God's desire ! So, my child, it is not for

you to say, whether you go or stay,— only say al

ways — Thy will be done ! "

"Ah, Monsieur ! I had not thought of that.

God knows best. He loves us beyond all — earthly

love ! " She cast down her eyes as she spoke, and

the wise old cure thought within himself: "It is

my dear son, Monsieur Delpech — whom she

loves ! "

But he hastened to add aloud:

" We must love Him best, my child, but He wishes

us to love others beside. We are hardly able to pass

through this vale of tears without an earthly friend.

Remember, there was one disciple, whom Jesus

loved! So do not worry if you find that you love

your earthly friends. Jesus is generous. He is will

ing to share where men will not. Only give Him a

deep and wide place wherein to rest in your heart,

and all will be well."

" Monsieur," she said earnestly and without

changing color or appearing to be distressed:

" Long ago, as it seems, Monsieur Delpech told me

that he loved me, not in words, 'tis true, but in other

and stronger ways. But I tried to believe that I

hated him, and would hurt him if it were possible.

But it is not so, Monsieur. I have loved him all the

time ! Monsieur, is it wrong that I should want to

tell him so,— before I die? "

" No, my child; it is not wrong. Whatever hap

pens, he has the right to know . . ."

The cure's voice sank to a whisper.
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Just then the carollers came and stood beneath the

little window, when the world was almost asleep.

And they sang . . .

"Silent night! Holy night!

Son of God! Oh! what Light ..."



CHAPTER XL

BUT IN THE MORNING GLADNESS

HERE was a heavy fall of snow that night,

and in the morning no sound echoed through

the silent streets save the cheery salutations

of the good people hurrying in the semi-darkness to

the first mass in the little chapel.

Valerie had not slept during the night; she had

spoken little during the past hours, and appeared to

be sinking.

Madame Noel could not weep any more. All the

fountain of her tears had been dried up, as it seemed.

Mademoiselle was at peace, and in a few moments

she would receive for the first time the new-born

Savior.

" May the body of our Lord Jesus Christ preserve

thy soul to everlasting life ! "

Still and solemn rang the words on the quiet air,

with no one near save the cure and madame.

It was the first Christmas and the viaticum !

Valerie would never lose the fervor and grace of

her first communion, for Jesus had come for the first

and last time, at least so it seemed to the silent watch

ers.
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A telegram arrived from Valerie's father, and

Eugene, tearing it open hastily, could hardly believe

his own sense of sight.

It was signed by the owner of the great textile

mills in the city, Monsieur Bertreux, his employer !

Valerie was then his only child! She had indeed

been tenderly nurtured and highly educated. She

was not his inferior as he had believed when she

worked for him in the mills, but his superior if any

thing. He had loved her, believing her to be a poor

and ordinary girl,— he loved her still, and now—

she was dying ! '

Monsieur, the telegram said, would arrive in a

short space. He had been away from town when

the message came,— he had been totally unaware

of his child's whereabouts and now he was hurry

ing to her death-bed, in the frenzied hope that he

would not be too late !

Without in the streets groups of merry children

loitered here and there, and happy-faced matrons

and maidens trudged along through the banks of

new-fallen snow, their arms filled with holly and mis

tletoe. Christmas bells began to ring for the Christ

mas Vespers, and music filled all the air like fragrant

incense.

But the world seemed thousands of miles away to

the anxious occupants of the little bedroom of the

cottage. Madame and Eugene and the cure,— for

the girl was as far away as the world was.

Valerie was drifting, as it were, to the very edge
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of that unsurveyed land which is and always will be

an unarranged science.

Sight and sound and feeling seemed to have van

ished, and already the silent watchers fancied that

they heard the rustle of unearthly garments,— the

messenger coming to take back the soul which had

been a wanderer for a brief space on earth.

A step sounded without the door, and Monsieur

Bertreux entered. His face was white and haggard

as he sought the wan face of his child.

She opened her lovely eyes once and fixed them

on her father's face, as if it were not a surprise to

see him there, as if she had been expecting him all

along.

Then an ashen shade crept over her,— and the

cure holding the crucifix, began the prayers for a

departing soul.

A sobbing cry sounded through the room. It was

Eugene :

" She is gone ! "

The cure had risen to his feet and bent over the

pillow just as the doctor came in at the door :

" Not so ! " he said. " It is a faint ! . . ."

There was great excitement while Madame ran

for water, the doctor chafed her hands and head

and Eugene and the cure prayed :

" I have loved, because the Lord will hear the

voice of my prayer. The sorrows of death have

encompassed me, and I called upon the name of the

Lord. Turn, oh my soul, into thy rest ; for the Lord
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hath been bountiful to thee! For He hath deliv

ered my soul from death; my eyes from tears, my

feet from falling. I will please the Lord, in the

land of the living ! "

When finally Valerie opened her eyes and saw them

all gathered about her, and realized that she was

not to go, but to remain a little while longer,— she

was glad, because God willed it.

When she had talked a very little while with her

father, had begged him over and over again to for

give her for the past, when Madame had cried over

her until she could cry no longer, and when the good

old cure had blessed her and assured her of his con

stant prayers until she should be well and strong once

more,— Valerie asked to be left alone with Eugene

for a little while.

And so, when all had gone out and the room was

quiet, the two souls spoke to one another, not in many

words — for love needs not many words with which

to express itself. But they planned a few things for

the future, which was opening so joyously before

them.

To labor, to love, to suffer if need be, to work for

the betterment of the downtrodden and the poor,—

this was to be the future of two young lives which

God had joined together.

Downstairs, alone, Madame Noel knelt and

prayed. She did not pray for the past, but only for

the future. She knew that Eugene was just and hon

orable and that Valerie was noble and unselfish.
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Their future must be blest, although it must be

crossed with sadness. For after joy comes great

sorrow.

So she knelt and prayed, the prayer that is said by

Breton sailors, when they put out on a long voyage :

" Save me, O God,— for my craft is frail, and the

waters are deep and wide, and I sail into an unknown

sea! "

THE END
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